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In 1790, almost two centuries ago, the District of
Columbia was created as the permanent seat of the government of
the united states. Since the federal government took up
residence in the new capital, ten years later, tne people of the
District of Columbia have not had a voting Representative in
Congress, although they are currently represented by a single
non-voting delegate. This arrangement has engendered debate
among Americans from the very first, and a number of efforts have
been made to alter the constitutional status of the District.
In 1978, a constitutional amendment was proposed that
would have given the District of Columbia representation in the
Senate and House of Representatives as if it were a state. The
states, however, declined to ratify the amendment and it lapsed
in 1985. Efforts have, therefore, shifted to focus on attempts
to admit the District of Columbia to the Union as a state.
Proposals of this nature have caused a lively debate over the
legal, economic, and moral questions raised by the District's
status in our constitutional scheme.
The present study, "Report to the Attorney General on
the Question of Statehood for the District of Columbia" is a
contribution to that debate. It 1tlas prepared by the Justice
Department's Office of Legal Policy, which functions as a policy
development staff for the Department and undertakes comprehensive
analyses of contemporary legal issues.
This study will generate considerable thought on a
topic of great national importance. It will be of interest to
anyone concerned about a provocative and informative examination
of the pertinent legal issues.

EDWIN MEESE III
Attorney General

Executive Summary
Efforts to admit the District of Columbia to the Union as a state
should be vigorously opposed. Granting the national capital statehood
through statutory means raises numerous troubling constitutional questions. After careful consideration of these issues, we have concluded that
an amendment to the Constitution would be required before the District
of Columbia may be admitted to the Union as a state. Statehood for the
Nation's capital is inconsistent with the language of the Constitution, as
well as the intent of its Framers, and would work a basic change in the
federal system as it has existed for the past two hundred years. Under our
Constitution, power was divided between dIe states and the federal
government in the hope, as Madison wrote, that "[t]he different
governments will control each other," thus securing self-government,
individual liberty, and the rights of minorities. In order to serve its
function in the federal structure a state must be independent of the
federal government. However, the District of Columbia is not independent; it is a political and economic dependency of the national
government.
At the same time, it is essential that the federal government
maintain its independence of the states. If the District of Columbia were
now admitted to statehood, it would not be one state among many.
Because it is the national capital, the District would be primus inter
pares, first among equals. The "State of Columbia ... could come
perilously close to being the state whose sole business is to govern, to
control all the other states. It would be the imperial state; it would be
'Rome on the Potomac.''' It was this very dilemma that prompted the
Founders to establish the federal capital in a district located outside of
the borders of anyone of the states, under the exclusive jurisdiction of
Congress. Their reasons for creating the District are still valid and
militate against granting it statehood.
Many have recognized the fundamental flaws in plans to grant the
District of Columbia statehood. For instance, while testifying in support
of the proposed 1978 District amendment, which would have treated the
District of Columbia "as if it were a State" for purposes of national
elections, Senator Edward Kennedy dismissed what he called "the
statehood fallacy," and stated that, "[t]he District is neither a city nor a
State. In fact, statehood may well be an impossible alternative, given the
practical and constitutional questions involved in changing the historical

status of the Nation's Capital." A pamphlet entitled "Democracy
Denied" circulated in support of the 1978 amendment, and fully
endorsed by District Delegate Walter E. Fauntroy, plainly acknowledged
that granting statehood to the District of Columbia "would defeat the
purpose of having a federal city, i.e., the creation of a district over which
the Congress would have exclusive control." That pamphlet also
recognized that statehood "presents a troublesome problem with the
23rd Amendment if the federal district were to be wiped out by
legislation." Indeed, Delegate Fauntroy has opposed statehood for the
District in the past, correctly pointing out that "this would be in direct
defiance of the prescriptions of the Founding Fathers.» As former
Senator Mathias of Maryland stated, "[i]t is not a State . .. it should not
be a State."
These points are well taken. The factors that mitigated against
statehood for the District of Columbia in 1978 have not changed. The
rejection of the District voting rights constitutional amendment by the
states does not make statehood any more desirable, or any less
constitutionally suspect, today than it was a decade ago. Granting
statehood to the District of Columbia would defeat the purpose of having
a federal city, would be in direct defiance of the intent of the Founders,
and would require an amendment to the Constitution.

I. Need for an Amendment to tbe Constitution Before tbe
District of Columbia May Be Admitted to the Union as
a State
Even if statehood for the District of Columbia represented sound
policy, we do not believe that it can be accomplished merely by a statute
admitting the District to the Union. The Constitution contemplates a
federal district as the seat of the general government, and would have to
be amended. The Department of Justice has long taken this position. In
1978, Assistant Attorney General John M. Harmon concluded on behalf
of the Carter Administration that, "it was the intent of the Framers that
the actual seat of the Federal Government, as opposed to its other
installations, be outside any State and independent of the cooperation
and consent of the State authorities .... If these reasons have lost
validity, the appropriate response would be to provide statehood for the
District by constitutional amendment rather than to ignore the Framers'
intentions."
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The retention of federal authority over a truncated federal service
area would not answer this constitutional objection. The language of the
Constitution grants Congress exclusive authority over the district that
became the seat of government, not merely over the seat of the
government. The district that became the seat of government is the
District of Columbia. It does not appear that Congress may, consistent
with the language of the Constitution, abandon its exclusive authority
over any part of the District.
Further, the Twenty-third Amendment requires that "[t]he District
constituting the seat of Government of the United States" appoint
electors to participate in the Electoral College. The amendment was
proposed, drafted and ratified with reference to the District of Columbia.
When the states adopted this amendment, they confirmed the understanding that the District is a unique juridical entity with permanent
status under the Constitution. Another amendment would be necessary
to remake this entity.
Finally, we believe that Congress' ability to admit the District of
Columbia into the Union as a new state would depend upon the consent
of the legislature of the original ceding state. Article IV, section 3 of the
Constitution provides that: "no new State shall be formed or erected
within the Jurisdiction of any other State; nor any State be formed by the
Junction of two or more States, or parts of States, without the Consent of
the legislatures of the States concerned as well as of the Congress."
Accordingly, the consent of Maryland would be necessary before the
District of Columbia could be admitted to the Union. Should Maryland
refuse to consent, the area that is now the District of Columbia could not
be made a state without amendment of Article IV, section 3.
Thus, before the District of Columbia may be admitted to the
Union as a state, the Constitution would have to be amended. Such an
amendment, however, would be unwise.

H. The Sound Historical Reasons for a Federal District
Still Operate Today
In the Founders' view, a federal enclave where Congress could
exercise complete authority, insulating itself from insult and securing its
deliberations from interruption, was an "indispensible necessity." They
settled upon the device of a federal district as the means by which the
federal government might remain independent of the influence of any
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single state, to avoid, in the words of Virginia's George Mason, "a
provincial tincture to ye Natl. deliberations."
The passing years have, if anything, increased the need for ultimate
congressional control of the federal city. The District is an integral part
of the operations of the nation's government, which depends upon a
much more complex array of services, utilities, transportation facilities,
and communication networks than it did at the Founding. If the District
were to become a state, its financial problems, labor troubles, and other
concerns would still affect the federal government's operations. Congress, however, would be deprived of a d.irect, controlling voice in the
resolution of such problems. In a very real sense, the federal government
would be dependent upon the State of Columbia for its day to day
existence.
The retention of congressional authority over a much reduced
federal enclave would not solve this problem. The Founder's contemplated more than a cluster of buildings, however grand, and their surrounding parks and gardens as the national capital. The creation of a new
"federal town" was intended, in large part so that Congress could
independently control the basic services necessary to the operation of the
federal government. As former Senator Birch Bayh pointed out in 1978,
"when our Founding Fathers established this as a capital city ... they
did not just establish a place that should be the Federal city and say this
is where the Federal buildings are. But they envisioned this as a viable
city, a capital city with people who work, have businesses, and have
transportation lines, and homes. The essential establishment of the
Nation's Capital was not an establishment of the Nation's Federal
buildings but the Nation's city."
Further, there remain virtually insurmountable practical problems
with District statehood. The operations ofthe federal government sprawl
over the District. As a result, the new "state" would be honeycombed
with federal installations, its territory fragmented by competing jurisdictions. As Assistant Attorney General Patricia Wald asked while
testifying on beh:..lf of the Carter Administration, regarding the proposed
1978 District amendment, "[w]ould the remaining non-Federal area
constitute in any real sense a geographically homogeneous entity that
justifies statehood?" It was for these very reasons that former Mayor
Washington expressed doubts about statehood for the District. In 1975
he commented that the city of Washington is "so physically, and
economically and socially bound together that I would have problems
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with statehood in terms of exacting from it some enclaves, or little
enclaves all around the city. Ultimately, it seems to me, that would erode
the very fabric of the city itself, and the viability of the city."
Finally, in a very real sense the District belongs not only to those
who reside within its borders, but to the Nation as a whole. In opposing
statehood for the District in 1978, Senator Bayh, an otherwise ardent
proponent of direct District participation in congressional elections,
eloquently summed up the objection: "1 guess as a Senator from Indiana
I hate to see us taking the Nation's Capital from [5,000,000] Hoosiers. It
is part ours. I do not see why the District should be a State because it is,
indeed, the Nation's CapitaL"

HI.
A.

The District of Columbia is Not Independent of the
Federal Government
Dependence on the Federal Establishment

The states of the American Union are more than merely geographic
entities: Each is what has been termed "a proper Madisonian society" -- a
society composed of a "diversity of interests and financial independence." It is this diversity which guards the liberty of the individual and
the rights of minorities. As Madison wrote, "the security for civil rights
. " consists in the mUltiplicity of interests .... The degree of security
. . .. will depend on the number of interests '" and this may be
presumed to depend on the extent of country and number of people
comprehended under the same government."
The District of Columbia lacks this essential political requisite for
statehood. It has only one significant "industry," government. As a
result, the District has one monolithic interest group, those who work
for, provide services to, or otherwise deal with, the federal government.
The national government was, historically, the city's only reason for
being. Close to two-thirds of the District's workforce is employed either
directly or indirectly in the business of the federal government. Indeed, in
1982 the District government maintained that, in the Washington
Metropolitan area, for every federal worker laid off as a result of
government reductions in force, one person would be thrown out of work
in the private sector.
The implications of this monolithic interest are far reaching. For
instance, the Supreme Court, in Garcia v. San Antonio Metropolitan
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Transit Authority, 469 U.S. 528 (1985), has recently decided that the
delicate balance between federal and state power is to be guarded
primarily by the intrinsic role the states play in the structure of the
national government and the political process. The congressional delegation from the District of Columbia, however, would have little interest in
preserving the balance between federal and state authority entrusted to it
by Garcia. The continued centralization of power llt the hands of the
national government would, in fact, be to the direct benefit of "Columbia" and its residents. Hence, the system· of competing sovereigntkl>
designed to preserve our fundamental liberties would be compromised.

B.

Economic Dependence

In addition to political independence and diversity, a state must
have "sufficient population and resources to support a state government
and to provide its share of the cost of the Federal Government." The
District of Columbia simply lacks the resources both to support a state
government and to provide its fair share of the cost of the federal
government. The District is a federal dependency. Annually, in addition
to all other federal aid programs, it receives a direct payment from the
federal treasury of a half billion dollars; some $522 million was budgeted
for the District in Fiscal 1987, $445 million to be paid directly to the
District's local government. All in all, District residents outstrip the
residents of the states in per capita federal aid by a wide margin. For
instance, in 1983 the District received $2,177 per capita in federal aid,
some five and one-half times the national average of $384.
Not surprisingly, Washington Mayor Marion Barry has plainly
stated that the District would still "require the support of the Federal
Government" if statehood were granted. The continuation of federal
support is ordinarily justified because of the percentage of federal land in
the District of Columbia that cannot be taxed by the local government.
However, the federal government owns a greater percentage of the land
area of 10 states, each of which bears the full burdens of statehood
without the sort of massive federal support annually received by the
District of Columbia. If the District aspires to statehood, it must be
prepared to stand as an equal with the other states in its fiscal affairs.
Conclusion
The District of Columbia should not be granted statehood. In our
considered opinion, an amendment to the Constitution would be needed
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before the District could be admitted as a state, and in any case, the
reasons that led the Founder's to establish the national capital in a
district outside the borders of any state are still valid. The District's
special status is an integral part of our system of federalism, which itself
was a compromise between pure democracy and the need to secure
individual liberties and minority rights. The residents of the District
enjoy all of the rights of other citizens, save the right to vote in
congressional elections. They exchanged this right, as Mr. Justice Story
wrote, for the benefits of living in the "metropolis of a great and noble
republic." Instead, "their rights [are] under the immediate protection of
the representatives of the whole Union." This was the price of the
national capital, and District residents have enjoyed the fruits of this
bargain for almost two centuries.
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APPENDIX

Introduction
On August 22, 1985, the seven years allowed for ratification of the
proposed 1978 District of Columbia Representation Amendment expired. The plan, which would have granted residents of the District of
Columbia the right to elect members of Congress as if the District "were
a state," was resoundingly rejected by the states. 1 Proponents of direct
participation in congressional elections for District residents have,
therefore, turned their attention to achieving full statehood for the
District of Columbia. In his inaugural address on January 3, 1987,
Mayor Marion Barry made statehood for the city of Washington, "our
first order of business on the Hill." 2
This is not the first time in the District's almost two hundred years
that demands have been made for full participation in congressional
elections, but never before has statehood been the favored means of
achieving this end by District leaders. Several have actually opposed
statehood in the past.
Statehood for the District of Columbia presents numerous troubling
constitutional and policy questions. After careful consideration of these
issues, the Office of Legal Policy has concluded that statehood for the
national capital is unsound as a matter of policy and, in our considered
opinion, would require amendment of the Constitution.
The cornerstone of our federal system is the independence of the
states from the federal government and the federal government from the
states. As will be discussed in detail below, our system of federalism was
more than a historical accident. It was the result of a conscious decision
by the Founders, who adopted it as the best means of securing selfgovernment, individual liberty, and the rights of minorities. The
components of the federal structure must be independent of each other if
they are to serve these functions. However, because it is the federal
capital, the District of Columbia cannot be independent as are the states.

IOnly sixteen states ratified the proposal: Connecticut, Delaware, Hawaii, Iowa,
Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, New Jersey, Ohio,
Oregon, Rhode Island, West Virginia and Wisconsin. See Congressional Quarterly 1985
Almanac 404-405. Under Article V, an amendment must be ratified by at least threefourths (38) of the states.
2The Washington Post, Jan. 3, 1987, at A16, col. 4.

The economy of Washington is dependent upon the federal government.
A majority of the District's workforce is employed either directly by the
federal government, or in private sector jobs providing services to the
federal government. Each year the District receives a direct payment
from the federal treasury of close to a half billion dollars. At the same
time, because it is the seat of the national government, the "State of
Columbia" would be in a position to exercise far more influence over the
federal government than any of its sister states. It was this very dilemma
which prompted the Framers to establish the federal capital in a district
located outside of the borders of anyone of the states, under the plenary
jurisdiction of Congress. Sound policy reasons led the Founders to
exclude the residents of the seat of the national government from
participation in national elections, policy reasons that are as compelling
today as in 1787. Accordingly, any attempt to admit the District of
Columbia to the Union as a state should be vigorously opposed.

I. Founding the National Capital
From the meeting of the Fir:;t Continental Congress on September
5, 1774, to the time the new government took up residence on the
Potomac in November of 1800, the Congress met in at least eight
different locations, often dictated by the exigencies of war. Sessions were
held in Philadelphia, Baltimore, Annapolis, Trenton and New York,
among other sites. 3 As early as November, 1779, this nomadic existence
prompted several members to propose that a few square miles be
purchased in the vicinity of Princeton, N.J., where a permanent meeting
place for the Congress could be erected. 4 Three and-a-half years later, in
the first few weeks after the end of the War for Independence (on April
30, 1783), the subject was raised in Congress. 5 By June 4, offers of sites
were received from New York and Maryland. Other states readily
followed suit. 6 That summer, James Madison was appointed by his
colleagues in the Congress to chair a committee to investigate the matter.
JR. P. Caemmerer, Washington: The National Capital, S. Doc. 332, 71st Cong., 2d Sess. 3
(1932) [hereinafter Caemmerer].

4Id. at 4.
sId. at 17.
6 New

York offered two square miles within the township of Kingston. Maryland offered
to allow the establishment of the national government in Annapolis. Virginia offered the
entire city of Williamsburg, with its colonial capitol, governor's palace, public buildings,
300 acres of additional land, a cash payment of up to 100,000 pounds, and a contiguous
district not to exceed five miles square. New Jersey offered to cede a suitable site
anywhere in the state. Id. at 4.
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Madison's committee reported on September 18, 1783, recommending that the Congress have exclusive jurisdiction over the site to be
chosen as the permanent seat of government, and that the enclave be no
less than three, nor more than six, miles square. For the next four years
the question of the site of this district occupied the attention of Congress
and little was resolved. Locations on both the Delaware and Potomac
Rivers were proposed, accepted and then rejected. 7 A site on the
Susquehanna was favored by many. 8
When the Constitutional Convention met in May of 1787 little had
been settled. There was, however, a general consensus that Congress, and
not one of the states, should have jurisdiction over the permanent seat of
the new government. 9 Accordingly, a proposal for a district over which
Congress would exercise exclusive jurisdiction was included in Charles
Pinckney'S early draft of the Constitution, submitted on May 29, 1787.
On August 18, Madison sent a recommendation to the Committee of
Detail granting Congress exclusive legislative authority over the district,
"not to exceed _ miles square," to become the seat of the federal
government. This provision survives, virtually unaltered, in Article I,
section 8, clause 17 of the Constitution, the "District Clause". 10
When the Constitution took effect in the Spring of 1789, the site of
the new capital remained unsettled. The location of this sought-after
prize was a bone of much contention, in and out of Congress. Both New
York and Philadelphia felt entitled to the plum. New York was the
greatest port on the continent, and had been the home of Congress since
1785. Washington was inaugurated in New York, and t.he old city hall,
7 [d.

at 5.6.

812 The Papers of James Madison 397·98 (C. Hobson & R. Rutland eds. 1981)
[hereinafter Madison Papers].
9C. M. Green, Washington: A History of the Capital 1800-1950 8-9 (1962) [hereinafter
Green].
Hutchinson, The Foundations of the Constitution 125 (1975). See also Caemmerer,
supra note 3, at 6. Article I, section 8, clause 17 provides that Congress shall have the
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power:
To exercise exclusive Legislation in all Cases whatsoever, over such District (not
exceeding ten Miles square) as may by Cession of particular States and the acceptance
of Congress, become the Seat of the Government of the United States, and to exercise
like Authority over all Places purchased by the Consent of the Legislature of the State
in which the Same shall be, for the Erection of Forts, Magazines, Arsenals, dock-Yards,
and other needful Buildings.
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where Congress had been meeting, was replaced with a new more
spacious building in the hope that Congress would make its home
there. J 1 Philadelphia, on the other hand, had been the customary seat of
the Continental Congress, was the Nation's most populous city, and had
the added advantage of a more central location. According to Alexander
White, a member of the House of Representatives from Virginia, the
citizens of Philadelphia, "[s)hew[ed] almost a childish anxiety for the
removal of the Congress to this place." 12 The members of the 1st
Congress, at the insistence of Messrs. Lee and Madison of Virginia, took
up the subject in September 1789, although no resolution was reached
until the following July.
There is no doubt that the Congress understood the vast benefits
awaiting the site chosen as the permanent seat of the national govern~
ment. As Madison pointed out:
The seat of Government is of great importance, if you consider
the diffusion of wealth that proceeds from this source. I
presume that the expenditures which will take place, where the
Government will be established by those who are immediately
concerned in its administration, and by others who may resort
to it, will not be less than half a million dollars a year ....
Those who are most adjacent to the seat of Legislation
will always possess advantages over others. An earlier knowl~
edge of the laws, a greater influence in enacting them, better
opportunities for anticipating them, and a thousand other
circumstances will give a superiority to those who are thus
situated. 13

IlCaemmerer, supra note 3, at 7.

1212 Madison Papers, supra note 8, at 329.
13

1 Annals of Congo 864 (1789). Dr. Franklin, perhaps the canniest of the Founders,
suggested that Pennsylvania cede the ten miles square moments after the new
Constitution was first presented to the Pennsylvania legislature. On September 19,
1787, "(a]s soon as the Speaker had concluded [reading the Constitution}. Dr. Franklin
rose and delivered a letter ... [containing] a recommendation to the le8islature. 'that a
law shall be immediately passed vesting in the new Congress a tract of land of ten miles
square by which that body might be induced to fix the seat of the federal government in
this state •• an event that must be highly advantageous to the Commonwealth of
,
Pennsylvania ... 2 The Documentary History of the Ratification of the Constitution:
Ratification of the Constitution by the States· Pennsylvania 61 (M. Jensen ed. 1976).
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Outside of Philadelphia and New York, there was little enthusiasm
for selecting one of the Nation's great cities as the site for the new capital.
It was widely assumed that the "federal town" would be built from
scratch, or upon the foundations of a smaller town already extant. 14
Many members are said to have agreed with Washington "that America
should establish the precedent of a nation locating and founding a city for
its permanent capital by legislative enactment." 15 The Founders saw the
folly in fixing the national capital in iill established urban center,
particularly one which was also the seat of a state government, like
Philadelphia. This concern was voiced by George Mason of Virginia
during the Constitutional Convention. He observed that:
[1]t would be proper, as he thought, that some prOVISIon
should be made in the Constitution agst. choosing for the seat
of the Genl. Govt. the City or place at which the seat of any
State Govt. might be fixt. There were 2 objections agst. having
them at the same place, which without mentioning others,
required some precaution on the subject. The 1st. was that it
tended to produce disputes concerning jurisdiction. The 2d. &
principal one was that the intermixture of the two Legislatures
tended to give a provincial tincture to ye Natl. deliberations. 16
Alexander White articulated the concern that the capital not be located
at the site of an existing commercial center:
A few weeks later, Dr. Benjamin Gale of Connecticut wrote "[t]hat [Pennsylvania] has
raised expectations of being made the seat of government which [will] naturally throw
into it the riches and wealth of all the States in the Union." 3 The Documentary History
of the Ratification of the Constitution: Ratification of the Constitution by the States Del., N.J., Ga. & Conn. 397 (M. Jensen ed. 1976) [hereinafter Ratification Documents Del, N.J., Ga., & Conn.]. That same October, Elbridge Gerry of Massachusetts wrote
that "the wealth of the Continent will be collected in Pennsylvania, where the seat of
the federal Government is proposed to be." 13 The Documentary History of the
Ratification of the Constitution: Commentaries on the Constitution Public & Private, Vo!'
1 -- 21 Feb. - 7 Nov. 1787 407 (J. Kaminski & G. Saladino eds. 1983).
14 At

the Constitutional Convention Elbridge Gerry, "conceived it to be the genl. sense of
America, that neither the Seat of a State Govt. nor any large commercial City should be
the seat of the Genl. Govt." J. Madison, Notes of Debates in the Federal Convention of
1787 379 (A. Koch ed. 1966) [hereinafter Notes on the Federal Convention].

ISCaemmerer, supra note 3, at 10.
the Federal Convention, supra note 14, at 378. Charles Pinckney, agreed that
the seat of a state government should be avoided, but felt that "a large town or its
vicinity would be proper." Id. at 379.

16 Notes 0/1

5

[M]odern policy has obliged the people of European countries,
(I refer particularly to Great Britain,) to fix the seat of
Government near the centre of trade. It is the commercial
importance of the city of London which makes it the seat of
Government; and what is the consequence? London and
Westminster, though they united send only six members to
Parliament, have a greater influence on the measures of
Government than the whole empire besides. This is a situation
in which we never wish to see this country placed. 17
After much wrangling, and no little horse trading, the site favored
by the southern members, below Georgetown, Maryland, near the fall
line of the Potomac River, was chosen. In retum for northern acceptance
of a southern location for the capital, the southern delegates agreed to
support the assumption of state Revolutionary War debts by the national
government. 18
By an Act of July 16, 1790,19 the Potomac site was selected and a
"district of territory, not exceeding ten miles square .. , accepted for the
permanent seat of the government of the United States." President
Washington was given authority to appoint a commission to survey the
district, to acquire such land on the eastern side of the river deemed
necessary for the use of the United States, and, according to "such plans
as the President shall approve," to erect "suitable buildings for the
accommodation of Congress, and of the President, and for the public
offices of the Government of the United States." 20 All of this was to be
accomplished prior to the first Monday in December, 1800, when "the
seat of the government of the United States shall, by virtue of this act, be
transferred to the district.,,21 Until then, Philadelphia would serve as the
seat of the new government.

172 Annals of Congo 1661 (1790).
18The debts incurred by the northern states during the Revolution were significantly
higher than those incurred by their southern sisters.
19 Act of July 16, 1790, 1 Stat. 130.

2oId.
21Id.
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II.

Early Efforts to Provide National Representation

Congress convened in the District of Columbia for the first time on
November 21, 1800. Two weeks earlier, on November 11, the residents of
the District cast their last ballots in national congressional elections. 22
While both Maryland and Virginia had ceded the territory comprising
the new district in 1788 and 1789 respectively, the seat of government
was not established there until December of 1800. District residents did
not lose their state citizenship until that time. The Act of July 16, 1790,
by which the cessions were accepted, provided that "the operation of the
laws of the [ceding] state[s] within such district shall not be affected by
this acceptance, until the time fixed for the removal of the government
thereto, and until Congress shall otherwise by law provide.,,23 By an Act
of February 27, 1801, Congress provided that the laws of Maryland then
in force would continue to be applied in the Maryland cession (to be
called Washington County), and the laws of Virginia then in force would
apply to the Virginia cession (to be called Alexandria County). A new
circuit court was created to hear cases arising in the District. 24
The disenfranchisement of the inhabitants of the District did not go
unnoticed. In December, 1800, Representative Smilie of Pennsylvania
noted that "[n]ot a man in the District would be represented in the
government, whereas every man who contributed to the support of a
government ought to be represented in it." 25 In a pamphlet published in
1801, Augustus B. Woodward, a Virginia lawyer recently moved to the
District, wrote that, "[t]his body of people is as much entitled to the
enjoyment of the rights of citizenship as any other part of the people of
the United States. There can exist no necessity for their disfranchisement
. . .. They are entitled to a participation in the general councils on the
principles of equity and reciprocity." 26 In May, 1802, the residents of the
22See Green, supra note 9, at 23.
23 Act

of July 16, 1790, supra note 19.

24Act of February 27, 1801, 2 Stat. 103; Act of March 3, 1801, 2 Stat. 115.
2sT. W, Noyes, Our National Capital and its Un-Americanized Americans 60 (1951)
[hereinafter Noyes],
From 1801 to 1803 Woodward published a series of eight pamphlets entitled
"Considerations on the Government of the Territory of Columbia" under the
pseudonym "Epaminondas," He was appointed one of the first federal judges in the
newly formed Michigan Territory in 1805, and prepared a plan for the city of Detroit
(which had burned in that year), based upon L'Enfant's Washington. See Dictionary of
American Biography 506-07 (D. Malone ed, 1936).

26!d.
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new city of Washington petitioned Congress for a charter, which allowed
them to elect a city council, putting the city on a par with the District's
other cities, Georgetown and Alexandria. 27 The City's mayor, however,
was to be appointed by the President. 28 Within seven months, the citizens
of Washington began agitating for a territorial form of government. The
possibility of retroceding the District's territory back to Maryland and
Virginia was, for the first time, raised. The proposal, however, was
dropped when several members of Congress, tired of living in an
uncomfortable backwater, suggested that .the capital be moved back to
Philadelphia. 29 As the City's leading biographer points out:
Whether, in the interest of reclaiming full political rights, a
Washingtonian had ever stood ready to risk loss of the capital
is doubtful. Men had invested in property in the city because
here was to be the seat of government. Stripped of that
privilege, Washington would wither. 30
The District's predicament, however, was not forgotten. Citizens
complained that Congress was unconcerned with their problems. Said
one in the second decade of the Nineteenth Century, "'[iJf a national
bank is created, the head is fixed elsewhere. If a military school is to be
founded, some other situation is sought. If a national university [to be
located in the District] is proposed, the earnest recommendation of every
successive president in its favour .,. is disregarded .... Every member
[of Congress] takes care of the needs of his constituents, but we are the
constituents of no one.'" 31
Throughout its early period, the District, under the supreme
authority of Congress, was governed by five separate jurisdictions: the
city of Washington; the city of Georgetown (incorporated in 1789),
governed .by its own city council, alderman and mayor; the city of
Alexandria (incorporated in 1790), with its municipal government; and

27 &'e

Green, supra note 9, at 29.

of May 15, 1802, 3 Stat. 583. After 1820 the mayor was popularly elected. See
Representation in Congress/or the District a/Columbia: Hearings on s,J. Res. 76 Be/ore
the Subcomm. on Canst. Amendments 0/ the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 93rd
Cong., 1st Sess. 38·39 (1973) [hereinafter 1973 Senate Hearings}.

28 Act

29 See

Green, supra note 9, at 29-30.

30Id. at 30.
31Id. at 66.
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the unincorporated areas of Washington and Alexandria counties, each
governed by their respective county governments. 32 Between the establishment of the capital and the, end of the Civil War, there were few
changes in the governance of the District. In 1846 Alexandria County
was returned to Virginia at the request of its inhabitants,33 and in 1861
the "Metropolitan Police District of the District of Columbia" was
created, the first step toward a unitary government for the District.
The next significant change in the nature of District government
came in 1871. On June 1, 1871, a territorial government was established. 34 The city charters of Washington and Georgetown were
repealed, and the other governing bodies were abolished. A single
government was created for the entire District, allowing for a governor
appointed by the President (with the advice and consent of the Senate)
and an assembly, the upper house of which was appointed by the
President (again with the advice and consent of the Senate), and the
lower house of which was elected by popular vote. As with other
territories, a non-voting delegate from the District was seated in the
House of Representatives. 35
Three and a half years later, hopelessly in debt, the bankrupt
territorial government was abolished by Congress without debate. 36 By
this act, of June 20, 1874, the President was empowered to appoint three
commissioners to administer the District, and its non-voting seat in the
House of Representatives was abolished. 37 Four years later, a permanent
commission form of government was adopted. Two of the three
commissioners provided for were to be appointed by the President (with
the advice and consent of the Senate) from the civil service, each to serve
32 See

Voting Representation in Congress for the District of Columbia: Hearings on H.J.
Res. 46; H.J. Res. 253; H.J. Res, 374; H.J. Res. 470 Before Subcommittee No.1 of the
House Committee on the Judiciary, 92d Cong., 1st Sess. 232, 234-35 (1971) (statement
of Carl L. Shipley, District of Columbia Republican National Committeeman)
[hereinafter 1971 House Hearings].

33 As will be discussed l~ter, the constitutionality of the 1846 retrocession is open to some
question. See infra pp. 16-23.
J4Act of February 21, 1871, 16 Stat. 419.

House Hearings, supra note 32, at 210-211 (statement of F. Elwood Davis,
Chairman, Citizens' Joint Committee on National Representation for the District of
Columbia),

3S 1971

360reen, supra note 9, at 360.
37 Act

of June 20, 1874, 18 Stat. 116.
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three years. The third commissioner was to be selected by the President
from the Army Corps of Engineers. 38 This remained the District's form
of government until 1967.
Under the District of Columbia Reorganization Plan No.3 of 1967,
the executive and administrative authority which had been vested in the
commissioners was transferred to a mayor, and a nine-member city
council was given certain legislative and regulatory powers. The mayor,
deputy-mayor and council members were to be presidential appointees. 39
District residents were once again allowed to elect a non-voting delegate
to the House of Representatives beginning in 1971. 40
The District of Columbia was granted full "Home Rule" in 1973.
Under The District of Columbia Self-Government and Governmental
Reorganization Act, 41 the capital is now governed by a mayor and a
thirteen member city council both elected by popular vote. Extensive
legislative power over the District's affairs is invested in this government,
although Congress retains significant oversight authority. 42
Between 1878 and 1973 clearly the most significant change in the
voting rights of District residents was the Twenty-third Amendment,
which provides that:
The District constituting the seat of Government of the United
States shall appoint in such manner as the Congress may
direct:
A number of electors of President and Vice President
equal to the whole number of Senators and Representatives in
Congress to which the District would be entitled if it were a

38Act of June 11, 1878,20 Stat. 102. See 1971 House Hearings, supra note 32, at 235
(statement of Carl L. Shipley, District of Columbia Republican National Committee·
man).
39Id.
40 Act

at 235·36.
of April 19, 1971, 84 Stat. 848.

41 Pub. L. No. 93·198, 87 Stat. 774 (1973).
42The Congress retains substantial veto power. Many regulatory functions are still subject
to congressional authority. For example, final approval of the District's budget is
reserved to Congress. In addition, the President is responsible for the appointment of
local judges and may sustain a veto of an act of the City Council passed over the
mayor's veto. See e.g., id. at §§ 404, 434, 446, 601, 603.
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State, but in no event more than the least populous state
43

This amendment was ratified on March 29, 1961, after only 9
months. 44 Proposals to give the District direct voting representation in
the Congress, however, have not fared so well. Since the territorial
government was abolished in 1878, no fewer than 150 plans have been
introduced in the Congress to provide direct voting representation for the
District. Hearings have been held more than twenty different times. 45
The District's first champion, Augustus B. Woodward, proposed an
amendment which would have granted the District one senator and
representation in the House commensurate with its population (and
corresponding presidential electors) in a series of articles published
shortly after the federal government took up residence. 46 Woodward was
not, however, a member of Congress and the proposed amendment was
never introduced. 47
In 1888, a proposal much like Woodward's, which would have
granted the District one senator, representatives in the House according
to its population, and participation in the electoral college, was
introduced. No further action, however, was taken. 48 In 1922, the Senate
District of Columbia Committee favorably reported a resolution which
would have allowed, but not required, the Congress to "'admit to the
status of citizen;) of a State the residents of .,. the seat of the
Government of the United States ... for the purposes of representation
in Congress.' Senate District of Columbia Comm., Report on s.J. Res.
75.,,49 Again, no further action was taken.
In fact, it is only in the past two decades that direct representation
for the District of Columbia has sustained significant congressional
interest. In both 1967 and 1972 proposals to give the District representa43U.S. Const. amend. XXi;L. § 1.
44J. Best. National Representation/or the District o/Columbia 1 (1984) [hereinafter Best].
45Hatch, Should the Capital Vote in Congress? A Critical Analysis 0/ the Proposed D.C
Representation Amendment. 7 Fordham U.L.J. 479. 495-96 & n.69 (1978-79) [hereinafter Hatch].

46Id. at 495 n.68. See also Noyes. supra note 25, at 204.
47 See

Noyes, supra nC'te 25, at 204.

48See Hatch. supra note 45. at 496-97.
49Id. at 497 n.74.
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tion were reported out of House committees. Early 1976 saw the defeat of
a House resolution giving the District full representation in both
houses. 50 Two years later, the proposed D.C. Representation Amendment was narrowly approved by a two-thirds majority in both houses of
Congress. This amendment would have granted "nominal statehood" to
the District, treating it "as though it were a state" for purposes of
representation in both House and Senate. The District would also have
been given the rights of a state to participate in the amendment process,
and the right to participate in the Electoral College on an equal footing
with the states. The Twenty-third amendment, thus rendered unnecessary, was to be repealed. Seven years were allowed for ratification of the
proposed amendment, by August 22, 1985. In that time, it was ratified by
only sixteen states. 51

HI. Proposals for Giving Representation in Congress to the
District of Columbia
The numerous schemes proposed over the last two hundred years to
give the residents of the federal district some sort of direct voting
representation in Congress may be distilled into five basic proposals:
(1) legislation to allow the District a voting member in the House of
Representatives alone; (2) retrocession of the District of Columbia to
Maryland, retaining a truncated federal district; (3) allowing District
residents to vote as residents of Maryland in national elections; (4) an
amendment to the Constitution to give the District full representation in
both House and Senate as if it were a state; and (5) full statehood. None
of these proposals offers a sound policy solution, and several appear to be
fatally flawed when exposed to constitutional scrutiny.
A.

Voting Member in the House of Representatives

From time to time it has been suggested that the District be
granted, by simple legislation, a voting member in the House of
Representatives. This proposal, however, runs into significant constitutional difficulties.

SOH.J. Res. 280, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. (1976). See Hatch, supra note 45, at 498.
SISee supra p. 1, n.l. At least ten states rejected the proposal, and four of these felt
compelled to pass resolutions affirmatively condemning the measure. See Best, supra
note 44, at 1. For two exhaustive critical analyses of this proposal, see Best, supra note
44, and Hatch, supra note 45.
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Those sections of the Constitution which define the political
structure of the federal government speak uniformly in terms of the states
and their citizens. Article I, section 2 provides that, "[t]he House of
Representatives shall be composed of Members chosen every second
Year by the People of the several States .... No person shall be a
Representative ... who shall not, when elected, be an Inhabitant of that
State in which he shall be chosen." 52 Article I, section 3 provides that,
"[t]he Senate of the United States shall be composed of two Senators
from each State .... No Person shall be a Senator ... who shall not,
when elected, be an Inhabitant of that State for which he shall be
chosen.,,53 With respect to the election of the President, Article II,
section 1 provides that, "[e]ach State shall appoint, in such Manner as
the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the
whole Number of Senators and Representatives to whicl1 the State may
be entitled in the Congress." 54 The Seventeenth Amendment directs that
"[t]he Senate of the United States shall be composed of two Senators
from each State, elected by the people thereof.,,55 In short, "[d]irect
representation in the Congress by a voting member has never been a right
of United States citizenship. Instead, the right to be so represented has
been a right of the citizens of the States.,,56
The word "state" as used in Article I may not be interpreted to
include the District of Columbia, even though as a "distinct political
society" it might qualify under a more general definition of that term.
Consistent with the intent of the Framers, such arguments were properly
dismissed long ago by Chief Justice Marshall in Hepburn v. Ellzey.57 In
that case, plaintiffs, residents of the District, claimed that they were
citizens of a state for purposes of diversity jurisdiction in the federal
courts. The Court rejected this position. Marshall reasoned that Congress had adopted the definition of "state" as found in the Constitution in
the act providing for diversity jurisdiction, and that the capital could not
5ZU.S. Const. art. I, § 2.
53 U.S. Const. art. I, § 3.
54U.S. Const. art. II, § 1, cJ. 2. The people of the District of Columbia may vote for
President only because of the Twenty-third Amendment, which specifically grants them
that right.
55U.S. Const. amend. XVII.
56

1973 Senate Hearings, supra note 28, at 67 (minority views of Rep. Edward
Hutchinson).

57

6 U.S. (2 Cranch) 445 (1805).
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be considered such a "state". Citing Article I, sections 2 and 3, and
Article II, section 1, he concluded that "the members of the American
confederacy only are the states contemplated.,,58 "These clauses show
that the word state is used in the constitution as designating a member of
the union, and excludes from the term the significance attached to it by
writers on the law of nations." 59 Congress, to be sure, has often treated
58Id. at 452.
59Id. at 452-53. The Judiciary Act has since been amended to extend the diversity
jurisdiction of the federal courts to include District residents. See Act of April 20, 1940,
Ch. 117, 54 Stat. 143.
A deeply divided Supreme Court upheld this extension of federal court jurisdiction in
National Mutual Ins. Co. v. Tidewater Transfer Co., 337 U.S. 582 (1949). Five justices
agreed that the statute was constitutional, although they divided over the grounds upon
which to rest their finding. Two justices concurred in Justice Jackson's plurality
opinion, which followed Marshall's lead in concluding that the District cannot be
considered a "state" for Article III purposes, but held that Congress' authority under
the District Clause was sufficient to support a grant of diversity jurisdiction over
District residents to the federal courts. In Article Ill, Justice Jackson wrote, the
Drafters were referring to "those concrete organized societies which were thereby
contributing to the federation by delegating some part of their sovereign powers. . ..
They obviously did not contemplate unorganized and dependent spaces as states." Id. at
588.
Two justices con..:urred in this result, creating a bare majority, but rejected Jackson's
reasoning. They WOllld have overruled Hepburn, noting that Marshall had supported
his decision in that case by referring to "provisions relating to the organization and
structure of the political departments of the government, not to the civil rights of
citizens as such." Id. at 619. Article III could not, in their view, be fairly compared
with Articles I and II with respect to the word "state". They did not, however, question
Marshall's interpretation of the word as it was used in the first two articles.
Justices Frankfurter and Reed dissented, arguing that Article Ill's grant of jurisdiction
to the federal courts could not be enlarged beyond its original scope by simple statute.
Id. at 655. The word "state" in Article III, they concluded, did not "cover the district
which was to become 'the Seat of the Government of the United States,' nor the
'territory' belonging to the United States, both of which the Constitution dealt with in
differentiation from the States." Id. at 653.
Chief Justice Vinson, joined by Justice Douglas, also would have invalidated the
statute, based upon Marshall's Hepburn reasoning. He concluded that the Framers
clearly did not intend to extend diversity jurisdiction to citizens of the District of
Columbia, as Marshall, "[olne well versed in that subject, writing for the Court within a
few years of adoption of the Constitution, so held." Id. at 645. Thus, while the statute
withstood constitutional challenge, seven of nine justices agreed with Marshall that the
word "state" could not be interpreted to include the District of Columbia in this
instance. All agreed that "state" as used in the "political" articles of the Constitution
did not include the District.
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the District of Columbia as a state for purposes of statutory benefit
programs. It is customarily included in the major federal grant programs
by the well-worn phrase "for purposes of this legislation, the term 'State'
shall include the District of Columbia.,,60 The courts, also, have
occasionally interpreted the word "state" to include the District of
Columbia. However, the District has never been automatically included
under the term "state" even in federal statutes. In District of Columbia v.
Carter,61 the Supreme Court held that it was not a "State or Territory"
under 42 U.S.C. § 1983, which creates a federal cause of action for civil
rights violations under color of state law. Under the test articulated by
Justice Brennan in that case, "[wlhether the District of Columbia
constitutes a "State or Territory" within the meaning of any particular
statutory or constitutional provision depends upon the character and aim
of the specific provision involved.,,62 In any event, allowing the District
to participate on an equal footing with the states in federal statutory
programs is different in kind from reading the language of the
Constitution itself in such a way as to allow alteration of the very
composition of the Congress by legislative fiat.
The Constitutional mandate is clear. Only United States citizens
who are also citizens of a state are entitled to elect members of Congress.
This is hardly a novel proposition. There are many different levels of
rights recognized in our system. Aliens, for instance, enjoy certain basic
rights,63 including the benefit of the Equal Protection Clause,64 but are
not citizens of the United States and have no vote. The residents of
United States possessions overseas also enjoy the protection of the
Constitution, but may not vote in federal elections. Many of them are
United States citizens -- the residents of Pueito Rico and Guam, for
instance, fit this category. Like the residents of the District of Columbia,
60See Representation in Congress for the District of Columbia: Hearings on s.J. Res. 76
Before the Subcommittee on Constitutional Amendments of the Senate Committee on the
Judiciary, 93d Cong., 1st Sess. 6 (1974) (statement of Sen. Kennedy).
61

409 U.S. 418 (1973).

62Id. at 420. Section 1983 has since been amended to expressly include the District of
Columbia. See Pub. L. No. 96-170, § 1, 93 Stat. 1284 (1979).
6JSee e.g., Landon v. Plasencia, 459 U.S. 21, 33 (1982) ("Our cases have frequently
suggested that a continuously present resident alien is entitled to a fair hearing when
threatened with deportation."); Wong Wing v. United States, 163 U.S. 228, 238 (1896)
(due process clause of Fifth Amendment applicable to aliens).
e.g., Yick Wo v. Hopkins, 118 U.S. 356 (1886) (aliens entitled to equal protection
under the Fourteenth Amendment).

64 See
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American citizens who are not also citizens of a state do not participate
in congressional elections, and they never have enjoyed such participation. 65 The residents of the District of Columbia may not participate
directly in congressional elections without becoming citizens of a state, or
without an amendment to the Constitution.
B. Retrocession of the District to Maryland
The original District of Columbia was an area ten miles square
composed of territory ceded to the national government by the states of
Virginia and Maryland. Of this 100 square miles, approximately 30
square miles came from Virginia (Alexandria County) and 70 from
Maryland (Washington County). In 1846, at the earnest request of the
residents of Alexandria County, Congress enacted legislation retroceding
it to the Commonwealth. 66 Therefore, what is thought of as the District
of Columbia today includes only territory that was once part of
Maryland.
A favored alternative of some is to retrocede the District to
Maryland. A reduced federal enclave, they say, could be preserved,
generally including the areas immediately surrounding the Capitol,
Supreme Court, and Library of Congress, the museums and federal office
buildings adjacent to the Capitol Mall, the Jefferson, Lincoln and
Vietnam Memorials, the Washington Monument, and the White House
6SIndeed, "[aJll during the 19th century and into the 20th, American citizens left their
States of residence and migrated into new lands, which were subject to the jurisdiction
of the United States but were in no State. As migration into those areas increased they
were organized into territories but at no time did those American citizens elect voting
Members of Congress. Not until their territory was admitted as a State did they have
that representation .... There was no widespread belief that the people in the
territories were discriminated against because they had no direct voting representation
in Congress." 1973 Senate Hearings, supra note 28, at 66-67 (minority views of Rep.
Edward Hutchinson).
66sp.e Act of July 19, 1846, Ch. 35, 9 Stat. 35. Alexandria's pleas for retrocession began
early in the Nineteenth Century, as the city's prosperity declined. In 1840 certain
Alexandria residents began to seek support for a retrocession and, after several years,
succeeded in obtaining the approval of the Virginia General Assembly. In an act passed
on February 3, 1846, the Assembly agreed to accept the county of Alexandria back into
the Old Dominion upon the approval of Congress. See Virginia Act of February 3,
1846, Ch. 64. Five months later Congress passed an act retroceding the area to Virginia,
provided that a majority of the electorate of the county accepted the provisions of the
act. 763 residents of Alexandria County voted to rejoin Virginia and 222 voted to
remain in the District. See Green, supra note 9, at 173-74.
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with its attendant executive office buildings. 67 Current residents of the
District would become citizens of Maryland, and would then vote for
Senators and Representatives from that state. This resolution, argue its
supporters, would allow District residents a full and equal voice in
national affairs, and would preserve the constitutional mandate of the
District Clause that the seat of government remain under the exclusive
jurisdiction of Congress -- a "constitutionally elegant solution" for which
there is already a precedent. 68
Theoretically, it is argued, retrocession could be accomplished
without an amendment to the Constitution,69 as was the retrocession in
1846 of part of the original District to Virginia. Since Virginia's consent
was secured in 1846, it is assumed that Maryland's agreement would be
necessary today. In the event that Maryland lacked enthusiasm for the
scheme, an amendment could still conceivably be adopted, because
Maryland would not have to be among the three-fourths of the states
ratifying the measure. 70
The advantages of retrocession, however, are more apparent than
real. Whether or not Maryland's consent would be legally required, as a
practical political matter her agreement to any such plan would be
needed. Moreover, such a scheme would not pass constitutional muster
in the absence of an amendment to the Constitution. This is because (1) it
is not at all clear that Congress has the power to relinquish its authority
over the District, even if a "national capital service area" were retained;
and, (2) we believe that the passage of the Twenty-third Amendment has
given additional constitutional recognition to the District of Columbia.

67This has generally been the area reserved as a "national capital service area" in both
retrocession and District statehood plans. See District of Columbia Representation in
Congress: Hearings on S.J. 65 Before the Subcommittee on the Constitution of the Senate
Committee on the Judiciary, 95th Con g., 2d Sess. 211 (1978) [hereinafter 1978 Senate
Hearings]; H.R. 51, 99th Cong., 1st Sess. (1986) (A Bill to Provide for the Admission of
the State of New Columbia into the Union).

68See Best, supra note 44, at 77.
69 Representation for the District of Columbia: Hearings on Proposed Constitutional
Amendment to Provide for Full Congressional Representation for the District of
Columbia Before the Subcommittee 0/1 Civil and Constitutional Rights of the House
Committee on the Judiciary, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. 37 (1977) (statement of Rep.
Thornton) [hereinafter 1977 House Hearings].
70 See

Best, supra note 44, at 79-80.
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1.

The District Clause Appears to Provide No Authority for
Retrocession

Retrocession is grounded upon the assumption that Congress may
relinquish its authority over part of the federal district, retaining for itself
only the major federal monuments and buildings, and the surrounding
parkland, consistent with the District Clause. It is not at all clear,
however, that the Constitution allows Congress that power. Article I,
section 8, clause 17 provides that Congress shall have the power:
To exercise exclusive Legislation in all Cases whatsoever, over
such District (not exceeding ten Miles square) as may by
Cession of Particular States and the Acceptance of Congress,
become the Seat of the Government of the United States, and
to exercise like Authority over all Places purchased by the
Consent of the Legislature of the State in which the Same shall
be, for the Erection of Forts, Magazines, Arsenals, dockYards, and other needful Buildings. 71
Congress is here given exclusive jurisdiction over the district which was
to "become the seat of government of the United States," not merely over
the seat of government, wherever that might happen to be. Clearly, the
district chosen could not exceed ten miles square,72 but, under the
language of the clause, once the cession was made and this "district"
became the seat of government, the authority of Congress over its size
and location seems to have been exhausted. The district which became
11

U.S. Const. art. I, § 8, cJ. 17.

12The phrase "not exceeding ten Miles square" has been cited as giving Congress the
authority to alter the size of the District at will, or even to change the site of the seat of
government. See 1978 Senate Hearings, supra note 67, at 191 (views of Hilda M. Mason,
District of Columbia councilmember-at-large). However, as found in the text, this
language was merely a limit upon the size of the original cession. Many feared that,
since it would be under the jurisdiction of no state, the District might become a haven
for miscreants or the recruiting ground whence federal armies could be raised to subdue
the states and put an end to republican liberty. During the debates over the
Constitution's ratification, one Georgian argued that the district should be confined to
five miles square, as "a larger extent might be made a nursery out of which legions may
be dragged to subject us to unlimited Slavery, like ancient Rome." Ratification
Documents - Del. N.J., Ga. & Conn., supra note 13, at 240. Congress chose to exercise
its authority under the District Clause to the fullest extent, and accepted the full ten
miles square. Once the cession was made, the site accepted by Congress, and the
permanent seat of government established, it appears that the boundaries of the District
were finally fixed.
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the seat of government is the District of Columbia. The Constitution
appears to leave Congress no authority to redefine the District's
boundaries, absent an amendment granting it that power. 73 As Attorney
General Robert F. Kennedy stated in 1963, commenting on a bill that
would have retroceded the District to Maryland, "[w]hile Congress'
power to legislate for the District is a continuing power, its power to
create the District by acceptance of cession contemplates a single act.
The Constitution makes no provision for revocation of the act of
acceptance, or for retrocession. In this respect the provisions of Art. I,
Sec. 3, cl. 17 are comparable to the provisions of Art. IV, Sec. 3 which
empower Congress to admit new states but make no provision for the
secession or expUlsion of a state.,,74 It follows that, an amendment to the
Constitution would be needed before any part of the District of Columbia
could be returned irrevocably to Maryland.

73While it has occasionally been assumed that Congress could remove the seat of
government if it chose, this does not seem to be the import of the constitutional
language. Undoubtedly Congress could, should circumstances require, convene elsewhere on a temporary basis. (Even so, at the two points in our history when such a
removal might have been justified on the grounds of military necessity, at the beginning
of the Civil War and after the city was burned by the British in 1814, Congress stayed
put.) However, this is very different from removing the permanent seat of the national
government. The District of Columbia, for better or worse, is the permanent seat of the
Government of the United States. Short of an amendment to the Constitution, its
character as a federal enclave under the exclusive jurisdiction of Congress may not be
altered, or the permanent seat of government removed.
Indeed, the Carter Justice Department took the position that an amendment would be
needed to effect retrocession. As Assistant Attorney General Patricia Wald stated while
testifying in 1977 before the Subcommittee on Civil and Constitutional Rights of the
House Judiciary Committee, "[t]his option [retrocession of the District to Maryland]
would also require a constitutional amendment, in our view, in view of the exclusive
legislation clause." See 1977 House Hearings, supra note 69, at 127 (testimony of
Patricia M. Wald, Assistant Attorney General, Office of Legislative Affairs),
Appendix E.
74 Letter

and Memorandum of Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy to Hon. Basil
Whitener, House Committee on the District of Columbia, Dec. 13, 1963, reprinted in
Home Rule, Hearings all H.R. 141 Be/ore Subcommittee No.6 a/the House Committee
on the District a/Columbia, 88th Cong., 1st Sess. 341, 345 (1964) [hereinafter Kennedy
Memorandum]. See Appendix J.
Retrocession was, in fact, debated in Congress shortly after the seat of government was
moved to the District. As Rep. Dennis of Maryland noted, "[t]he provision of the
Constitution is imperative, and it is impossible by any act of ours to divest ourselves of
the ultimate jurisdiction over the Territory." See 12 Annals of Congo 490 (1803).
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The retrocession of former Alexandria County (present day Arlington County and much of the city of Alexandria) to Virginia some onehundred and forty-one years ago does not provide constitutional support
for the principle of retrocession. In fact, the constitutionality of
retrocession has never been ruled on. Alexandria's return to Virginia was
not challenged until almost thirty years after the fact. In 1846, "the war
with Mexico was a far more engrossing matter." 75 It was not unti11875,
when a disgruntled Virginia taxpayer challenged a levy on his property,
arguing that it was properly located in the District of Columbia, that the
1846 retrocession was brought into question. However, in that case,
styled Phillips v. Payne,76 the Supreme Court dodged the issue, reviewing
the dire consequences that would follow a declaration that the retrocession was unconstitutional: "all laws of the State passed since the
retrocession, as regards the county of Alexandria, were void; taxes have
been illegally assessed and collected; the election of public officers, and
the payment of their salaries, were without warrant of law; public
accounts have been improperly settled; all sentences, judgments, and
decrees of the courts were nullities, and those who carried them into
execution are liable civilly, and perhaps criminally, according to the
nature of what they have severally done.,,77 The Court noted that
Virginia was de facto in possession of the territory, and that the United
States, and the English Common Law before it, had always recognized
the doctrine of de facto rights in international and domestic public law. It
concluded that plaintiff was "estopped" to "vicariously raise a quesHon,
nor force upon the parties to the compact an issue which neither of them
desires to make. In this litigation we are constrained to regard the de
facto condition of things which exists with reference to the county of
Alexandria as conclusive of' the rights of the parties before us." 78
7SGreen, supra note 9, at 174.
76

92 U.S. 130 (1875).

17 Id.

at 133.

78 Id.

at 134. In 1910, Hannis Taylor, author of "The Origin and Growth of the English
Constitution;' as well as several other works on constitutional law, challenged the
validity of the 1846 retrocession. He argued that, once the Maryland and Virginia
cessions were accepted by Congress, its power to alter the size of the District was
exhausted. He also maintained that the grants from Virginia, Maryland, and the local
landowners to Congress were part of one transaction or compact, and that the act of
retrocession among two of the parties, the United States and Virginia, had impaired the
contract in violation of the Contract Clause. See R.P. Franchino, The Constitutionality
0/ Home Rule & National Representation/or the District a/Columbia, 46 Geo. L.J. 207
(1958), reprinted in 1973 Senate Hearings, supra note 28, at 81.
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The validity of Alexandria's return to Virginia need not be
questioned. Neither Virginia nor the federal government has raised the
issue. However, the Alexandda retrocession of 1846 should not be used
as precedent for a further retrocession of the District of Columbia to
Maryland today. The Court has yet to pass upon the constitutionality of
retrocession as a principle, and its reluctance to face the question (first
presented nearly 30 years after the fact), based more upon a parade of
horribles than any constitutional analysis, indicates just how suspect is
the proposition.
2.

The Twenty-third Amendment was Adopted With Reference to
the District of Columbia

The Twenty-third Amendment, adopted in 1961, gave additional
constitutional recognition to the District of Columbia. This amendment
provides that the "District constituting the seat of Government of the
United States shall appoint in such manner as the Congress may direct"
electors to participate in the Electoral College. The district referred to by
this amendment is the District of Columbia as established pursuant to
Article I, section 8, clause 17. Indeed, the committee report noted that
the amendment "would '" perpetuate recognition of the unique status
of the District as the seat of Federal Government under the exclusive
legislative control of Congress.,,79 Its avowed purpose was to provide
these voting rights to "the citizens of the District of Columbia." This,
also, supports the conclusion that the District, once created, became a
permanent juridical entity under the Constitution.
In the alternative, the "District constituting the seat of Government" may refer to the District of Columbia as it existed at the
amendment's ratification, in 1961. At that time Title 4 of the United
States Code provided that, "[a]ll that part of the territory of the United
States included within the present limits of the District of Columbia shall
be the permanent seat of government of the United States." 80 In either
Indeed, in 1867 the',".!ouse of Representatives passed a bill, by a vote of 111-28,
repealing the 1846 Act on the stated ground that it was unconstitutional. The bill,
however, was never reported out of the Senate Judiciary Committee. See 77 Congo
Globe 26, 32 (1867).
Representation in the Electoral College to the District of Columbia, H.R. Rep.
No. 1698, 86th Cong., 2d Sess. 1, 3 (1960) [hereinafter House Report No. 1698]. See
Appendix H.

79 Granting

80 Act

of July 30, 1947, ch. 389, § 1, 61 Stat. 641, 4 U.S.C. § 71 (1982).
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case, Congress' alteration of the size of the District either by retrocession
or admission as a state would contradict the premise of the amendment -the existence of the District of Columbia as the constitutional seat of
government. The House Report accompanying the amendment confirms
this understanding, casting doubt upon any proposed retrocession plan,
or plan to admit the District to the Union as a state. The Report states in
pertinent part:
It was suggested that, instead of a constitutional amendment

to secure voting rights, the District be made either into a
separate State or its land retroceded to the State of Maryland.
Apart from the serious constitutional question which would be
involved in the first part of this argument, any attempted
divestiture by Congress of its exclusive authority over the
District of Columbia by invocation of its powers to create new
States would do violence to the basic constitutional principle
which was adopted by the framers of the Constitution in 1787
when they made provision for carving out the "seat of
Government" from the States and set it aside as a permanent
Federal district. They considered it imperative that the seat of
Government be removed from any possible control by any
State and the Constitution in Article I, section 8, clause 17
specifically directs that the seat of Government remain under
the exclusive legislative power of the Congress. This same
reasoning applies to the argument that the land on which the
District is now located be retroceded to the State of Maryland. 81
Thus, the framers of the Twenty-third Amendment specifically considered and rejected as unconstitutional any attempt to retrocede the
District of Columbia to Maryland, or to grant it statehood.
For these reasons, we believe that a constitutional amendment
would be needed to extinguish the Constitution's permanent grant to
Congress of exclusive legislative authority over the District of Columbia,
whether through retroceding any portion of the District to Maryland or
attempting to admit any part of the District as a state.

81House Report No. 1698, supra note 79, at 2-3.
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Finally, retroceding the District to Maryland, or admitting it as a
state via statute (assuming the foregoing constitutional obstacles could be
overcome), would dramatically alter the effect of the Twenty-third
Amendment. All agree that a district of some size must be retained as the
seat of the federal government. However, retaining a truncated federal
enclave as the capital would lead to the absurd spectacle of a few
hundred, perhaps a few dozen, people (including at least, the incumbent
President and First Family) selecting three presidential electors, the same
number each of six states is currently entitled to choose. As Attorney
General Kennedy noted in his 1963 memorandum, "[i]t is inconceivable
that Congress would have proposed, or the States would have ratified, a
constitutional amendment which would confer three electoral votes on a
District of Columbia which had a popUlation of 75 families or which had
no population at all." 82

3. A Greatly Truncated Federal District Would be Unwise and
Contrary to the Reasons Leading to the Creation of the District
of Columbia
For the foregoing reasons, a constitutional amendment would be
required before retrocession could be accomplished. Such an amendment,
however, would be unwise. The historical reasons that led the Founders
to create a federal district could not be more clear, and a truncated
federal enclave as the seat of government would hardly be adequate to
the task they assigned to the District of Columbia. The phrase "such
District ... as may '" become the Seat of the Government of the
United States," contemplates more than a cluster of buildings, however
grand, and their surrounding parks and gardens. Had this been the
intent, compounds could have been constructed to house the Congress,
over which it would have had exclusive authority, in anyone of the
Nation's major cities. Indeed, at the time New York rebuilt its city hall
in the hope and expectation that Congress would settle there. Like
arrangements could have been made in Philadelphia, Princeton, Annapolis, Boston or Charleston. As Attorney General Kennedy stated in his
1963 submission, commenting on a bill that would have retroceded the
District to Maryland, retaining a small federal enclave "comprised
primarily of parks and Federal buildings," "[s]uch a small enclave clearly
does not meet the concept of the 'permanent seat of government' which
82See Kennedy Memorandum, supra note 74, at 350.
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the framers held. Rather, they contemplated a Federal city, of substantial
population and area, which would be the capital and a showplace of the
new Nation.,,83
The Drafters, in fact, exhibited a clear understanding of the
difference between public installations belonging to the United States and
the seat of government. Had the Framers intended the seat of government to be merely another federal installation, the grant of exclusive
legislative authority over the federal district would have been unnecessary. The grant of authority over "Forts, Magazines, Arsenals, dockYards, and other needful Buildings," would have sufficed. As Assistant
Attorney General Patricia M. Wald observed while testifying on the
proposed 1978 District amendment, "we believe the syntax of the
constitutional provision is such that the drafters meant for the District
not to be located within the borders of any State. It would seem at odds
with that intent to treat the seat of Government just like any other
Federal facility in a State." 84 In short, the creation of a new "federal
town" was intended. As Senator Bayh pointed out in the debates on H.J.
Res. 554, which became the proposed 1978 Amendment, "when our
Founding Fathers established this as a capital city ... they did not just
establish a place that should be the Federal city and say this is where the
Federal buildings are. But they envisioned this as a viable city, a capital
city with people who work, have businesses, and have transportation
lines, and homes. The essential establishment of the Nation's Capital was
not an establishment of the Nation's Federal buildings but the Nation's
city." 85
Indeed, the minuscule federal service area generally allowed in
proposals to retrocede the District's territory to Maryland, or to grant it
statehood, would be completely inadequate to meet the needs of the
federal government. As Attorney General Kennedy noted in his 1963
letter, with reference to a bill retroceding the District to Maryland,
retaining a reduced federal enclave as the seat of government:
The inadequacy, of the small area proposed to be retained by
H.R. 5564, to meet the objectives of the framers and the
inherent needs of our Federal system, is apparent. Thus, if
83Id. at 347.
84See 1977 House Hearings, supra note 69, at 126.
85

124 Congo Rec. 26,383 (1978). See Appendix F.
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H.R. 5564 were adopted, the Members of Congress, the heads
of executive departments, and the employees of the legislative
and executive branches, would have no alternative but to
reside ':n the States of Maryland or Virginia [or the State of
Columbia if statehood were granted]. They would be dependent on one or the other State for the means of transportation
to and from their Federal offices. Even transportation between
Federal offices would probably be controlled by Maryland [or
Columbia], since separate taxicab and bus service for the new
District of Columbia would probably not be physically or
economically feasible. All the foreign embassies would be
located in Maryland [Columbia], dependent on it for police
protection, and subject to its zoning and other requirements
... , The total inconsistency is evident between such a
situation and the intention of the framers. 86
An autonomous federal enclave was settled upon to assure Congress
of authority over its immediate surroundings, to forever secure the
independence of the federal government, avoiding the overweening
influence of anyone state, as well as to avoid interstate and sectional
rivalries. All of these reasons are as valid today as they were in 1787. If
the District were retroceded to Maryland, even though the major
monuments remained under federal control, the capital city of the United
States would be in a state. The intent of the Framers would be flouted
and their wisdom ignored.
C, Allowing the Residents of the District of Columbia to Vote in
Maryland
The third proposal suggests that the residents of the District of
Columbia be allowed to vote in Maryland. They would vote in Maryland
congressional elections, but would not become citizens of Maryland. The
borders of the District of Columbia would remain intact. Rep. Ray
Thornton of Arkansas advanced this proposal in 1977, as a means by
which District residents could participate in congressional elections
without the need of an amendment to the Constitution, and which would
"not result in a loss of the special character of Washington, D.C., as our
Nation's Federal City.,,87

86See Kennedy Memorandum, supra note 74, at 348.
87

1977 House Hearings, supra note 69, at 36 (statement of Rep. Thornton).
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Rep. Thornton argued that the Constitution does not specifically
forbid voting representation in the Congress to District residents, but
merely reserves such representation to the citizens of the states. Indeed,
he pointed out, District residents voted in the Maryland congressional
elections of 1800, before Congress took up residence in the District.
Under this proposal, District residents could vote in congressional
elections and be counted as Maryland residents for apportionment
purposes. This solution would preserve the District as a federal enclave,
but would allow its citizens voting representation in Congress, and, Rep.
Thornton believed, could be achieved without the need of an amendment. 88 Following the 1846 precedent, he argued, this "partial retrocession" could be accomplished by mere statute. The residents of other
federal enclaves covered by Article I, section 8, clause 17, he pointed out,
"may vote in the States where those reseI'!ations are located, and the
constitutional provision being identical, there is no reason why District
residents should not be accorded the same privilege." 89
If this proposal were feasible, the District would indeeu be
preserved, and its residents would be able to participate in congressional
elections. Maryland might not be enthusiastic, but her objections would
be tempered with the gain of the District's population for apportionment
purposes, without the corresponding problems of an urban area the size
of the city of Washington. At the present time, she could expect one
addition to her delegation in the House of Representatives, from eight to
nine. The Congress would, more or less, maintain its exclusive authority
over the District, and the intent of the Founders would be, more or less,
preserved. There are, however, several practical and legal problems with
this proposition which cast doubt on the ability of Congress to implement
such a proposal by mere legislation.
It is true that residents of federal enclaves are generally entitled to

vote in elections held in the states where the installation is located. The
Supreme Court affirmed this right in Evans v. Cornman. 90 However,
much more than a statute retroceding the "voting rights" of District
residents to Maryland would bf> needed before they could vote in that
state. The Court's decision in Evans was grounded in the premise that the
residents of federal enclaves may be, in practice, residents of the states in
88Id.

at 37.

89Id.

9°398 U.S. 419 (1970).
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which the enclaves are located. In Evans, the residents of the National
Institutes of Health ("NIH"), located in Montgomery County, Maryll;l,nd, challenged a decision to strike them from the county voting rolls.
The NIH had originally been a federal installation not covered by the
Article I, section 8, clause 17 grant of exclusive legislative authority. It
was not until 1953 that Maryland agreed to cede exclusive jurisdiction
over the enclave to the federal government. Accordingly, before that
cession, residents of NIH had voted in Maryland elections, both state and
national. They were indisputably citizens of Maryland. They continued
to enjoy those rights after the cession until the mid-1960s. In 1963 the
Maryland Court of Appeals, in Royer v. Board of Election Supervisors, 91
ruled that residents of federal enclaves were not "residents of the State"
under the Maryland Constitution, and therefore were not entitled to vote
as Maryland citizens. NIH residents were dropped from the rolls based
upon this decision.
The Evans Court, however, took a different view. It noted that the
NIH was within the geographical borders of Maryland, and that its
residents were treated as residents of Maryland for census and congressional apportionment purposes. Relying on its previous decision in
Howard v. Commissioners of Louisville, 92 the Court held that the NIH
did not cease to be a part of Maryland when exclusive jurisdiction was
ceded to the federal government. Those living on the NIH grounds were,
thus, still residents of Maryland. Accordingly, to deprive NIH residents
of the voting rights enjoyed by other Maryland residents violated the
Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. Maryland's
contention, that NIH residents were not "primarily and substantially
included in or affected by electoral decisions" in Maryland because of the
feder~l government's exclusive jurisdiction was rejected. The Court
reasoned that NIH residents were not "sufficiently disinterested" to
justify their disenfranchisement. It pointed out that Maryland law
applied to the NIH grounds (although the criminal offenses defined by
that law were prosecuted by federal authorities in federal courts), and
that Congress has allowed Maryland, and the other states, to Hlevy and
collect their income, gasoline, sales and use taxes -- the major sources of

91

231 Md. 561, 191 A.2d 446 (1963).

92

344 U.S. 624, 626-27 (1953). Here, the Court held that a federal enclave does not cease
to be a part of the state where it is located when exclusive jurisdiction is ceded to the
federal government.
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State revenues -- on federal enclaves. See 4 U.S.C. §§ 104-110.,,93
Maryland's unemployment, workman's compensation and auto licensing
laws all applied to NIH residents, who were also "subject to the process
and jurisdiction of [Maryland] state courts.,,94 The children of NIH
residents attended Maryland schools. In effect, the Court concluded that
NIH residents were treated as citizens of Maryland in most other
respects by that state and could not, therefore, be constitutionally
deprived of the vote. They participated in the polity that is Maryland,
shouldering the obligations, and could not, therefore, be deprived of the
corresponding rights.
This participation is lacking in the case of District residents. Article I,
sections 2 and 3, limit membership in the House and Senate to individuals
elected by the people of the several states. The residents of NIH were found
to be residents of Maryland, and could not be deprived of their right to vote
merely because their homes were on a federal enclave; such was found to be
a deprivation of equal protection. While it is true that District residents once
voted in Maryland elections (until 1800), they cannot now fairly be
described as residents of Maryland. The District, since its establishment, has
not in any sense been a part of Maryland. The residents of the District of
Columbia do not send their taxes to Annapolis, do not send their children to
Maryland schools, and are not subject to the laws of Maryland within the
District. They are not, as were NIH residents, "as concerned with State
spending and taxing decisions as other Maryland residents.,,95 The Evans
Court did not decide that residents of federal enclaves are entitled to vote as
citizens of the state in which the enclave is located, but that those individuals
who could fairly be characterized as residents of the state, part of the state
polity -- citizens -- could not be denied the vote consistent with the Equal
Protection Clause. In doing so, it allowed for the possibility that residents of
~nclaves who could not fairly be characterized as citizens of the state, could
be denied the vote. The Court noted that, "[w]hile it is true that federal
enclaves are still subject to exclusive federal jurisdiction and Congress could
restrict as well as extend the powers of the States within their bounds
[citation omitted] whether appellees are sufficiently disinterested in electoral
decisions that they may be denied the vote depends on their actual interest
today, not on what it may be sometime in the future.',96
93 Evans,

398 U.S. at 424.

94Id.
95Id.
96Id.
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Thus, under Evans, it seems clear that District residents could
constitutionally be denied voting rights in Maryland, as is now the case.
Evans, of course, does not speak to the converse question -- when
residents of federal enclaves may not constitutionally be permitted voting
rights in a state. Its reasoning, however, may be instructive. Because
District residents neither pay taxes in Maryland nor receive services from
the state, their affiliation with Maryland may be constitutionally
insufficient to support the exercise of voting rights in that state.
The proposal also raises questions with respect to the Twenty-third
Amendment. Under the Constitution, each state selects a number of
presidential electors equal to the number of senators and representatives
to which it is entitled. If District residents are allowed to vote in
Maryland congressional elections, then Maryland's House delegation,
and its corresponding strength in the Electoral College, would reflect the
combined popUlation of Maryland and the District of Columbia. Voting
in presidential elections is here directly tied to voting in congressional
elections. Under the Twenty-third Amendment, however, District residents are entitled to select their own presidential electors. They could
hardly expect to be counted in determining the number of Maryland's
presidential electors, as well as forming the basis for the District's
electors under the Twenty-third Amendment. Indeed, the creation of a
separate voting arrangement for District residents by the Twenty-third
Amendment is a constitutional recognition that they are not part of the
body politic of Maryland. Permitting the residents of the District of
Columbia to vote as residents of Maryland would conflict with the
Twenty-third Amendment and, thus, should be accomplished, if at all, by
an amendment to the Constitution. Moreover, as a practical matter, in
the absence of a constitutional amendment, District residents would be
ineligible to run for congressional office. Under this arrangement,
District residents would be able to vote in Maryland, but would not be
Maryland residents. Article I, section 2, clause 2 and section 3, clause 3,
however, require that Senators and Representatives must "when elected,
be an Inhabitant of that State for which [they] shall be chosen."
However, whatever its legal and logistical defects, a constitutional
amendment allowing District residents to participate in Maryland
elections at least would have the practical virtue of avoiding many of the
critical problems that militate against retrocession of the District itself to
Maryland, or of granting the District statehood. Congress would keep
control over the basic services needed to ensure the smooth operation of
the federal government, and the residents of the District would be
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included, at least for voting purposes, in what one scholar terms a
"proper Madisonian society."

D. Treating the District "As if It Were a State"
Recognizing the serious constitutional questions involved in granting the District of Columbia direct participation in congressional
elections under the Constitution as it now stands, the 95th Congress
adopted an amendment which would have treated the District "as if it
were a state" for purposes of representation in the House of Representatives and the Senate, as well as for participation in presidential elections
and the constitutional amendment process. The Twenty-third Amendment would have been repealed. While this proposal was overwhelmingly
rejected by the states, it did raise a potential question under Article V of
the Constitution regarding the number of states needed for ratification of
any such amendment. 97
Article V details the procedures that must be followed in amending
the Constitution, and provides that, in the normal case, a proposal must
pass both houses of Congress by a two-thirds majority and be ratified by
three-fourths of the states. Article V, however, contains the following
proviso: "no State, without its Consent, shall be deprived of its equal

97The proposal read:
That the following article is proposed as an amendment to the Constitution of the
United States, which shall be valid to all intents and purposes as part of the
Constitution when ratified by the legislatures of three-foUlihs of the several States
within seven years from the date of its submission by the Congress:
Article
Sec. I. For purposes of representation in the Congress, election of the President
and Vice President, and article V of this COllstitution, the District constituting the seat
of government of the United States shall be treated as though it were a State.
Sec. 2. The exercise of the rights and powers conferred under this article shall be by
the people of the District constituting the seat of government, and as shall be provided
by the Congress.
Sec. 3. The twenty-third article of amendment to the Constitution of the United
States is hereby repealed.
Sec. 4. This article shall be inoperative, unless it shall have been ratified as an
amendment to the Constitution by the legislatures of three-fourths of the several States
within seven years from the date of its submission.
H.J. Res. 554, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. (1977).
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Suffrage in the Senate." 98 Any state that had not voted to ratify the
proposed 1978 Amendment would have been able to challenge the
validity of the Amendment on the theory that the addition of two
Senators from the District of Columbia, a non-state, could be said to
deprive each state of its equal suffrage.
This argument has been dismissed as an unimportant inconvenience
by the supporters of direct District participation in congressional
elections. 99 The addition of two senators from the District, they say,
would no more deprive the states of their equal suffrage than the
admission of any new state over the past two centuries has done.
Originally, each state had two out of twenty-six votes in the Senate.
Today, each state has merely two votes out of one hundred, but none has
been deprived of its equal suffrage. The position was summed up by
Senator Kennedy in his testimony before the Senate Judiciary Committee
in 1973: "The meaning of Article V is clear -- no single state may be
given a larger number of Senators than any other State .... So long as
the District of Columbia is represented in the Senate no more advantageously than any State, it cannot be said that representation for the
District deprives any State of its equal suffrage in the Senate." 100
The Senator's argument, while valid when applied to the admission
of a new state, does not take account of the fact that the District of
Columbia is not a state. Article I, section 3 provides that "[t]he Senate of
the United States shall be composed of two Senators from each State ...
and each Senator shall have one vote." 101 The creation of an upper house
in which the states would be equally represented, as opposed to the lower
where seats were to be apportioned on the basis of population, was the
result of the Great (Connecticut) Compromise. Each state, regardless of

98 Article

V also provides that no amendment prior to the year 1808 could have altered
Article I, section 9, clause 1, forbidding congressional regulation of the slave trade
before that year, and Article I, section 9, clause 4, forbidding direct taxes unless in
proportion to the census. These restrictions on the amendment process have, of course,
long since expired. Indeed, in 1913 the Sixteenth Amendment was ratified, amending
Article I, section 9, clause 4, and allowing Congress to tax incomes without regard to
any apportionment among the states or the census.

99See, e.g., 1973 Senate Hearings, supra note 28, at 13-14 (statement of Sen. Kennedy).
See also Berns, Rome on the Potomac, Harpers, Jan. 1979, at 31-33.
loold.
101 U.S.

Const. art. I, § 3.
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its size, was assured of an equal voice in the senior chamber. As the
Federalist explains:
The equality of representation in the senate is another point,
which, being evidently the result of compromise between the
opposite pretensions of the large and the small states, does not
call for much discussion. If indeed it be right that among a
people thoroughly incorporated into one nation, every district
ought to have a proportional share in the government; and that
among independent and sovereign states bound together by a
simple league, the parties however unequal in size, ought to
have an equal share in the common councils, it does not
appear to be without some reason, that in a compound
republic partaking both of the national and federal character,
the government ought to be founded on a mixture of the
principles of proportional and equal representation. 102
Thus, "the equal vote allowed to each state, is at once a
constitutional recognition of the portion of sovereignty remaining in the
individual states, and an instrument for preserving that residuary
sovereignty." 103 Federalism was here preserved. This compromise "made
possible the Constitution of the United States and the establishment of a
powerful American Union. Without [it] the [Constitutional] Convention,
its nerves already strained to the breaking point, would have dissolved." 104
The Founders, however, realized that later generations might
tamper with their handiwork, and that the Compromise might be
undone. At the Convention, Roger Sherman of Connecticut "expressed
his fears that three fourths of the States might be brought to do things
fatal to particular States, as abolishing them altogether or depriving them
of their equality in the Senate." 105 As a remedy, he suggested the
following addition to Article V: "that no State shall without its consent
be affected in its internal police, or deprived of its equality in the
Senate." 106 When his motion was voted down, Sherman moved that
102The Federalist No. 62, 416 (J. Madison) (J. Cooke ed. 1961).
10Jld.

at 417.

104B. Hendrick, Bulwark of the Republic: A Biography of the Constitution 84 (1937).
105 Notes
106Id.

on the Federal Conventiofl, supra note 14, at 648.

at 649.650.
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Article V be deleted altogether. This motion was also defeated, but
Gouverneur Morris immediately proposed that the language, "that no
State, without its consent shall be deprived of its equal suffrage in the
Senate," be added. This motion, according to Madison, "being dictated
by the circulating murmurs of the small States was agreed to without
debate, no one opposing it, or on the question, saying no." 107 Thus, the
Senate was to be the guarantor of federalism, and Article V the guarantor
of the Senate. Accordingly, the Senate is the only branch of government
whose composition is protected by extraordinary constitutional amendment procedures. "The very fact that all of these other institutions and
relationships [in the Constitution] can unquestionably be affected by
ordinary constitutional amendments should lead us to take the Article V
proviso very seriously." 108
Although the District would have no more votes in the Senate than
any other state, the problem is that the District of Columbia would be
accorded representation in that body at all. Under Article I, section 3,
only states may be represented in the Senate and the District of Columbia
is not a state. Although Article V on its face does not appear to forbid
amendment of Article I, section 3 by normal process, opponents could
argue that an amendment to admit the District to the Senate violates the
Article V proviso. The purpose of the last sentence of Article V is to
ensure that the Senate remains as the guarantor of federalism, absent
extraordinary constitutional amendment. Thus, states not consenting to
an amendment allowing the District representation in the Senate could
have argued that the amendment "necessarily dilut[ed] the influence of
the states considered in the aggregate, in the Senate. The 'equal suffrage'
of the accumulated states would be reduced by the proportion that nonstates are represented in that body. As this occurs, 'equal suffrage' of the
individual state must also be reduced." 109 In short, instead of lOO/lOOths
of the total representation in the Senate, the several states' share would
be reduced to lOO/102nd. While we are not prepared to express an
opinion on the ultimate success of such an argument, we believe that it
must be taken seriously.
Several other problems were identified with the proposed amendment, the most basic being that exclusive congressional authority over
l07Id, at 650.
1D8Best, supra note 44, at 48,
109 Hatch,

supra note 45, at 517.
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the District would have led to problematic and unintended results i.f it
were treated as a state. Article V, for instance, requires that as part of the
amending process three-fourths of the state legislatures (or conventions
in three-fourths of the states called by Congress), must ratify any
proposed amendment before it becomes part of the Constitution.
Congress, however, is the District's ultimate legislature. The 1978
Amendment did not purport to change the language of the District
Clause, which grants to Congress the power to "exercise exclusive
Legislation in all Cases whatsoever" over the District. 110 Congress
would, therefore, have been allowed direct participation in the ratification of proposed amendments. Article V, however, restricts the role of
Congress in the amending process to proposing amendments, and to
determining whether they shall be transmitted to the state legislatures or
to ratification conventions in each of the states.
Congress could, of course, have attempted to delegate this authority
to a District council of some sort, but any such body would still have
been ultimately answerable to Congress, not to the people of the District.
The residents of the District of Columbia, therefore, would not have had
an equal voice in the amendment process, a process in which Congress
would have been awarded a new and entirely unintended role. 111
Treating the District as a state for purposes of Article V would simply
not solve this problem.
Finally, it was pointed out that the proposed amendment might
have been interpreted to grant to District residents rights superior to
those enjoyed by the citizens of the states. The proposal provided that the
rights conferred by the amendment would be exercised "by the people of
the District constituting the seat of government." 112 In allowing the
direct election of members of the House of Representatives and of the
Senate, the identical language is used in the Constitution. Article I,
section 2 provides that members of the House shall be "chosen every
second Year by the People of the several States." The Seventeenth
Amendment provides that the Senate "shall be composed of two Senators

Const. art. I, § 8, c1. 17. Indeed, the Twenty-third Amendment reinforces this role
for Congress in granting that body the authority to direct the mannel' in which District
presidential electors are appointed. This is a responsibility reserved by Article II to the
state legislatures. See U.S. Const. art. II, § 1, cl. 2.; Best, supra note 44, at 27.

110 U.S.

III See

Best, supra note 44, at 27-28.

112H.J. Res. 554, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. (1977). See supra p. 30 n.97.
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from each state elected by the people thereof." The use of the phrase, "by
the people," in the 1978 Amendment could, thus, have been construed to
give District residents the right to vote directly on the ratification of
amendments to the Constitution. The citizens of none of the states enjoy
such a direct voice in this process, since Article V requires that proposed
amendments be passed upon by the state legislatures, or by special
ratifying conventions. 113 Like questions were raised regarding the
proposal's effect upon the presidential selection process, and the
possibility that it could be construed to give District residents the right to
vote directly for President, and not through the Electoral College. 114

IV.

Statehood for the District of Columbia

Since little enthusiasm has been shown for making the District into
a quasi-state in the state houses, efforts have now shifted towards
granting the District full statehood. Statehood proponents are quick to
assert that this expedient would not require an amendment. The District,
they say, could be admitted to the Union by simple statute as other states
have been. Article IV, section 3 merely states that "[n]ew states may be
admitted by the Congress into this Union."IIS By this device, the District
of Columbia would be entitled to a delegation in the Congress without
the permission heretofore withheld by the several states.
It is true that, in the past, states have been admitted to the Union
through the device of simple legislation. Ordinarily, statehood has been
achieved through a progression of territorial status, referendum or other
means to determine if the popUlation desires statehood, and then the
passing of an enabling act or acts allowing the proposed state to draft a
constitution to be submitted for congressional approval. Once the
proposed state constitution is approved by both Congress and the
territorial residents, the territory is declared a state by statute or joint
resolution, signed by the President. 116

\nSee Hawke v. Smith, 253 U.S. 221 (1920) (popular vote referendum procedure adopted

in state constitutIOn may not be applied to the ratification of amendments to the federal
Constitution, which is limited to state legislatures or ratifying conventions).
114See Best, supra note 44, at 39.
II~U.S. Const. art. IV,
lIb

§ 3, cl. 1.

See P. Sheridan, The Library of Congress, Congressional Research Service - Policy Issues
ill the Admissioll of Certaill Stales illto the Union: A Brief Analysis, reprinted ill 1978
Senate Hearings, slIpra note 67, at 386 [hereinafter Sheridan].
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This process has, of course, varied considerably over the years. Not
all states have been admitted through the device of an enabling act. In
several cases, a mere act of admission has been employed. In seven
instances the so called "Tennessee Plan" was adopted. Under this
program the territory seeking statehood, following the lead of the
Volunteer State, drafted a constitution, elected senators and representatives, and sent them to Washington. These delegations have never been
seated in the Congress before actual statehood, but it is thought that this
procedure has considerably expedited admission. 117
However, for reasons that will be set forth below, statehood for the
District of Columbia cannot be so easily achieved. A constitutional
amendment would be required.
As discussed above (pp. 18-25), Congress does not appear to have
the power to relinquish the plenary legislative authority granted it by
Article lover the district which has become the seat of government. The
provision requiring that the District be no more than ten miles square
was merely a limit on the size of the original cession from the states. It
does not purport to grant Congress the authority to reduce the size of the
area constituting the seat of government at will. Moreover, the Twentythird Amendment recognized that the District of Columbia is a unique
juridical entity in the American commonwealth. Therefore, even if a
smaller federal district were retained by Congress, the Constitution
would have to be amended before the District of Columbia can be
admitted as a state.

117 Id.

The admission of new states has almost always been a politically sensitive issue.
Prior to the Civil War the precarious balance between the Northern and Southern
states was maintained by a tacit policy of dual admissions -- one slave and one free
state at a time. Later in the century, other reasons were advanced in opposition to the
admission of new states. Statehood for Wyoming was opposed because, among other
things, the state provided political equality to women. The admission of Utah was
delayed because of the practice of polygamy by members of The Mormon Church, and
because the territory lacked a genuine two party system. New Mexico's admission was
opposed because its character was perceived to be insufficiently American, based upon
its Hispanic heritage and the widespread use of the Spanish language. Hawaiian
statehood was opposed by some because its residents were largely of Asian extraction,
and because of widespread communist influence perceived in the territory's lar.gest
union, the International Longshoreman's and Warehouseman's Union. At the time
Hawaii was also predominantly Republican and "the Democrats refused to vote for its
admission unless Alaska, a Democratic stronghold, was granted statehood also." Id. at
386-90.
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The Department of Justice has long taken the position that an
amendment is necessary to grant statehood to the District of Columbia.
In 1978 Assistant Attorney General John M. Harmon spoke to this very
issue while testifying on behalf of the Carter Administration. He noted
that:
If admitted to the Union as a State, the District of
Columbia would be on an equal footing with the other States
with respect to matters of local government.

We do not believe that the power of Congress vested by
Article I, section 8, clause 17 of the Constitution to exercise
plenary legislative jurisdiction over the District could be thus
permanently abrogated by a simple majority vote of both
Houses of Congress. That could only be accomplished, in our
view, by a constitutional amendment. liS
He concluded that, "it was the intent of the Framers that the actual
seat of the Federal Government, as opposed to its other installations, be
outside any State and independent of the cooperation and consent of the
State authorities .... If these reasons have lost validity, the appropriate
response would be to provide statehood for the District by constitutional
amendment rather than to ignore the Framers' intentions." 119
As discussed above in connection with retrocession plans (pp.
21-23), granting statehood to the District by legislation alone also raises
serious questions with respect to the Twenty-third Amendment.
The serious constitutional questions raised by District statehood
proposals have been recognized by many others over the years. Members
of both parties, conservatives and liberals, politicians and academicians,
have opposed the measure. In 1978, for instance, Senator Edward
Kennedy dismissed what he called "the statehood fallacy," and categorically stated that, "[t]he District is neither a city nor a State. In fact,
statehood may well be an impossible alternative, given the practical and
constitutional questions involved in changing the historical status of the

118

1978 Senate Hearings, supra note 67, at 17 (statement of Assistant Attorney General
John M. Harmon, Office of Legal Counsel). See Appendix D.

119Id. at 18.
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Nation's Capital." 120 A pamphlet entitled "Democracy Denied", circulated in support of the 1978 Amendment (and fully endorsed by District
Delegate Walter E. Fauntroy), plainly acknowledged that granting
statehood to the District of Columbia "would defeat the purpose of
having a federal city, i.e., the creation of a district over which the
Congress would have exclusive control. (Article I, Section 8, clause 17 of
the Constitution.)" 121 That pamphlet also recognized that statehood
"presents a troublesome problem with the 23rd Amendment if the federal
district were to be wiped out by legislation." 122 Indeed, Delegate
Fauntroy has opposed statehood for the District in the past, correctly
pointing out that "this would be in direct defiance of the prescriptions of
the Founding Fathers." 123
As the House Committee Report on the joint resolution that
ultimately became the Twenty-third Amendment stated:
Apart from the serious constitutional question which would be
involved .,. any attempted divestiture by the Congress of its
exclusive authority over the District of Columbia by invocation of its powers to create new States would do violence to the
basic constitutional principle which was adopted by the
framers of the Constitution in 1787 when they made provision

12°Id. at 8-9 (testimony of Sen. Kennedy). See Appendix C. As Senator Mathias of
Maryland stated, "[i]t is not a State; it will not be a State; it should not be a State." Id.
at 41 (testimony of Sen. Mathias).
ulA Simple Case of Democracy Denied: A Statement of Why it is Undemocratic and

Contrary to the Intent a/the Constitution/or the Residents of the District a/Columbia to
Remain Disenfranchised, reprinted in 1978 Senate Hearings, supra note 67, at 113
[hereinafter Democracy Denied]. See Appendix A.
122 Id. at 114.
12.lW. Fauntroy, Viewpoints: Voting Rights for D.C, Board of Trade News, Jan., 1978,
reprinted in 1978 Senate Hearings, supra note 67, at 189. See Appendix B. See also
1977 House Hearings, supra note 69, at 122 (statement of Professor Stephen A.
Saltzburg) ("Keeping the Capital a federal enclave preserves something important to
our government. The number of federal installations in the District, the location of the
Congress and the White House, and the very idea of a 'center' for the nation suggest
that it would be wrong to entrust complete power over the District to any State,
whether it be Maryland by retrocession or a new State called 'Columbia' or something
like it by amendment. No State should have responsibility for and control over the
critical parts of the Federal power structure.").
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for carving out the "seat of government" from the States and
set it aside as a permanent Federal district. 124
Even apart from the numerous constitutional problems with
District statehood, there remain virtually insurmountable practical
problems. The operations of the federal government sprawl over the
District of Columbia. Relatively few of those installations are located
along the Capitol Mall, the area casually proposed as a reduced federal
enclave. As Assistant Attorney General Harmon pointed out in 1978, in
actuality, "[a]ny concentrated 'Federal enclave' would be very difficult to
circumscribe and would have to be geographically fragmented. This
would give rise to complex arrangements for sewers, police and fire
protection, and other services." 125 Reserving these areas to the federal
government would, thus, create monumental practical problems with
respect to basic services and, "it is questionable whether such a
geographical entity could fairly be characterized as a single District at
all. " 126
At the same time, the new "state" would be honeycombed with
federal installations, its territory fragmented by competing jurisdictions.
As Assistant Attorney General Wald asked while testifying on the
proposed 1978 District amendment, "[w]ould the remaining non-Federal
area constitute in any real sense a geographically homogeneous entity
that justifies statehood?" 127 While not directly responding, she noted
that, "legitimate questions might be raised as to the political wisdom and
sincerity of a Congressional enactment which attempted in effect to
Balkanize the District so as to create a new State by building it around
Federal land and installations." 128
It was for these very reasons that former Mayor Washington
expressed doubts about statehood for the District. In 1975 he commented
that the city of Washington is "so physically, and economically and
INSee House Report 1698, supra note 79, at 2.
m 1978 Sellate Hearings, supra note 67, at 17 (testimony of Assistant Attorney General
John M. Harmon), Appendix D. See also 1977 House Hearings, supra note 69, at 126
(testimony of Assistant Attorney General Patricia M. Wald), Appendix E.
126 1978

Senate Hearings, supra note 67, at 17·18 (testimony of Assistant Attorney
General John M. Harmon).

127 1977

House Hearings, supra note 69, at 126 (testimony of Assistant Attorney General
Patricia M. WaJd).

12~Id.
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socially bound together that I would have problems with statehood in
terms of exacting from it some enclaves, or little enclaves all around the
city. Ultimately, it seems to me, that would erode the very fabric of the
city itself, and the viahility of the city." 129
Thus, we believe that, before the District of Columbia may be
admitted to the Union as a state, an amendment to the Constitution
would be necessary. Even that step, however, would be undesirable,
unwise, and insufficient to create a workable arrangement for District
statehood. The defects in District statehood plans recognized and
articulated in 1978 have not changed. The fact that the states have
rejected the District voting amendment offers no sound reason to now
grant statehood to the Nation's capital. The measure is no more
desirable, nor less constitutionally suspect, today than it was a decade
ago.
A.

Common Arguments in Fa.vor of Statehood

The common arguments in favor of statehood for the District of
Columbia can be grouped into three basic categories: (1) District
disenfranchisement is inconsistent with majoritarian democracy; (2) the
size of the District's population and their contributions to the Nation
justify national representation; and (3) all other nations grant the
residents of their capital cities the right to vote. None of these arguments
offer a compelling reason to grant statehood to the District of Columbia.
1.

Disenfranchisement

The most obvious argument in favor of statehood for the District of
Columbia is that the present system is "a simple case of democracy
denied." The residents of the District of Columbia are citizens of the
United States, they "are taxed and carry the same burdens of citizenship
as all other Americans, yet they have no representation whatsoever in the
Senate, and one 'non-voting' delegate in the House of Representatives." 130 This circumstance, it is argued, is inconsistent with majoritarian democracy. The United States, however, is not a pure majoritarian
129 Representation

of the District of Columbia in Congress: Hearings on H.J. Res. 280
Before the Subcommittee on Civil and Constitutional Rights of the House Committee on
the Judiciary, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. 29 (1975) (testimony of Mayor Walter E.
Washington) [hereinafter 1975 House Hearings]. See Appendix G.

IJOSee Democracy Denied, supra note 121, at 97.
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democracy; it is a federal democratic republic. The Founders consciously
rejected majoritarian democracy. Pure democracy, as Madison wrote:
can admit of no cure for the mischiefs of faction. A common
passion or interest will, in almost every case, be felt by a
majority of the whole; a communication and concert results
from the form of Government itself; and there is nothing to
check the inducements to sacrifice the weaker party, or an
obnoxious individual. Hence it is, that such Democracies have
ever been spectacles of turbulence and contention; have ever
been found incompatible with personal security, or the rights
of property; and have in general been as short in their lives, as
they have been violent in their deaths. 131
To avoid these results, a federal system was adopted. Power was
dispersed among competing sovereignties and the functions of government were divided under our Constitution. While ultimately drawn from
the people, power was placed in the hands of various representative
bodies and individuals with the expectation that each would restrain the
others. In short, the federal system was a compromise between the
principles of pure democracy and the absolute need to secure individual
liberties and minority rights. The District of Columbia is an integral part
of this compromise, designed to safeguard the independence of the rival
sovereign ties.
Concomitantly, there are many different levels of rights in our
society. Residents of U.S. possessions abroad enjoy the protections of
their civil rights under the Constitution -- the residents of Puerto Rico
and Guam are, in fact, U.S. citizens -- but they have no vote in federal
elections. Aliens, again, have basic civil rights, but not all -- for instance,
they may not vote. Indeed, the residents of every state, other than the
original thirteen, were unable to vote in national elections until their
territory was admitted to the Union as a state. The Founders of our
republic saw fit to require United States citizenship and state citizenship,
full responsibility in both of the competing sovereignties, before the
complete panoply of rights available under our Constitution may be
enjoyed.

111 The

Federalist No. 10, 61 (J. Madison) (1. Cooke ed. 1961).
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The residents of the District enjoy all of the rights of other citizens,
save the right to vote for an individual delegation in Congress. In
exchange for the benefits of living in the "metropolis of a great and noble
republic" they have given up this right. 132 Instead, they are represented
by the entire Congress, "their rights [are] under the immediate protection
of the representatives of the whole Union." 133
The disenfranchisement of District residents was not, as some
would have it, an oversight. 134 The Founders knew what they were
about, and, in fact, not all agreed that the residents of the seat of
government should be disenfranchised. At the New York ratifying
convention Thomas Tredwell complained that, "[t]he plan of thefederal
city, sir, departs from every principle of freedom, as far as the distance of
the two polar stars from each other; for, subjecting the inhabitants of
that district to the exclusive legislation of Congress, in whose appointment they have no share or vote, is laying a foundation on which may be
erected as complete a tyranny as can be found in the Eastern world." 135
Direct congressional representation for District residents was actually
proposed at that convention by no less than Alexander Hamilton. He
suggested that the District Clause be amended to provide:
That When the Number of Persons in the District of Territory
to be laid out for the Seat of the Government of the United
States, shall according to the Rule for the Apportionment of
Representatives and direct Taxes Amount to __ such District
shall cease to be parcel of the State granting the Same, and

1.12 Such

trade-offs are well accepted under our system of government. For instance, as the
price of federal employment, federal civil servants must surrender many of their basic
political rights under the Hatch Act. Act of Aug. 2, 1939, 53 Stat. 1147. With a few
exceptions, for example, employees of the executive branch may not take an active role
in partisan political campaigns. See 5 U.S.C. § 7324(a) (1982).

I~' 3 J. Story, Commentaries Oil the COllstitution §§ 1212-22 (1833), reprinted in 3 The

Founder's Constitution 236 (P. Kurland & R. Lerner eds. 1987) [hereinafter Story].
134 See

Statehood for the District of Columbia: Hearlngs Oil H.R. 3861 Before the
Subcommittee Oil Fiscal Affairs & Health of the House Committee on the District of
Columbia, 98th Cong., 2d Sess. 28 (1984) (statement of Del. Faun troy) [hereinafter
1984 House Hearings].

135

2 Elliot's Debates in the Several State Conventions 011 the Adoption of the Constitution
402, reprinted in 3 The Founder's Constitution 225 (P, Kurland & R. Lerner cds. 1987)
(hereinafter Elllot's Debates].
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Provision shall be made by Congress for their having a District
Representation in that Body. 136
Hamilton's motion, however, was rejected. 137
Madison responded to criticism such as Tredwell's in Federalist No.
43. He wrote that:
The extent of this federal district is sufficiently circumecribed
to satisfy every jealousy of an opposite nature. And as it is to
be appropriated to this use with the consent of the State ceding
it; as the State will no doubt provide in the compact for the
rights, and the consent of the citizens inhabiting it; as the
inhabitants will find sufficient inducements of interest to
become willing parties to the cession; as they will have had
their voice in the election of the Government which is to exercise
authority over them; as a municipal Legislature for local
purposes, derived from their own suffrages, will of course be
allowed them; and as the authority of the Legislature of the
State, and of the inhabitants of the ceded part of it, to concur
in the cession, will be derived from the whole people of the
State, in their adoption of the Constitution, every imaginable
objection seems to be obviated. (Emphasis added.) 138
The meaning of Federalist No. 43 has long been debated. Proponents of direct participation in congressional elections for the District of
Columbia point to the language "as they will have had their voice in the
election of the Government which is to exercise authority over them" in
support of their case. 139 Madison, they say, could not have meant that
only the first generation of District residents will have had a vote with
respect to their destiny. However, this is the plain meaning of the
language Madison uses. Madison speaks in the past tense, "they will have
had their voice." If he meant that District residents would have a
continuing voice in the national government, the proper language would
1365 The Papers ofAlexander Hamilton 189-90 (H. Syrett ed. 1962) [hereinafter Hamiltoll

Papers].
137Id.

138The Federalist No. 43, 289 (J. Madison) (J. Cooke ed. 1961) [hereinafter Federalist No.
43].
139 See

Democracy Denied, supra note 121, at 104-05; 1977 House Hearings, supra note 69,
at 105 (statement of Sen. Kennedy).
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have been "they will have their voice." 140 The principle that the acts of
one generation may bind another was well known to the Drafters. It was
consistent with the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Century social contract
theories with which they were imbued. Madison clearly expressed his
thoughts on the subject in a letter to Jefferson, rebutting Jefferson's "the
Earth belongs to the living" precept. He wrote that:
If the earth be the gift of nature to the living their title can
extend to the earth in its natural State only. The improvements
made by the dead form a charge against the living who take
the benefit of them. This charge can no otherwise be satisfyed
than by executing the will of the dead accompanying the
improvements. 141
District residents, as Madison wrote, had their voice in the creation of
the government that was to rule them at the time of the ratification of the
Constitution, and the cession of the territory, through their elected
representatives. 142 The acts of these representatives are binding upon
District residents so long as they wish to enjoy the "improvements"
bequeathed them by that generation -- the national capital.
It is also argued, based on Federalist No. 43, that the Founders
assumed that the ceding states would provide for the rights of the citizens
to be transferred from their jurisdiction to that of the national
government, but that the states failed in this obligation. Congress would,
according to this theory, be justified in now correcting this supposed
dereliction. In fact, both Virginia and Maryland took care in their
respective acts of cession to secure those rights they perceived to be
endangered by the cession. The Virginia act of cession provides that
"nothing herein contained, shall be construed to vest in the United
I40Best, supra note 44, at 19-20.
141

13 Madison Papers, supra note 8, at 19.

142 As

early as 1813 the Virginia Supreme Court adopted a representational rationale, in

Custis v. Lane, 17 Va. (3 Munf.) 579 (1813). There, the Court declined to extend voting
privileges in Virginia to an individual who resided in then Alexandria County. It
recited the various acts by which the area was ceded to the federal government by
Virginia and concluded that, "[t]o all these acts the appellant, by his representatives,
was a party. He has therefore, no reason to complain that he has been cut otT from the
dominion of Virginia, in consideration of, perhaps, adequate advantages. That he is no
longer within the jurisdiction of the commonwealth of Virginia, is manifest from this
consideration, that Congress are vested, by the constitution, with exclusive power of
legislation over the territory in question." Id. at 591.
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2.

Population and Contribution to the Nation

It is often asserted that the District of Columbia has a population
'arger than that of several states, and that because residents of the
District pay their taxes, obey the laws, and go to war at the behest of the
federal government, they have the right to a direct participation in
congressional elections. However, population alone is not, and has never
been, the only criteria for statehood. There has always, effectively, been a
minimum population required before statehood may be considered (a
territory must have sufficient resources both to support a state government and bear its fair share of the federal burden), but population alone
has never been sufficient. If population were the criteria, then there are
fifteen other cities with a better claim to statehood than Washington. 152
New York, Los Angeles and Chicago with their millions certainly have a
more compelling case than the District of Columbia. While these urban
giants are currently represented in the House, they must share their
Senators with out-state areas whose interests, needs and sympathies are
often vastly different, and even diametrically opposed, to their own.
Conversely, there are many regions of the nation which, to some extent
justifiably, feel that they are not fully represented in the Congress
because they must share their delegations with much more powerful
metropolitan areas. Witness upstate New York and downstate Illinois.
The District's cry of "no taxation without representation" is also
unpersuasive. The District is hardly in the position of the American
Colonies two-hundred years ago. Its residents pay only those taxes paid
by all other citizens of the United States. They are not the victims of a far
off imperial power, imposing taxes selectively as a means of economic
exploitation. 153 In return, the District receives five and one-half times the
national average in per capita federal aid. 154 Annually, the District of
within the same general environment. Because most of them anticipate stays of
substantial duration in the Washington, D.C., area, it is not surprising that the vast
majority of senators and congressmen should be genuinely concerned about the welfare
of the District." Id. at 521-522.
IS2Washington is, in fact, only the sixteenth largest city in the United States -- smalIer, for
instance, than Indianapolis, San Jose and Baltimore. See U.S. Bureau of the Census,
Statistical Abstract o/the United States: 198618 (106th ed. 1985) [hereinafter Statistical
Abstract].
ISlHatch, supra note 45, at 524.
IS4See

ill/ra p. 61.
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Columbia government receives a special congressional grant of over onehalf billion dollars, which no state receives. In addition, it participates
with the states on an equal basis in the grant-in-aid and entitlement
programs adopted by the federal government. This is in addition to the
numerous parks, monuments, museums and other civic facilities provided by the federal government and enjoyed by District residents. Far from
being oppressed colonials, the residents of the District of Columbia
receive a heavy return from the federal coffers in exchange for the taxes
they pay. And, there have always been exceptions to the basic principle of
"no taxation without representation" tolerated in the United States. For
example, most states and many major cities tax commuters who work
within their borders but live elsewhere. These individuals, however, are
given no voice in the manner in which their taxes are spent, or in how the
state or city they support is to be run.
Finally, the fact that District residents fight in the Nation's wars
and contribute to the national community in other ways does not entitle
them to an individual delegation in Congress. Political representation in
our system is not, should not be, and has never been, tied to the extent of
an individual's civic contribution. The number of votes a citizen may
cast, for instance, is not linked to the amount of taxes he pays. The
residents of the District are entitled to all of the basic civil rights to
which every citizen of the United States is entitled. They are not entitled
to vote in congressional elections because this right is reserved to the
citizens of the states. District residents are not deprived of the right to
participate in congressional elections because of who they are,' but
because of where they have chosen to live. They have exchanged their
vote for the privilege of living in the Nation's capital. To reclaim it, they
need only move across the District line.

3.

The Practice of Foreign States

A favored argument of many statehood supporters is that the
United States is the only nation on earth which denies residents of its
capital city representation in the national legislature. 155 "Thus, the
ISS Indeed,

in 1978 proponents of the 1978 Amendment invited John Knight, a member of
Australia's national legislature from that nation's federal enclave, to testify before the
Senate Judiciary Committee and help make their case. See 1978 Senate Hearings, supra
note 67, at 76-88, 127-129 (testimony and statement of Sen. John Knight of the
Australian Capital Territory).
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citizens of London have voting representation in the British Parliament,
and the citizens of Paris have voting representation in the National
Assembly of France." 156
This argument is baseless. Ours is a unique form of government.
Our Constitution provides for "a compound republic partaking both of
the national and federal character," 157 the result of a unique history and
development. It cannot fairly be compared with other governments
which do not benefit from the same history or constitutional structure.
Our system has not cost us the respect of others in the world community
once its intricate structure and purpose are understood.

4. Miscellaneous Arguments
There are many other arguments that have occasionally been
advanced in the ongoing controversy over whether the residents of the
District of Columbia should be granted statehood and/or some other
form of direct voting representation in Congress. Three of these
arguments merit brief discussion. First, it is has been stated that
opposition to District statehood/representation is merely veiled racism,158 since a majority of the residents of the District are black. This
156Letter of Delegate Walter E. Fauntroy of the District of Columbia to Members of the
Congress (May 22, 1985), reprinted in District of Columbia -- Statehood: Hearings
Before the Subcommittee on Fiscal Affairs and Health of the House Committee on the
District of Columbia, 99th Cong., 1st Sess. 39-42 (1985) [hereinafter 1985 House
Hearings]. In pointing out that the city of London is represented in Parliament,
Delegate Fauntroy stumbled upon the very concern expressed by Congressman White
so long ago. See supra p. 6. Further, neither Britain nor France may be fairly compared
with the United States, even though they are two of the world's leading democracies.
Britain, while encompassing four ancient states (England, Scotland, Wales and Ulster),
is not a federal union, but a kingdom united under the British Crown, subject to the
unitary sovereignty of the British Parliament. France has been one of the most unitary
states in Europe since at least the ministry of Cardinal Richelieu, during reign of Louis
XIII, 1610-1643. The independence of its great medieval provinces had all but
disappeared a century before with the triumph of the French Crown over the Dukes of
Burgundy.
157The Federalist No. 62, 416 (J. Madison) (J. Cooke ed. 1961).
158 Senator Kennedy, for example, alleged in 1970 that opposition to congressional
representation for the District was based upon the conviction that it is "too liberal, too
urban, too black and too Democratic." Voting Representation for the District of
Columbia: Hearings Before the Subcommittee on Constitutional Amendments of the
Senate Committee on the Judiciary, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. 8 (1970) (statement of Sen.
Kennedy). Three years later, however, Senator Kennedy recognized that opposition to
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myth is based more on political posturing than on fact; it is readily
exploded by a review of the historical record. Agitation for District
representation began in 1801, with Judge Woodward's essays, and has
continued in one form or another ever since. Throughout most of this
period the majority of the District's residents were white. Indeed, since
the only persons generally eligible to vote in 1800 were white male
property owners, only they were disenfranchised. Statehood for the
District of Columbia is not a racial issue. It is not a civil rights issue. It
is a constitutional issue that goes to the very foundation of our federal
union. A change in the status of the District of Columbia would signal a
substantial change in our form of federalism. The issue should be dealt
with on that level, and not on the level of racial politics.
Second, there is some speculation that the majority of Americans
are unaware that the residents of the District of Columbia may not vote
for direct representation in the Congress, that the American people "are
generally in a state of disbelief about this issue." 159 However, no evidence
stronger than supposition has been offered to support this assertion. 160 In
any case, the cure for ignorance is education, not a radical change in the
Nation's constitutional structure. Once the constitutional necessity of a
federal district, free of the influence of the states and controlled by the
federal government, is explained, there is no reason to believe that the
popular sentiment today would be different from that of 1787, as
expressed in the Constitution. If popular sentiment has changed, the
people can amend the Constitution granting statehood to the District of
Columbia if they wish.
Finally, it is often maintained that direct voting representation in
the Congress for the District of Columbia is merely the final step in that
progression, over the past two centuries, which has systematically
extended the franchise in the United States. The Fifteenth Amendment,
direct District congressional representation began long before a majority of the
District's residents were black. In complaining of the "paternalistic attitude" that
allows members of Congress elected from the states to make "vital decisions affecting"
District residents he noted that, "[i]ndeed, 85 years ago when the city's population was
overwhelmingly white, that arrogant attitude was as prevalent as it is today, when
black people make up a majority of the city's population." See 1973 Senate Hearings,
supra note 28, at 4-5 (statement of Sen. Kennedy).
159

1978 Senate Hearings, supra note 67, at 12 (statement of Sen. Kennedy).

1601n response to questioning, Senator Kennedy admitted that "I have no statistics
nor do I know of any polls that would reflect on [the attitude of the general public]."
Id.
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("[t]he right of citizens of the United States to vote shall not be denied or
abridged by the United States or by any State on account of race, color,
or previous condition of servitude"), and the Nineteenth Amendment,
("[t]he right of citizens of the United States to vote shall not be denied or
abridged by the United States or by any State on account of sex"), can be
cited as examples. 161 Under this theory, granting statehood and/or full
congressional representation to the District is merely "unfinished
business," in the words of Delegate Fauntroy. In each of the cases
referred to, however, the individuals involved were denied the vote
because of who they were, because they were black, because they were
women. These groups were each granted the vote because there was no
sound, reasoned basis for their disenfranchisement.
The case of the residents of the District of Columbia is very
different. They are not excluded from participation in congressional
elections because of the color of their skin, or their sex, but because they
have chosen to live outside of the boundaries of any state. Any adult
resident of the District may participate in congressional elections by the
simple expedient of moving across the District line. District residents,
whether they are black or white, male or female, influential Washington
attorneys or street vendors, are treated identically. They lack a direct
voice in the selection of members of Congress for sound reasons, which
are the result of the scheme of government chosen by the people for this
Nation. Their situation cannot, in short, fairly be compared with that of
those groups who have been deprived of the vote in the past because of
who they were, factors beyond their control.
The Twenty-third amendment, granting the District the right to
participate in the Electoral College, does not militate in favor of a
different result. The President has a national constituency. The residents
of the District of Columbia, as citizens of the United States, are part of
that constituency. Granting them a voice in the selection of the President
is, therefore, entirely appropriate. 162 The Congress, however, is a body
which represents both the states and the citizens of the states. Accordingly, only the citizens of the states are entitled to select the members of that
body.

161

1978 Senate Hearillgs, supra note 67, at 71-72 (testimony of Del. Fauntroy).

162Such a scheme would, of course, have been unconstitutional in the absence of an
amendment since Article II, section 1 directs that the states appoint the electors to the
Electoral College. See U.S. Const. art. II, § I, cI. 2.
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B.

Arguments Against Statehood
1.

Historical Reasons for Disenfra11chising the District of Columbia

It has become fashionable, unfortunately, to state that the disenfranchisement of District residents was a mere oversight by the
Founders, 163 the result of indifference, 164 or a lack of foresight, 165 and to
assume that the reasons which prompted them to establish a federal
district as the seat of government have disappeared. 166 The Drafters of
our Constitution, it is said, cannot have meant that the people who would
inhabit the district comprising the seat of government would be reduced
to a state of second class citizenship, deprived of the very rights of selfdetermination so recently won from Great Britain. The disenfranchisement of District residents, however, was neither a mistake nor an
oversight, but an integral part of the original Constitutional plan. 167 As
noted above, the subject of District voting rights was considered at the
time. As an example, both Alexander Hamilton and Thomas Tredwell
raised the question at the New York ratifying convention. IpS Their
arguments, however, were rejected.

163p. Raven-Hansen, Congressional Representation for the District of Columbia: A
Constitutional Analysis, 12 Harv. J. on Legis. 167, 172 (t97S).
Hatch, supra note 45, at 488. The fact that, in 180 1, there were only 14,000 District
residents is advanced as a reason why they were not granted direct voting representation in the Congress. As Senator Bayh remarked in 1977, "su '. a small population
could be easily overlooked." 1977 House Hearings, supra note 69, at 14 (statement of
Sen. Bayh). As noted above, Hamilton proposed that District residents be given
representation in the House of Representatives when its population reached a sufficient
level, but the proposition was rejected. See supra p. 42-43.

164 See

1984 House Hearings, supra note 134, at 28 (statement of Del. Fauntroy). In fact, it
was widely anticipated that a great commercial center would develop at the site of the
federal city. See Green, supra note 9, at 7. L'Enfant's original plan was for a city of
800,000 souls, the size of Paris at that time. See Kennedy Memorandum, supra note 74,
at 347.

165 See

166See Best, supra note 44, at 25.

167Senator Bayh, a stalwart supporter of District voting rights, apparently reached a like
conclusion. In his opening statement at the 1978 Senate hearings he noted that "[flor
many of the Founding Fathers, national representation for the District would
necessarily have precluded the establishment of exclusive Federal control over the
capital site." 1978 Senate Hearings, supra note 67, at 2 (statement of Sen. Bayh).
168 See

supra pp. 42-43.
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A separate and independent enclave to accommodate the fledgling
federal government was proposed and adopted to secure the independence of the federal government, providing a place of refuge (where it
and not the states would control basic services and security), and
avoiding the specter of a competing sovereignty in the national capital as
well as the undue influence of the city and state chosen as the site. In
explaining the genesis of the District reference is inevitably made to the
Philadelphia Mutiny which took place in June of 1783. Accordingly, the
events of that summer merit close examination.
On Thursday, June 19, 1783, Congress received information from
Pennsylvania's executive (at the time an executive Council of State) that
some 80 Continental soldiers, despite the "expostulations of their
officers," had left their barracks at Lancaster and were approaching the
city. The troops, unpaid, declared that they would "proceed to the seat of
Congress and demand justice." 169 Alexander Hamilton, Oliver Ellsworth, and Richard Peters were charged with conferring with the
Pennsylvania Council and "taking such measures as they should find
necessary.'d70 They were politely informed that the Pennsylvania militia
would probably not be disposed to take action against the mutineers
unless and until "their resentments should be provoked by some actual
outrage." 171
The disgruntled soldiers arrived the next day professing "to have no
other object than to obtain a settlement of Accounts." 172 On Saturday,
the soldiers drew up before Independence Hall, where Congress was in
session. A request for aid was again made to the Pennsylvania Council of
State, which was at the time sitting upstairs. The Congress was once
more informed that without some actual outrage to persons or property
the militia could not be relied upon. The members then agreed to remain
until the "usual hour of adjournment," but without conducting further
business. As the nervous congressmen paced about inside, the Continentals remained in position "occasionally uttering offensive words and
wantonly point[ing] their Muskets to the Windows of the Hall of
Congress." 173 At three, the usual hour, Congress adjourned. The
169

25 Journals of the Continental Congress 971 (G. Hunt ed. GPO 1922).
17oId.

171Id.
172Id.
173 Id.

at 973.
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members were allowed to pass through the soldiers' line, although, "in
some instances," mock obstructions were offered. For the next two days
Congress negotiated with the Pennsylvania Council while reports
circulated that the mutineers were planning to kidnap the members, or to
raid the bank. On Tuesday, at about 2 o'clock, Congress was finally
adjourned and summoned to meet at Princeton. 174 The members quietly
scuttled out of town.
Unquestionably, this incident made a deep impression on the
members, several of whom attended the Convention in 1787. The
Philadelphia revolt of 1783 impressed upon the Congress the need for
control of its immediate surroundings, for its own protection. Within
weeks James Madison was appointed to chair a committee to investigate
a permanent seat for the national government, where it would not have to
rely upon the goodwill of its host state. The committee reported in
September and recommended that the Congress be granted exclusive
jurisdiction over an area no less than three, nor more than six, miles
square for the purpose of a permanent seat of government. 175
In Madison's view, a federal enclave where Congress could exercise
complete authority, insulating itself from insult and securing its deliberations from interruption, was an "indispensible necessity." 176It is argued,
however, that today the federal government "[is] well beyond the point of
requiring a special sanctuary to protect its authority and to secure its
general proceedings." 177 As a result, some assert that "the federal district
is not indispensable, it is a mere tradition." 178 This argument states too
much. It assumes that the District was created merely as a response to
the Philadelphia Mutiny, and that since the government is no longer in
danger of being seized by a handful of disgruntled soldiers, the District is
no longer necessary. 179The purpose of the District, however, was more
subtle than merely to protect the persons of the Members of Congress
174Id.

at 973-74.

175 See

Caemmerer, supra note 3, at 5.

176Pederalist No. 43, supra note 138, at 288.
177 Best,

supra note 44, at 64.

178Id.
179 "The

Pounders' judgment that a special district, a sanctuary, was necessary to protect
a fledgling government finds support in the early history of the regime. The struggles
of the new regime to secure its position, to gain the respect of nations abroad and its
people at home, are well documented in any basic American history text. But the
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from physical violence. Pennsylvania's failure to act against the mutineers in 1783 was but one manifestation of the problem of competing
sovereignties inherent in our federal system. The location of the national
government in a federal town, outside of the jurisdiction of any state, was
meant to remove it from dependence upon the states, and from the
unequal influence of anyone of the states. As Madison wrote, "a
dependence of the members of the general Government, on the State
comprehending the seat of the Government for protection in the exercise
of their duty, might bring on the national councils an imputation of awe
or influence, equally dishonorable to the Government, and dissatisfactory
to the other members of the confederacy." 180 As a leading scholar
observed, in the Founders' view, "to place a permanent capital within the
jurisdiction of one state was to imperil the influence of every other. The
surest way of avoiding that risk was to vest in Congress rights of
'exclusive legislation' over the capital and a small area about it." 181
Thus, a federal enclave was created to ensure the independence of
the new government, to avoid, in George Mason's words, "a provincial
tincture to ye Natl. deliberations." 182 The basic concern that the federal
government be independent of the states, and that no one state be given
more than an equal share of influence over it, is as valid today as it was
two hundred years ago at the Convention. Ours is a union of states of
almost infinite diversity. Our common heritage, self interest, and the
Constitution bind us together, but the states are as proud, diverse, and
often quarrelsome, as they were at the Founding. The federal government, in some sense, is the supreme arbiter. It cannot be dependent upon
anyone of the states to ensure its smooth operation. Further, no one state
is entitled to a greater voice in the national councils than any other. Each
is represented in the Congress, regardless of its population, economic
power and importance by only two Senators. None has a just claim to be
the seat of the national government over another.
Were the District elevated to statehood, it would be granted that to
which each of the other states have an equal claim. The location of the
national capital was a source of great controversy during the Republic's
regime is now mature, and the independence of the national government does not rest
on its refuge in the District of Columbia." See Best, supra note 44, at 17.
180Pederalist No. 43, supra note 138, at 289.
181 Green, supra note 9, at 9.
182 Notes

on the Federal Convention, supra note 14, at 378.
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early years. Farsighted men understood the vast benefits to be gained by
a region from the location of the national capital there, and that the
location of the capital in a particular state would cause jealousy and
division. 183 Madison recognized the new capital's potential in 1789 when,
as a member of the 1st Congress, he said, "[t]he seat of government is of
great importance; if you consider the diffusion of wealth, that proceeds
from this source. I presume that the expenditures which will take place,
where the Government will be established, by those who are immediately
concerned in its administration, and by others who may resort to it, will
not be less than a half a million dollars a year." 184 (Today, these
expenditures are rather more.) He also recognized the potential divisiveness of this issue. At the Virginia ratifying convention he noted, "I
believe that, whatever state may become the seat of the general
government, it will become the object of the jealousy and envy of the
other states." 185
If the capital is now to be in a state, each state has as good a claim
to the location, and consequent benefits, of the federal government as
does the State of Columbia. (Certainly the convenience of the District's
location, as more or less in the center of the Nation, has long since
disappeared.) The federal district was created to solve this very dilemma.
If the District of Columbia is now to be a state, with all of the attendant
benefits, then there is no just reason why it should remain the seat of the
Nation's government. Indeed, the priceless national treasure to be
accumulated in the capital city was foreseen by the Founders, and was
considered to be too important a charge to be left in the hands of anyone
the location of the temporary seat of the federal government was fought over; it
was suspected and feared that Congress would, when actually faced with the prospect
of moving to the new federal city, decide to remain where it was then meeting. In
August, 1788, Alexander Hamilton wrote to Governor William Livingston of New
Jersey, encouraging New Jersey to vote for New York as the meeting place of the 1st
Congress (instead of Philadelphia) as, "[t]he Northern States do not wish to increase
Pennsylvania by an accession of all the wealth and population of the Foederal City." 5
Hamilton Papers, supra note 136, at 209.

183 Even

184

1 Annals of Congo 862 (1789). The Founders understood, as Mr. Justice Story wrote a
few years later, that locating the capital within the borders of one of the states, "might
subject the favoured state to the most unrelenting jealousy of the other states, and
introduce earnest controversies from time to time respecting the removal of the seat of
government." Story, supra note 133, at 1213 reprinted in 3 The Founders' Constitution
236 (P. Kurland & R. Lerner eds. 1987).

185

3 Elliot's Debates, supra note 135, reprinted in 3 The Founder's Constitution 222-23 (P.
Kurland & R. Lerner eds. 1987).
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state. As Madison wrote, "the gradual accumulation of public improvements at the stationary residence of the Government, would be ... too
great a public pledge to be left in the hands of a single State." 186
Further, the growth of federal power has not extinguished the
immediate concern revealed to Congress by the Philadelphia Mutiny.
Unquestionably, "[t]he Army of the United States .. , is not only
powerful enough to secure the independent operations of the national
government, it now secures the operations of the state governments as
well." 187 This was also true in 1783. With the withdrawal of British
troops at the end of the War for Independence, the victorious Continental Army was left as the most powerful armed force in the former
Colonies. It was as capable of securing the operations of the national'
government as are the Armed Forces of today. The problem in 1783 was
that the mutineers were closer to the seat of Congress than were General
Washington's loyal troops. In fact, word was dispatched to the Commander-in-Chief, who was directed "to march a detachment of troops
towards the city." 188
The District was not an expedient adopted until such time as the
federal government would be militarily powerful enough to defend itself.
Congress was granted exclusive legislative authority over the district that
would be the seat of government so that it would ultimately control the
basic services needed by the national government. The passing years
have, if anything, increased the need for ultimate congressional control of
the federal city. Today, the federal government depends upon a much
more complex array of services, utilities, transportation facilities, and
communication networks, than it did at the Founding. The District is an
integral part of the operations of the Nation's government. As a practical
matter it would be impossible to separate all of the support services
necessary for the smooth operation of the federal government. If the
District were to become a state, all of the basic services needed by the
federal government would be affected. The financial problems, labor
troubles, and other concerns of the District would still effect the
government's operations, but it would be deprived of a direct, controlling
voice in the resolution of such problems. In a very real sense, the federal
government would be largely dependent upon the State of Columbia for
186Federalist No. 43, supra note 138, at 289.
187Best, supra note 44, at 64.
188 24 Journals of the Continental Congress 419 (G. Hunt ed. GPO 1922).
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its day to day existence. In the event of any civil disturbance, and the
history of the last two decades certainly shows that civil disorder is still a
possibility today, federal authority over local police agencies must be
paramount to ensure that the operations of the federal government are
not interrupted. 189 In short, if the District were granted statehood, or
indeed retroceded to Maryland, the Congress would lose control over the
immediate services necessary to the government's smooth day to day
operation. The national government would again be dependent upon the
goodwill of another sovereign body.

2.

The Terms of the Maryland Cession

T~iere is also a substantial question whether, before the District
could be admitted to the Union as a state, the permission of Maryland
would have to be secured. The cession of the territory now comprising
the District of Columbia was for the specific purpose of the establishment
of a seat for the national government, not for the creation of a new state.
The initial act gave the Maryland delegation in the House of Representatives authority "to cede to the congress of the United States, any district
in this state, not exceeding ten miles square, which the congress may fix
upon and accept for the seat of government of the United States." 190 If
the district were to be granted statehood, the specific terms of Maryland's cession would be violated, and the cession's continuing validity put
in question. Further, unless Maryland's permission were secured,
admitting the District into the Union would appear to conflict with
Article IV, section 3 of the Constitution, which provides that "no new
State shall be formed or erected within the Jurisdiction of any other
State; nor any State be formed by the Junction of two or more States, or
parts of States, without the Consent of the Legislatures of the States
concerned as well as of the Congress."191 Thus, unless Maryland

189 As

an example, in the much more common occurrence of demonstrations before
foreign embassies (virtually all located outside of the proposed "national capital service
area"), Columbia state police would be primarily responsible for embassy security and
crowd control. The federal government, however, is responsible to the foreign states
involved. Here, because it is the federal capital, the state of Columbia would, to some
extent, be in a position to pursue its own foreign policy.

190 An

Act to Cede to Congress a District ofTen Miles Square in this State for the Seat of
Government of the United States, 2 Kilty Laws of Md. Ch. 46 (1788).

191 U.S.

Const. art. IV, § 3, cI. 1. In 1977, Assistant Attorney General Wald also
questioned whether the District could be admitted as a state without the consent of
Maryland. She noted that, "[i]t is at least questionable -- I don't suggest that we know
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consented to erecting the District into a state, this provision would also
have to be amended.

3.

The District of Columbia Lacks the Fundamental Requisites of
a State of the American Union

The Constitution should not be amended to grant statehood to the
District of Columbia because it effectively lacks the minimum requirements to become a state. The Constitution does not itself articulate the
prerequisites for statehood, but merely provides that "[n]ew States may
be admitted by the Congress into this Union." 192 There are, however,
certain effective minimum requirements defining a "state" eligible for
admission to the Union, which are not found in the Constitution. Over
time, three in particular have been articulated. In its report on Alaskan
statehood, the House Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs
identified them as: (1) the residents of the new state must be "imbued
with and sympathetic toward the principles of democracy as exemplified
in the American form of government;" (2) the majority of the electorate
must desire statehood; and (3) the new state must have "sufficient
popUlation and resources to support a State government and to provide
its share of the cost of the Federal Government." 193
While there is little question that District residents meet the first
criteria, and assuming that a majority of them desire statehood (a
question to be decided by the electorate), the District of Columbia simply
lacks the resources both to support a state government and to provide its
fair share of the cost of the federal government. The District contains
barely 63 square miles of land area. Rhode Island, the smallest state,
encompasses some 1,212 square miles, 19 times as large. In land area, the
District of Columbia is the tiniest federal possession by a wide margin.
Only the minute island of Guam, with 77 square miles, comes close.
Puerto Rico has 3,515 square miles, the Virgin Islands have 132, the
the definitive answer -- whether a new State could be created from that land [the
Maryland Cession] even after the ensuing passage of all of this time without the
consent of the Maryland State government." 1977 House Hearings, supra note 69, at
127.
.
In/d.

Providing for the Admission of the State of Alaska into the Union, H.R. Rep. 624,
85th Cong., 1st Sess. 11 (1957). In 1957, for instance, the House Committee on Interior
and Insular Affairs found the Territory of Alaska "ready and qualified" for statehood
by "each of these historic standards." See also Sheridan, supra note 116, at 386; Best,
supra note 44, at 71-72.

193 See
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Pacific Trust Territories have 533, and the Northern Marianas are 184
square miles. 194 Further, the population of the District, a principal tax
base, is declining. It peaked in the years following the end of the Second
World War; 802,000 persons lived in the District in 1950. By 1960 that
number had declined to 764,000. In 1970 it was 757,000, and in 1980 the
District's population had dwindled to 638,000. 195 The Census Bureau
estimates that, in 1986, only 626,000 people called the District their
home. 196 Thus, a significant part of the tax base from which the District
must support a state government, and contribute to the national
government, is rapidly eroding. Today, according to Census Bureau
estimates, Delaware has moved ahead of the District, and its population
is greater than only three states, Vermont (541,000), Alaska (534,000),
and Wyoming (507,000).197 In the 1970s, while the District lost some
118,000 residents (15.6 percent of its 1970 population), each of these
states reported significant gains. 198 Between 1980 and 1986, while the
District's population continued to fall, Alaska's population rose by 32.8
percent, Wyoming's rose by 8.0 percent, and Vermont's population grew
by 5.8 percent. 199 If current trends continue, the District of Columbia
may have a population smaller than any of the states as early as the next

194 Statistical Abstract, supra note 152, at 194. There are, in fact, many national parks and
recreation areas which cover more territory than the District of Columbia. Examples
in the Washington, D.C. region include the Blue Ridge Parkway (128 square miles),
and the Shenandoah National Park (304 square miles). This is to say nothing of giants
such as Yellowstone (3,469 square miles), Yosemite (1,189 square miles), and the
Grand Canyon (1,903 square miles). Id. at 224.
195Id. at 10-11.
1965ee The Big Shift, National Journal, Feb. 7, 1987, at 321 [hereinafter The Big Shift].
197Id.
198 Almanac of the 50 States 422 (A. Gardiner ed. 1986) [hereinafter Almanac]. During
this period the population of these three states increased as follows:

State

1970

1980

Vermont
Wyoming
Alaska

444,732
322,416
302,583

511,456
469,557
401,851

Id. Between 1970 and 1980 the District of Columbia, on the other hand, reported the
largest percentage of population loss in the nation, 15.6 percent. Id. at 423.
1995ee The Big Shift, supra note 196, at 321.
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reapportionment in 1990. 200 As the District's population shrinks, it will
be even less able to support a state government, and contribute to the
nationa~ government, without federal assistance. In fact, the District's
population is only some 0.27 percent of the nation's population as a
whole. This number has not changed significantly since 1800, when
District residents made up only 0.26 percent of the population. 201
Economically, the District of Columbia is dependent upon the
support of the federal government. Annually, in addition to all other
federal aid programs, the District receives a direct payment from the
federal treasury of a half billion dollars; some $522 million was budgeted
for the District in Fiscal 1987, $445 million in the form of a direct
payment to the District local government. 202 District residents outstrip
the residents of the states in per capita federal aid by a wide margin. The
District, in 1983, received $2,177 per capita in federal aid. The next
closest was Alaska, which received $1,129 per capita. States with
populations comparable to that of the District received barely a quarter
as much federal money.203 The national average was only $384 federal
dollars per capita. Thus, the District of Columbia received five and onehalf times the national average in federal funds. 204
Quite clearly, in the absence of massive federal assistance and the
continuing presence of the national government, the District is not a
viable economic unit. It lacks any significant industry, farming or natural
resources. Only 0.09 percent of the nation's manufacturing jobs are
located in the District. In 1982 the District was dead last in terms of the
value of its manufacturing shipments. 205 As Senator S. L Hayakawa
pointed out during the hearings on the 1978 Amendment, because it is
the capital:

200See

Almanac, supra note 198, at 424.

201 Best,

supra note 44, at 4.

2010ffice of Management and Budget, The Budget of the United States Fiscal Year 1987
5-151 CGPO 1986).
1983, South Dakota, with 690,768 people, received only $516 per capita; North
Dakota, with 652,7l7 people, received $547 for each; Delaware, with 594,338
residents, received $507 per capita from the federal treasury; and Vermont, with
511,456 people, received $594 per capita. See Almanac, supra note 198, at 436.

2031 n

204 Id.

20S Id.

at 446.
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The economics of Washington, D.C., make it a unique place.
There is no seaport, no industry, no agriculture. There are no
major money-making businesses, only one money-spending
one -- the federal government. A majority of those working in
the District of Columbia work for the federal government, or
the closely related service industry, whose workers service
those who work for the government. Add to that all of the
lobby groups and law firms who are here because the federal
government is here, and one begins to understand what is
meant by the term "federal city."zo6
Not surprisingly, Washington Mayor Marion Barry has plainly
stated that the District would still "require the support of the Federal
Government" if statehood were granted. 207 The continuation of federal
support is ordinarily justified because of the percentage of federal land in
the District of Columbia which cannot be taxed by the local government.
However, the federal payment is not recompense from the federal
government to the District of Columbia, but the amount Congress
chooses to add to the funds colle:cted by the District to support the local
government. It is a grant in the truest sense. Moreover, the federal
government owns only 32.2 percent of the District's land. It owns a
greater percentage of the land area of 10 states -- Alaska (88.0%),
Nevada (85.5%), Idaho (65.1%), Utah (63.3%), Oregon (52.3%),
Wyoming (49.3%), California (45.8%), Arizona (44.1%), Colorado
(36.0%) and New Mexico (33.3%),208 each of which bears the full
burdens of statehood without the sort of massive federal support which
would be needed by the State of Columbia. If the District aspires to
statehood, it must be prepared to give up the special federal payment, to
stand as an equal with the other states in its fiscal affairs.
There is a further requin~ment for statehood, unarticulated but just
as binding, that the District fails to meet; every state has satisfied it. To
be a member of the American Union an area must be more than a
geographic and/or political entity, it must be what has been termed "a
proper Madisonian society," 209 that is, a society composed of a "diversity
206 1978 Senate Hearings, supra note 67, at 150 (statement of Sen. S. I. Hayakawa).
207 See

1985 House Hearings, supra note 156, at 59 (testimony of Hon. Marion Barry,
Mayor, Washington, D.C.).

20SSee Almanac, supra note 198, at 421.
209 Best,

supra note 44, at 78.
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of interests and financial independence." 210 The hallmark of each of the
several states is diversity and fierce independence. Even the smallest has
a broad base of diverse industries and interests. It is this diversity of
competing interests which guards the liberty of the individual and the
rights of minorities. As Madison wrote:
Whilst all authority in [the federal republic] will be derived
from and dependent upon the society, the society itself will be
broken into so many parts, interests and classes of citizens,
that the rights of individuals or of the minority, will be in little
danger from interested combinations of the majority. In a free
government, the security for civil rights must be the same as
for religious rights. It consists in the one case in the
multiplicity of interests, and in the other, in the multiplicity 0/
sects. The degree of security in both cases will depend on the
number of interests and sects; and this may be presumed to
depend on the extent of country and number of people
comprehended under the same government. (Emphasis added.) 211
The District of Columbia lacks this essential political requisite for
statehood. It has only one "industry", government. As a result, the District
has only one substantial interest group, government workers. Historically,
the national government is, of cou.rse, the City's only reason for being. It is
not a crossroad of commerce or the center for the development of vast
natural resources. It is not naturally situated astride any important trade
routes or port, as are the other great capitals of the world. This city was an
artificial political creation, and has remained a political creature, as it was
intended to be. Close to two-thirds of the District's workforce is employed
either directly or indirectly in the: business of the federal government. 212 To
again quote Senator Hayakawa:
210 Id.

at 72.

211The Federalist No. 51, 351-52 (J. Madison) (J. Cooke ed. 1961) (hereinafter Federalist
No. 51].
212Best, supra note 44, at 74. A full 36.2 percent of the District's wage and salary
employment is directly by the federal government. See U.S. Bureau of the Census;,
Statistical Abstract Supplement: State & Metropolitan Data Book - 1986536. Indeed, in
1982, Mayor Barry maintained that, in the Washington Metropolitan area, for ,every
federal worker laid off as a result of government reductions in force, one person would
be thrown out of work in the private sector. See Reduction in Force: Oversight Hearing
Before the HOllse Committee on the District of Columbia, 97th Cong., 1st Sess. 58
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The people in the states of the union work to make money, a
certain amount of which they send in the form of taxes to
Washington, D.C., for us to spend. Our [the District's] major
economic concern, then, is not how much wheat we can grow,
or chickens we can hatch, or shoes we can manufacture, but
rather how much money we can get the wealth-creators of the
50 states to send us. We live and work here only on the
strength of other people's taxes. If there were to be voting
Representatives from the District of Columbia in Congress,
they would then be in the position of representing the interests
of the federal government to the federal government. 213
It is sometimes argued that because federal workers living in the
Washington suburbs enjoy full voting rights, federal workers who make
their home in the District should also be allowed full participation in
congressional elections. Federal employees living in Maryland and
Virginia, however, have chosen to live in a state. They accept the
responsibilities of state citizenship, and concomitantly enjoy the full
rights attached to it under the Constitution. Further, these employees do
not elect their senators alone. They are but one of a multitude of interests
represented by the Senators from those states. For example, while a
Senator from Virginia may be impelled to support a massive federal
spending program in the interests of his Northern Virginia constituents,
he must also consider the interests, and reaction, of his constituents living
in the Tidewater, along the Blue Ridge and in the Shenandoah Valley. A
greater balancing of interests is involved. The Senators from the District
of Columbia would have no such competing concerns to temper their
judgment.

The federal system is based upon the presumption that the states
and the federal government are independent and competing sovereignties. The states are independent of the federal government, as it is of the
states. In this manner the power of government is dispersed and the

(1982) (statement of Ivanhoe Donaldson, Acting Director, D.C, Dept. of Employment
Services) Appendix 1.
213

1978 Senate Hearings, supra note 67, at 150 (statement of Sen. S. I. Hayakawa).
Senator Stennis of Mississippi was addressing this concern during the Senate debate on
the 1978 Amendment when be asked of the proposed Senators from the District, "How
do they stand on soybeans?" 124 Congo Rec. 27,209 (1978).
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liberty of the individual preserved. 214 It is this very factor that
distinguishes our federal republic. As Madison wrote, "[i]n the compound republic of America, the power surrendered by the people, is first
divided between two distinct governments, and then the portion allotted
to each, subdivided among distinct and separate departments. Hence a
double security arises to the rights of the people. The different
governments will controul each other; at the same time that each will be
controuled by itself." 215 Were the District to become a state it would not
be independent of the federal government. It is dependent on the federal
government for much of its revenue and the majority of its jobs. In short,
the District of Columbia, "is a Federal City. Its interests, its economics,
its future are tied to the Federal Government. It has none of the
characteristics of a State. It is not a State, nor was it ever meant to be.,,216
The Supreme Court has recently decided that this delicate balance
between state and federal authority is to be guarded primarily by the
intrinsic role the states play in the structure of the national government.
In Garcia v. San Antonio Metropolitan Transit Authority,217 the Court
overturned its decision in National League of Cities v. Usery,218 and
upheld the application of federal minimum wage laws to state transit
authority workers. In doing so it noted that:
Of course, we continue to recognize that the states occupy a
special and specific position in our constitutional system and
that the scope of Congress' authority under the Commerce
Clause must reflect that position. But the principal and basic
limit on the federal commerce power is that inherent in all
congressional action -- the built-in restraints that our system
provides through state participation in federal government

214Hamilton writes, "the General Government will at all times stand ready to check the
usurpations of the state governments; and these will have the same disposition towards
the General Government." The Federalist No. 28, 179 (A. Hamilton) (J. Cooke ed.
1961).
21sFederalist No. 51, supra note 211, at 351.
216 124 Cong, Rec. 27,lOO (1978) (remarks of Sen. Harry F. Byrd, Jr.). This point was also
made by Senator Bayh when he noted that, "[t]he District of Columbia, very clearly, is
a local government. It is a city. It has a city structure." Id. at 27,101.
217 469 U.s. 528 (1985).
218 426 U.S. 833 (1976).
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action. The political process ensures that laws that unduly
burden the states will not be promulgated. 219
The congressional delegation from the District of Columbia,
however, would have little interest in preserving the balance between
federal and state authority entrusted to it by Garcia. The continued
centralization of power in the hands of the national government, and the
expansion of its operations, would be to the direct benefit of their state
and constituents. The system of competing sovereignties designed to
preserve our fundamental liberties would be compromised.
Further, as the states are independent of the federal government, so
the federal government must be independent of the states. The Founders
settled upon the device of a federal district as the means by which the
federal government might remain independent of the influence of any
single state. If the District of Columbia were now admitted to statehood,
it would not be one state among many. Because the federal government is
located there it would be primus inter pares, first among equals. The
"State of Columbia ... could come perilously close to being the state
whose sole business is to govern, to control all the other states. It would
be the imperial state; it would be 'Rome on the Potomac.',,220
The influence that would be enjoyed by the State of Columbia
should not be underestimated. In the area of federal judicial selection, for
example, Columbia would wield far more power than its sister states.
Traditionally, a state's senators are consulted on the nominations of
federal judges who will sit within its boundaries. 221 As a matter of
"senatorial courtesy," a nominee opposed by the senators from the state
where he will sit stands little chance of confirmation by their fellows. The
senators from Columbia could expect like deference. However, two of the
nation's most influential courts, the United States District Court for the
District of Columbia, and the United States Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia Circuit, are located in the District. Because they are
located in the capital, with jurisdiction over federal agencies, as well as
exclusive jurisdiction granted by Congress in many other areas, these two
courts have an unusual influence over the determination and development of federal law. "Unique among the lower federal courts, the

219 Garcia,
220 Best,
221

469 U.S. at 556.

supra note 44, at 77.

Hatch, supra note 45, at 530.
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decisions of these courts routinely have had broad national impact.,,222
Under the current system, if it were granted statehood, "the senators
from the District will be in a position to exert an unprecedented degree of
influence over national regulatory policies," merely because they represent the capital. 223 This is illustrative of the point that the District of
Columbia, were it granted statehood, would automatically obtain more
influence in the federal government than any other state, merely because
it is the site of the national capital.
As it is, the problems of the District, though its population is
smaller than that of 47 states, occupy the attention of one congressional
committee, and three sUbcommittees. 224 This preoccupation with the
problems and welfare of the city of Washington does not arise merely
because Congress has exclusive legislative authority over the District, but
because the national capital is located there. A priori, Washington's
problems are the Nation's problems. If the District were to become a
state these problems would remain the Nation's problems, but Congress
would be denied a direct voice in their resolution.
Finally, in a very real sense the District belongs not only to those
who reside within its borders, but to the Nation as a whole. Because of
this unique status it receives far more from the bounty of the fifty states
than merely the annual payment needed to keep the city afloat. 225 In
addition to tens of thousands of recession-proof jobs (the per capita
personal income of District residents in 1983 was $16,409, second only to
Alaska, and $4,700 above the national average),226 the District and its
mId. at 530-31.
at 531. Another interesting question is how nominations to the United States
Claims Court and the United States Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit would be
treated. Both courts are based in the District of Columbia, but have a national
jurisdiction. The senators from Columbia could hardly expect deference respecting
nominations to these courts.

223]d.

The status of the D.C. Circuit would also be called into question if the District were
granted statehood. No one state has a circuit court of its own. The State of Columbia
would more properly be placed within the jurisdiction of the Court of Appeals for the
Fourth Circuit, which currently covers Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, and the
Carolinas.
224 See

supra p. 45.

225 It

should be remembered that no other state, even though the land in many is largely
owned by the federal government, receives such lavish support. See supra p. 62.

226See

Almanac, supra note 198, at 442.
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residents benefit from all of the monumental federal building projects
which, over the past hundred and ninety years, have made Washington
one of the most attractive cities in the world. It enjoys a mass transit
system to be envied by every other American city, and which was, in
large part, paid for by the federal government. 227 District residents daily
enjoy numerous federal parks and facilities which belong to every citizen
of the United States. This concern prompted former Senator Birch Bayh,
an otherwise ardent proponent of direct congressional representation for
District residents, to oppose statehood for the District of Columbia.
During the debates on H.J. Res. 554 he eloquently summed up the
objection: "I guess as a Senator from Indiana I hate to see us taking the
Nation's Capital from [5,000,000] Hoosiers. It is part ours. I do not see
why the District should be a State because it is, indeed, the Nation's
Capital." 228

Conclusion
The District of Columbia should not be admitted to the Union as a
state. It is an integral part of the federal government and lacks the basic
independence that is a fundamental characteristic of each of the states.
Under our system of federalism, the states and the national government
were designed as independent and competing sovereignties. Self-government, individual liberty, and the rights of minorities were all secured by
dispersing power in this manner. This system would be fundamentally
altered by the admission of a state which is dependent upon the federal
government.
The District of Columbia simply lacks the resources to function as a
state, independent of the national government. Its total land area is
smaller than any other federal territory or commonwealth; it is in fact
smaller than many national parks. Its economy is dependent upon the
federal government, and its local government survives only with annual
infusions of massive federal aid. The city of Washington could not

227Best, supra note 44, at 76-77. According to Department of Transportation figures, the
federal government contributed ~ome $4.8 billion to the construction of the Washington Metrorail system. The District's contribution was only an estimated $360 million.
Amounts were also contributed by Virginia and Maryland. Telephone interview with
Jerry Fisher, Regional Desk Officer, Urban Mass Transportation, Department Head of
Allocation Department, Washington Metropolitan Transit Authority (February 19,
1987).
228

124 Congo Rec. 27,101 (1978). See Appendix F.
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support a state government and shoulder its fair share of the national
burden. If it were granted statehood, it would be the first state dependent
on the federal government for its very support.
Not only is the District government financially dependent upon the
federal government, but so are a majority of its residents. Close to two
thirds of the District's workforce is employed either directly or indirectly
in the business of the federal government. Because it is the federal city,
Washington lacks not only the economic, but also the political independence and diversity which characterize the states. There would be no
diverse interests competing for the attention of the senators and
representative from the District of Columbia. They would represent the
federal government to the federal government. This would further
threaten the balance between federal and state authority.
The District of Columbia, however, was created specifically to
secure this balance between the federal government and the several
states. Congress was granted the authority to control its immediate
surroundings in order to ensure the independence of the federal
government. The Founders deliberately avoided placing the national
capital in one of the states, which would have compromised this
independence and awarded one state more influence in the national
deliberations than the others. There is no sound reason why the District
of Columbia should now be made a state and allowed those privileges
which the other states were intentionally denied. This would serve to
undermine the federal system which has successfully guarded our
liberties now for two hundred years.
In any case, while the constitutional issues raised by proposals to
grant statehood to the national capital are difficult, our considered
opinion is that amendment of the Constitution would be required before
the District of Columbia can be admitted to the Union as a state. The
clause creating the District of Columbia gives Congress exclusive
legislative authority over the district that was to become the seat of the
federal government, not merely over the seat of government. TILe
authority of Congress, thus, extends over that entire district -- the
District of Columbia. Further, the ratification of the Twenty-third
Amendment in 1961 gave the District additional constitutional recognition as a unique juridical entity. Accordingly, it does not appear tllat
Congress has the power to abdicate its exclusive authority over any part
of this district, absent an amendment to the Constitution. This objection
cannot be answered by retaining a truncated federal district as the seat of
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government. Such would contravene the language of the Constitution as
well as the intentions of the Founders.
The proposals for allowing District residents to participate in
congressional elections, other than statehood, do not appear to offer
viable alternatives. Granting the District representation in the House of
Representatives would require a constitutional amendment. Retroceding
the District to Maryland would work a basic change in our federal
structure. Retrocession would compromise the independence of the
federal government, as would admitting the District to the Union as a
state. In addition, retrocession to Maryland would require Congress to
relinquish its exclusive legislative power over the district which became
the seat of the federal government. For this a constitutional amendment
is needed.
The third alternative, an amendment granting the District representation as if it were a state, has been soundly rejected by the states.
Proposed in 1978, in seven years this amendment was adopted by only
sixteen states, less than half the number needed for ratification.
Moreover, the amendment would have altered the character and
composition of the Senate, allowing representation in that body to a nonstate, possibly requiring the unanimous consent of the states. Under
Article V no state may be deprived of its equal suffrage in the Senate
without its consent. Granting representation in the Senate to an entity
which is not a state could be said to deprive each state of its equal vote,
since senatorial representation would then be shared between the states
and a non-state. While a more carefully drafted amendment might
answer some of the objections raised to this measure, any plan to give the
District of Columbia representation in the Senate, short of statehood,
would still be subject to this "equal suffrage" challenge.
The fourth alternative suggests that the District remain intact,
under federal control, but that its residents be allowed to participate in
Maryland congressional elections. Proponents suggest that this could be
accomplished by a complex set of arrangements between Maryland and
the Congress. After all, they argue, the residents of other federal enclaves
enjoy such voting privileges in the states where those enclaves are
located. However, a constitutional amendment might be necessary to
adopt this alternative as well. Although not precisely on point, the
leading Supreme Court decision, allowing the residents of other federal
enclaves to vote in federal and state elections, does not appear to establish
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the ability of Congress to allow District of Columbia residents to vote in
Maryland congressional elections.
Aside from the truly byzantine, and most likely impractical,
arrangements tha.t would have to be made to achieve this result, this
approach would contradict the terms of the Twenty-third Amendment
by entitling District residents to vote for presidential electors from
Maryland, rather than in accordance with that amendment. In creating a
separate voting procedure for District residents, the Twenty-third
Amendment demonstrates that they are not and cannot be considered
part of the Maryland body politic. Therefore, an amendment would most
likely be necessary even to effect this assignment of voting rights.
Lastly, the Constitution might be amended to grant statehood to the
District of Columbia. This approach would avoid the very serious
constitutional questions raised by plans to grant the District statehood by
statute alone. However, the policy reasons that led the Founders to create
the District of Columbia as the seat of the national capital in the first
place argue strongly against such a measure. If the federal system is to
continue to ensure our fundamental liberties, as it has for the past two
centuries, then the federal government must remain independent of the
states, and each state must remain independent of the federal government. Only then can each act as a check upon the other. Admitting a
state as dependent upon the federal government as is the District of
Columbia would compromise this essential independence. It could not
act as a check upon the federal government since it would be largely a
federal dependency. At the same time, because the national capital is
located in the District of Columbia, as a state it would be in a position to
exercise far more influence over the federal government than any state
has ever enjoyed in the past.
In all, the issues presented by plans to give the residents of the
District of Columbia direct participation in congressional elections, and
in particular by proposals to grant the District statehood, are complex
and the answers are far from clear-cut. Scholars can, and do, disagree
over the answers to these questions. What is clear, however, is that the
constitutional and policy questions raised are fundamental questions
about the nature of our national government and the federal structure.
Before any action is taken, these issues must be fully and carefully
explored.
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However, it appears that the sensible course is to accept the wisdom
of the Founders and to maintain the status quo. While Washingtonians
may not vote in congressional elections, they have in exchange for this
right received the multifold benefits of living in the national capital.
Because of thousands of recession-proof jobs, unequalled public facilities
of all sorts, and per capita federal aid equaling five and one-half times the
national average, the residents of Washington, D.C., enjoy a quality of
life to be envied by other Americans. In exchange for these benefits,
District residents have adopted the entire Congress as their representatives.
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Committee on the Judiciary, 95th Cong., 2d Sess. 211 (1978).

B.

Excerpts from W. Fauntroy, Viewpoints: Voting Rights for
D.C., Board of Trade News, Jan., 1978, reprinted in District of
Columbia Representation in Congress: Hearings on S.J. 65
Before the Subcommittee on the Constitution of the Senate
Committee on the Judiciary, 95th Cong., 2d Sess. 211 (1978).

C.

Excerpts from District of Columbia Representation in Congress:
Hearings on S.J. 65 Before the Subcommittee on the Constitution of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary, 95th Cong., 2d
Sess. 211 (1978) (statement of Sen. Edward M. Kennedy).

D.

Excerpts from District of Columbia Representation in Congress:
Hearings on s.J. 65 Before the Subcommittee on the Constitution of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary, 95th Cong., 2d
Sess. 211 (1978) (statement of Assistant Attorney General
John M. Harmon, Office of Legal Counsel).

E.

Excerpts from District of Columbia Representation in Congress:
Hearings on s.J. 65 Before the Subcommittee on the Constitution of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary, 95th Cong., 2d
Sess. 211 (1978) (statement of Assistant Attorney General
Patricia M. Wald, Office of Legislative Affairs).

F.

Excerpts from Statements of Sen. Birch Bayh During the
Senate Debates on H.J. Res. 554, 124 Congo Rec. 26,38226,383; 27,101-27,102 (1978).

G.

Excerpts from Representation of the District of Columbia in
Congress: Hearings on H.J. Res. 280 Before the Subcommittee
on Civil and Constitutional Rights of the House Committee on
the Judiciary, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. 29 (1975) (testimony of
Mayor Walter E. Washington).
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Excerpts from Granting Representation in the Electoral College
to the District of Columbia, H.R. Rep. No. 1698, 86th Cong.,
2d Sess. 1 (1960).

L

Excerpts from Reduction in Force: Oversight Hearing Before
the House Committee on the District of Columbia, 97th Cong.,
V;t Sess. 58 (1982) (statement of Ivanhoe Donaldson, Acting
Director, D.C. Dept. of Employment Services).

J.

Letter and Memorandum of Attorney General Robert F.
Kennedy to Hon. Basil Whitener, House Committee on the
District of Columbia, Dec. 13, 1963, reprinted in Home Rule,
Hearings on H.R. 141 Before Subcommittee No.6 of the House
Committee on the District of Columbia, 88th Cong., 1st Sess.
341, 345 (1964).
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INTRODUCTION
•.. governments are instituted among men, deriving
their just powers from the consent of the governed.
Declaration of Independence
America has made great strides in its development as a premier democracy.
based on the enduring principles of the Founding Fathers. It. therefore. seems
astonishing that the birthright of the Americal) people-that of electing
Members of Congress and enjoying representation by them-a right normally
taken for granted-is denied to three-quarters of a million Americans residing at
the very seat of the government. Residents of the District of Columbia are
relegated to the status of second-class citizens. According them full voting
representation in the Congress is a glaring piece of unfinished business tha.t
would finally mend the crack in the Uioerty Bell.
Is it really possible that the Founding Fathers. who fought so desperately to
win independence from "taxation without representation." would turn around
and purposefully disenfranchise a segment of the population? The evidence certainly does not support such a contentioll. Oversight by the Continental
Congress. pressed with the creation of the laws of a new nation. seems clearly to
have accounted for the inadvertent disenfranchisement.
Throughout history our government has espoused the virtues of democracy
to the world. Unfortunately. for 700.000 residents. and for the nation as a Whole.
that democracy comes to a halt at th.! borders of the District. The gates to equality are closed within view of the Washington Monument.
House Joint Resolution 554. which passed the House on March 2. 1978. by an
overwhelming vote ()f 289-127. proposes an amendment to the Constitution
which would enable District of Columbia residents to elect two voting Senators.
as well as the number of voting representatives to which they would be entltl('d if
the District were a state. H.J. Res. 554 is not a statehood bill. It would simply
complete the rights of the Twenty-Third Amendment-enacted in 1961. which
enabled District. residents to vote for the President and Vice President-to
include representation in Congress.
The Constitution of the United States does not expressly deny Congressional
representation to District residents. However. the principles of democracy-the
essence of our Constitution. laboriously etched by the blood and sacrifice of
Americans 1hroughout the yeilrs-demilnd that we extend, during the 95th
Congress. full ~'oting representation to the people of the District of Columbia. To
further delay this fundamental right is to deny democracy. rask for your support
in this effort.

h

,,~~. ~~~.~
WAI.TER E. FAUNTROY
M('mber of Congress
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Allowing the District to participate in the ratification of
proposed constitutional amendments is sound policy-well
grounded in logic and fundamentally fair.
The process of amending the Constitution involves a series of
succeeding steps, as set forth in Article V. Members of
Congress submit a proposed amendment to the states for
their approval. the states ratify and within a reasonable time
the Congress then determines the efficacy of those
ratifications.
H.J. Res. 554 would permit the District to participate in every
step of the ratification process. This fuJI participation does
not present a Constitutional Issue. It is a policy judgment
that the District should participate In the entire ratification
process. There is no justification for less than full participation.
ISSUE:

Is it proper to repeal the 23rd Amendment and allow the
District electors based upon Its Congressional representation?

ANSWER'

This Is a matter of policy and not a constitutional Issue.
The number of electors to be chosen by the District is limited
by the 23rd Amendment to the number to which the least
populous state Is entitled (three). If the District is granted a
totaloffour representatives in Congress-two senators and two
representatives-then the District would. if It were a state, be
entitled fo four electors. There is no reasonable basis for
denying the residents of the federal' district their full
entitlement to participation in the choice of the President.
Further. the wording ofH.J. Res. 554 issufficlently Oexlbleto
provide full District participation in presidential elections regardless of what may be the future of the electoral college.
The resol ution simply states that "for purposes of ... eJection
of the President and Vice President ... the District constitutIng the seat of government of the United States shall be treated as though it were a state." Thus. so long as there is an electoral college. the District will take part in Its deliberations on
the same basis as if it were actually a state. If the electoral
college is abolished. the District will participate on an equal
basis in whatever system is established in Its place.

ISSUE:

15 statehood a preferred method of providing full voting
representation to residents o! the federal district?

ANSWER:

Statehoodforthe District would defeat the purpose of having
a federal city. I.e •• the creation of a District over which the
Congress would have exclusive control. (Article I. Section 8,
clause 17 of the Constitution.)
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As a state •. the District would receive its proportionate share
of representation in Congress. This conflicts. however. with
the intent of 'Article I. Section 8. clause 17 to establish a
federal district under the exclusive control of the Congress.
The statehood alternative is frequently suggested because
presumably it could be effected by legislation rather than a
constitutional amendment. It is not clear. however. whether
Article I is an obstacle to a decision by Congress to convert
the District to a state. This difficulty might be overcome by
carving out a federal enclave. but this raises substantial
practical problems.
No state should have responsibility for and control over the
critical parts of the federal power structure. Preserving a
federal triangle or federal territories separate from. but
located in a state would pose enormous problems. Rather
than statehood. the constitutional amendment to allow
voting representation in the Congress seems to be a perfect
compromise. It recognizes that citizens throughout the
country should have a voice in what happens in the District 01
Columbia but that citizens of the District of Columbia should
also have a voice in federal programs that have as much
impact in the District as in any state.
It should be emphasized that it would be unfairto say that the
District is seeking the benefits but not the burdens of
statehood. The District bears unique burdens and receives
special benefits. It is different from a state; but no diffeJ;ence justifies the denial to District citizens of the
fundamental right of voting representation in Congress.

Moreover. the precedent that was set when a portion of the
District was ceded bacl< to Virginia in 1846 (the Virginia
legislature passed an act consenting to the retrocession) as
well as the implications of Article IV. Section 3 of the
Constitution (which states in pertinent part. " .•. no new state
shall be formed or erected within the jurisdiction of any other
state) strongly.saggests that the consent of Maryland would
be required. This point is buttressed by the language of the
Maryland Act of Cession which gave the land to the United
States for the sole purpose of creating a federal district.
Statehood also presents a troublesome problem with the
23rd Amendment if the federal district were to be wiped out
by legislation.
ISSUE:

Is full retrocession-ceding the District back to the state of
Maryland-a viable alternative for gaining full voting rights?

ANSWER;

Full retrocession is not a viable alternative. First. it would
destroy the unique character of the District wlJich was
contemplated by the Framers and which has been accepted
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The split in opinion was reported in the American University Poll, which was
released yesterday and directed by Robert HiUin, associate professor of government
at AU.
According to the poll there is a noticable split in opinion between blacks and
whites over the issue of statehood for DC. Blacks in each area are more in favor of
statehood for the district than whites, the poll showed.
In the District "there is considerable racial difference on this issue," Hitlin said.
Blacks are in favor of statehood, by 59 per cent to 22 ~r cent. (20 per cent not sure).
The white vote on the issue was somewhat closer, WIth 35 per cent in favor of the
move and 46 per cent against (19 per cent not sure).
There are also political divisions involved in the questions. The poll showed that
Democrats in each area were in favor of statehood, while Republicans were oPP06eci
to the move. In DC, political opinion on the issue breaks down as follows: i)emocrats, 55 per cent in faver, 24 per cent opposed; Independents, 50 per cent in favor,
34 per cent opposed; and Republicans 39 per cent ill favor, 44 per cent opposed.
The total fIgUreS of the poll showed that DC residents favor the statehood proposal by 51 per cent to 28 per cent (21 per cent not sure). Maryland residents were also
in favor, but by a closer margin with 41 per cent in favor and 31 per cent against
(26 per cent not sure). Virginia was the only area polled that opposed the move,
with 31 per cent in favor and 44 per cent against (25 per cent not sure).
The poll W8!l taken between Feb. 23 to 28. The pollsters interviewed 1,126 residents of DC, Montgomery and Prince Georges Counties, Alexandria, Arlington,
Fairfax County, Fairfax City and Falls Church. The respondents, all of whom were
18 or older, were selected at random in a size designed to insure accuracy to within
four to six per cent. Demographic characteristics were also adjusted to match their
respective areas.
In other areas, the poll showed that DC residents were in favor of a tax on
commuters by two to one, while Virginia and Maryland residents oppose that tax by
five to one. The poll also showed that residents in all of the three areas were
strongly in favor of completion of the Metro system, with support from 62 to 72 per
cent in favor.
[From the Boord of Trade N--. January 1978]

VmwPOINTB: VOTING RIGHTS FOR

D.C.

A RESOLUTION TO THE CONSTITUTION WILL GIVE FULL V<Yl'ING RIGHTS TO THE DI8I'RICf

(By WALTrm E. FAUNTROY, Congressman <D-D.C.»
The Declaration of Independence-that revolutionary document of human principles-which serves as one of the underpinnings of American society, states: ". . .
governments are instituted among men, deriving their just powers from the consent
of the governed."
That is true for all American citizens excellt those of us who live in Washington,
D.C.-the capital of the U.S. and the "Free World." We are the only citizens in our
great country who cannot elect our own vot!ng representatives to the United States
House of Representatives or to the United States SenaU!. It is simply a case of
democracy denied.
It is now time to complete the work of our Founding Fathers and provide liberty
and justice for three-quarters of a million District of Columbia residents who have
no voting voice in Congress. The means of achieving this justice is a Constitutional
Amendment/Resolution (H.J. Res. 554) which, if passed, will give the District of
Columbia two Senators, the number of House members and p'residential electors
commensurate with its population, and participation in the ratification of Constitutional Amendments.
8I'ATEHOOD NOT RECOMMENDED

This resolution does not recommend statehood for the District of Columbia in
order to achieve full voting representation-this would be in direct defiance of the

preecr:iptions of the Founding Fathers. When the capital city W8!l formed, the
legislators sought to provide for the creation of a Bite completely removed from the
control of any state. Article I, Section 8, Clause 17 of the Constitution states that
CongreoB would "exercise exclusive legislation in all cases whatsoever over such
district.'!
Nothing about the exclusive jurisdiction of Coniress is incompatible with District
voting repretrentation. There would be absolutely no threat to continued Congres83

sional authority over the Federal District were an amendment granting such representation adopted. In addition to this fundamental purpose of a neutral Federal
City, the convention prescribed that the inhabitants "will have had their own voice
in the election of the government which is to exercise authority over them as a
municipal legislature for all local purposes, derived from their own suffrages, will,
of course, be allowed them...."
Within this unique governmental entity, then, the framers of the Constitution
included in their grand design of a democratic government, a federal municipality
which would equally reflect the state-federal relationship while carrying out the
broader democratic principle of representation for all citizens. The state was set 186
years ago, but the details have yet to be implemented.
In addition to specific Constitutional prescriptions involved, consideration of statehood for the Federal District would require an enormous expenditure of time and
effort-Alaska's statehood drive took 24 years; Hawaii's 34 years. A mandate from
the District citizens would be the first step in such a process, and this is not evident
at present. What is evident, though, is the long-standing mandate from the District
citizenry to be granted full representation in the political community.
THE DISTRIar IS TREATED AS A STATE

The District's unique lack of statehood does not warrant its exclusion from Congressional representation. The House and Senate were created to provide a balance
of votes between large and small states and entities. The District is a gecgra.phical
and political entity as are the states and should be represented accordingly. In fact,
the long-time inclusion of the District in several governmental contexts normally
reserved for the states not only illuminates the similarity between the functioIlB of
the District and the states, but also gives precedence for the proposed amendment
on voting representation in Congress. Without actually being a state, the District
already participates in such statehood activities as paying federal taxes, having the
commerce between the District and other states regulated by Congress, and being
included in the right to a trial by jury.
The facts are:
The per capita tax payment for District residents is $77 above the nation's
average-a payment only exceeded by seven states.
The population of the District of Columhia is larger than that of ten states.
District residents have fought and died in every war since the War for Independence, and, during the Vietnam War, District of Columbia casualties ranked fourth
out of 50 states.
Of the 17 Federal Districts in the world community, only two, other than Washington, D.C., are not represented in their national legislatures.
QUESTION OF RETROCESSION

Two other suggestions for District representation, which are not acceptable or
practical, concern the retrocession of the original Maryland part of the District back
to Maryland or allowing District residents to vote in Maryland.
Although the land which Virginia ceded to the Federal District was subsequently
retroceded in 1840, Maryland'g ceded land remained to comprise the District. The
Maryland Legislature, in the Act ot'December 19, 1791, concerning the territory r4
the Columbia and the City of Washington, "Forever ceded and relinquished to the
Congress and the Government of the United States, the full and absolute right and
eltclilBive jurisdiction of soil lIB well as of persons residing or to reside thereon,
persuant to the tenor and effect of the eight sections of the First Article of the
Constitution of the United States." Since that time, the District has developed a
unique character which appropriately reflects the concept of a Federal District.
Furthermore, retrocession would seriously dilute this concept as well as destroy a
culturally rich and politically unique governmental entity. Retrocession would also
sacrifice the autonomy of residents ana substantially reduce the federal interest in
the planning and development of the Capital City.
In regard to allowing District residents to vote in Maryland, it simply would not
be advantageous because it would not give them the representation due them.
Under this plan, District residents would be sharing delegates whoee constituencies
are already suitably apportioned to the optimal number of citizeIlB according to the
moot recent caIlBUS data. If this plan were implemented, the affected delegates
would have to SIlBume additional burdeIlB of representing citizens who are not
Maryland residents, who would not vote in Marvland state elections, and who live
in a city unlike any other in the country. Furthermore, the Maryland legislature
has expressed strong sentiment against this plan.
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The split in opinion was reported in the American University Poll, which was
released yesterday and directed by Robert Hitlin, associate professor of government
at AU.
According to the poll there is a noticable split in opinion between blacks and
whites over the issue of statehood for DC. Blaclis in each area are more in favor of
statehood for the district than whites, the poll showed.
In the District "there is considerable racial difference on this issue," Hitlin said.
Blacks are in favor of statehood, by 59 per cent to 22 per cent. (20 per cent not sure).
The white vote on the issue was somewhat closer, with 35 per cent in favor of the
move and 46 per cent against (19 per cent not sure).
There are also political divisions involved in the questions. The poll showed that
Democrats in each area were in favor of statehood, while Republicans were oPposed
to the move. In DC, political opinion on the issue breaks down as follows: "llemocrats, 55 per cent in favor, 24 per cent opposed; Independents, 50 per cent in favor,
34 per cent oppooed; and Republicans 39 per cent m favor, 44 per cent opposed.
The total fIgUreS of the poll showed that DC residentB favor the statehood proposal by 51 per cent to 28 per cent (21 per cent not sure). Maryland residents were also
in favor, but by a closer margin with 41 per cent in favor and 31 per cent against
(26 per cent not Bure). Virginia was the only area polled that oppooed the move,
with 31 per cent in favor and 44 per cent against (25 per cent not sure).
The poll was taken between Feb. 23 to 28. The pollsters interviewed 1,126 residents of DC, Montgomery and Prince Georges Counties, Alexandria, Arlington,
Fairfax County, Fairfax City and Falls Church. The respondents, all of whom were
18 or older, were selected at random in a size designed to insure accuracy to within
four to six per cent. Demographic characteristics were also adjusted to match their
respective areas.
In other areas, the poll showed that DC residents were in favor of a tax on
commuters by two to one, while Virginia and Maryland residents oppose that tax by
five to one. The poll also showed that residents in all of the three areas were
strongly in favor of completion of the Metro system, with support from 62 to 72 per
cent in favor.
[From the Boord of Trade NoWl!, JIUIWll'Y 1978]

VmwPOINT8: VOTING RIGHTS FOR

D.C.

A RESOLUTION TO THE CONSTlTUTION WILL GIVE FULL VOTING R1Gh"l'S TO THE DI8TRICT

(By WALTER E. FAUNTROV, Congressman <D-D.C.»
The Declaration of Independence-that revolutionary document of human principles-which serves as one of the underpinnings of American society, states: " ...
governments are instituted among men, deriving their just powers from the consent
of the governed."
That is true for all American citizens except thoae of us who live in Washington,
D.C.-the capital of the U.S. and the "Free World." We are the only citizens in our
great country who cannot elect our own voting representatives to the United States
House of Representatives or to the United States Senate. It is simply a case of
demooracy denied.
It is now time to complete the work of our Founding Fathers and provide liberty
and justice for three-quartars of a million District of Columbia residents who have
no voting voice in Congress. The means of achieving this justice is a Constitutional
Amendment/Resolution (H.J. Res. 554) which, if passed, will give the District of
Columbia two Senators, the number of House members and p'residential electors
commensurate with its population, and participation in the natification of Constitutional Amendments.
STATEHOOD NOT RECOMMENDED

This resolution does not recommend statehood for the District of Columbia in
order to achieve full voting representation-this would be in direct defiance of the
prescriptions of the Founding Fathers. When the capital city was formed, the
legislators sought to provide for the creation of a site completely removed from the
control of any state. Article I, Section 8, Clause 17 of the Constitution states that
Congress would "exercise exclusive legislation in all cases whatsoever over such
district.'!
Nothing about the exclusive jurisdiction of Congress is incompatible with District
voting representation. There would be absolutely no threat to continued Congree-
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sional authority over the Federal District were an amendment granting such representation adopted. In addition to this fundamental purpose of a neutral Federal
City, the convention prescribed that the inhabitants "will have had their own voice
in the election of the government which is to exercise authority over them as a
municipal legislature for all local purposes, derived from their own suffrages, will,
of course, be allowed them...."
Within this unique governmental entity, then, the framers of the Constitution
included in their grand design of a democratic government, a federal municipality
which would equally reflect the state-federal relationnhip while carrying out the
broader democratic principle of representation for all citizens. The state was set 186
years ago, but the details have yet to be implemented.
In addition to specific Constitutional prescriptions involved, consideration of statehood for the Federal District would require an enormous expenditure of time and
effort-Alaska's statehood drive took 24 years; Hawaii's 34 years. A mandate from
the District citizens would be the fIrst step in such a process, and this is not evident
at present. What is evident, though, is the long-standing mandate from the District
citizenry to be granted full representation in the poliGical community.
THE DISTRIOl' IS TREATED AS A STATE

The District's unique lack of statehood does not warrant its exclusion from Congressional representation. The House and Senate were created to provide a balance
of votes between large and small states and entities. The District is a geographical
and political entity as are the states and should be represented accordingly. In fact,
the long-time inclusion of the District in several governmental contexts normally
reserved for the states not only illuminates the similarity between the functions of
the District and the states, but also gives precedence for the propceed amendment
on voting representation in Congress. Without actually being a state, the District
already participates in such statehood activities as paying federal taxes, having the
commerce between the District and other states regulated by Congress, and being
included in the right to a trial by jury.
The facts are:
The per capita tax payment for District residents is $77 above the nation's
average-a payment only exceeded br seven states.
The population of the District 0 Columbia is larger than that of ten states.
District residents have fought and died in every war sinoe the War for Independence, and, during the Vietnam War, District of Columbia casualties ra.nkOO fourth
out of 50 states.
Of the 17 Federal Districts in the world community, only two, other than Washington, D.C., are not represented in their national legislatures.
QUESTION OF'

~ON

Two other suggestions for District repreoontation, which are not acceptable or
practical, concern the retrocession of the original Maryland part of the District back
to Maryland or allowing District residents to vote in Maryland.
Although the land which Virginia ceded to the Federal District was subsequently
retroceded in 1840, Maryland's ceded land remained to comprise the District. The
Maryland Legiolature, in the Act of December 19, 1791, concerning the territory of
the Columbia and the City of WBBhington, "Forever ceded and relinquished to the
Congress and the Government of the United States, the full and absolute right and
exclilBive jurisdiction of soil as well BB of persons residing or to reside thereon,
persuant to the tenor and effect of the eight sections of the First Article of the
Constitution of the United States." Since that time, the District has developed a
unique character which appropriately reflects the concept of a Federal District.
Furthermore, retrocession would seriously dilute this concept as well as destroy a
culturally rich and politically unique governmental entity. Retrocession would also
sacrifice the autonomy of residents and substantially reduce the federal interest in
the planning and development of the Capital City.
In regard to allowing District residents to vote in Maryland, it simply would not
be advantageous because it would not give them the representation due them.
Under this plan, District residents would be sharing delegates whose constituencies
are already suitably apportioned to the optimal number of citizens according to the
moot recent census data. If this plan were implemented, the affected delegates
would have to assume additional burdens of representing citizens who are not
Maryland residents, who would not vote in Maryland state elections, and who live
in a city unlike any other in the country. Furthermore, the Maryland legislature
has expi'essed strong sentiment against this plan.
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EQUAL sur'mAGE

One last rebuttal to those who are against DiBtd~ representation because it
would deprive other states of their "equal suffrage" in the Senate. The Article V
provision that "no state, without ita consent, shall be deprived of ita equal suffrage
m the Senate" would not be violated by District representation in that body. "Equal
suffrage" simply means that each state is entitled to the same number' of Senators.
This provision gives balance to the geographical entities' repreaentation and prevents the ~ore ~pulous states from having greater say than the smaller ones. If
"equal su'f':irage' were intended to mean that each state's percentage of the total
number of Senators would never decline, then thirty-seven states could not have
been admitted to the Union since the Constitution was adopted. In other words,
each of tbe original states had one-thirteenth of the vote in the Senate, while it now
has one-fiftieth of that vote.
OONCLUSION

In conclusion, District representation in Congress would swing the B~e pendulum back to where it was before December 1800 when Congress movLd to its
Potomac Bite and inadvertantly disenfranchised District residents. The resolution
being considered is in no way incompatible with Congress' continued exclusive
jurisdiction over the District. And, moot importantly, it would further the principles
of democracy that the Founding Fathers intended to have flourish among all ci~i
zens and thus give citizens of the nation's capital what their fellow Americans
already have-full citizenship.
STATlmooD GUARANTE1!'S SELF-GoVERNMENT AS WELL AS

FuLL

VOTING RlGHTB

(By HrLDA M. MAroN, Councilmember at Large)
The people who live in the District of Columbia are entitled to the same political
rights as those poosesaed by other citizens of the United States. I believe that
entering the union as a state is the only way in which District residents can obtain
irr-evocably and fully those rights. The concept of statehood is not a new or radical
COll,..ept. There is a well-defined process by which the rest of the states of the union
have Joined the original thirteen.
The_proposed constitutional amendment which would grant the District of Columbia full voting representation in Congress is not self-determination. It would simply
add two District of Columbia senators and probably two voting members of the
House. It would not change the relationship between the District government and
the Congress in any way. Congress would continue to exercise the power to review
and disapprove legislation passed by the Council and signed by the Mayor. Congreos
would continue to have the final say to all District appropriations. Also the procedure for passage of such a constitutional amendment is a long, hazardous and
uncertain cne requiring a two-thirds vote of each house of Congress and ratification
by three-fourths of the states. Statehood is a less cumbersome and less lengthy
process requiring a simple majority vote in each house of Congress. And, unlike any
form of home-rule, statehood could not be revoked.
PROCEDURE FOR OBTAINING STATEHOOD

Statehood can be made pooaible by the simple expedient of redefining the size of
the district set apart as the seat of the government of the United States. Article I,
Section 8, of the Constitution places a top limit on the size of the Federal District
set a~ as the seat of the government-not to exceed ten miles square-but places
no mmimum limit on its size. There is ample precedent for redefming the size of the
District. In 1846 that portion of the District of Columbia known IllS the county of
Alexandria was rotroceeded to Virginia.
Bill 2·-1, the "District of Columbia Statehood Act," introduced in the Council by
Julius W. Hobson, in January 1977, defines clearl!. that portion of the District
which would remain under federal control. The "Federal District of Columbia"
would include the area stretching roughly from the Supreme Court &Ild the Library
of Congress to the Lincoln Memorial and would include the White Hou.ee. Lafayette
Square, the U.S. Capitol, the Executive Office Building, etc. The White House is the
only building on that strip of land which is used for residential purpooeo. The
remainder of the District of Columbia would be granted statehood.
Naturally, such a change in the status of what is now the District of Columbia
bas aroused some criticism. One complaint is that statehood would somehow threaten the federal government's security in the nation's capital. However, numerous
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Senator BAYH. We are very fortunate to have here a man who
has been fighting diligently for this right for a long period of time.
He is a principal author of this measure which is now before us.
That is the senior Senator from Massachusetts.
Senator Kennedy, I know how busy you are. I appreciate your
being here on the initial day of these hearings.
TESTIMONY OF BON. EDWARD M. KENNEDY, U.S. SENATOR
FROM MASS!'..CHUSETrS
Senator KENNEDy. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I want to join all of my colleagues in commending you for having
these hearings and for the work that you have done Qu. ~his particular issue, and for your constancy in its support.
This is an issue which I think cries for action by the Senate and
by the Congress of the United States.
Mr. Chairman, you pointed out the uniqueness of this day and
made a very eloquent statement reminding all Americans about
taxation without representation. You also pointed out that it is
Marathon Day, along with the fact of the long battle that the
people of the District of Columbia are faced with in terms of trying
to seek full representation.
I would also point out that it is Patriot's Day. In my own State of
Massachusetts, this day r.ommemorates the day when Paul Revere
sounded the alarm and was memorialized in that magnificent
poem.
Perhaps, for all these reasons, coming together on this particular
day-whether it be taxation without representation, or the marathon, or sounding the alarm-will magnify the importance of this
issue.
So, I am pleased to be here before the Subcommittee on the
Constitution to express, once again, my strong support of full representation in Congress for the people of Washington, D.C.
Mr. Chairman, the question is one of simple justice for the
700,000 citizens of the Nation's capital.
For decades, going back to the beginning of the 19th century,
ordinary District citizens, concerned local leaders, and many Memhers of Congress have sought this basic goal. Indeed, the goal is
remarkable and unusual only in the sense that it has been 80
flagrantly denied for so long to so many citizens.
In a Nation ,that was founded on the principle of representative
government and that has prided itself for two centuries on the
strength and vitality of its democracy, it is a travesty of history
that the District of Columbia has no voice in Congress.
Now, however, the struggle for justice for the District of Colum~
bia has entered a new and important phase. last year, President
Carter warmly endorsed the goal of full voting representation. No
other action of the President has so clearly demonstrated the point
that the administration's worldwide concern and sensitivity for
human rights begins at home.
Last month by an impressive two-thirds vote, the House of Representatives approved a constitutional amendment-House Joint
Resolution 554-to provide full voting representation for the District of Columbia in both the House and the Senate-two Senators
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and two Members of the House of Representatives on the basis of
recent population estimates.
Now, the spotlight is on the Senate. For the flrst time, we have a
realistic opportunity to achieve the goal, and we should not let the
opportunity slip away.
Nowhere in America should the principles of democracy be more
fumly established than in the Nation's capital. The time has come
to remove the cloud of ItAmerica's Last Colony" from the District
of Columbia.
As a practical matter, the goal will be best achieved by moving
the debate out of the cloakrooms of the Senate and into the arena
of national debate. In my view, voting representation for the citizens of the District of Columbia deserves a top priority as one of
the most important issues of civil rights and human rights in this
election year of 1978.
I am here today to speak in support of Senate Joint Resolution
65, the constitutional amendment that I have introduced with the
bipartisan support of you, Mr. Chairman; my colleague from Massachusetts, Senator Brooke; Senator Mathias; the late Hubert
Humphrey; Senator Javits; Senators Leahy, Matsunaga, Metzenbaum, Riegle, and Weicker.
I also wish to give my equally strong support to House Joint
Resolution 554, the companion measure that passed the House of
Representatives a month ago.
The House-passed amendment is identical in its basic purpose to
the Senate measure we have proposed. The House amendment is
not technically before the committee today, because those of us
who support it are taking the procedural steps required to place it
directly on the Senate calendar.
Ip this way, the full Senate will have the opportunity to vote on
it, regardless of the delaying tactics that have sometimes been used
to prevent action on it by this committee.
We also must smoke out the unfair and disgraceful arguments
sometimes found lurking in opposition to District of Columbia representation-arguments based on factors such as race, party affiliation, or political philosophy.
There is no justification what.ever for denying representation in
Congress to the people of the District of Columbia for fear that the
new Senators may be liberals or Democrats or blacks. Such arguments cannot stand the light of day. They are unworthy of the
Senate or the Nation.
Other opposition to the proposed amendment has usually crystallized around. three fallacious arguments that are easily rebutted.
THE STATEHOOD FALLACY

Some opponents of f1.111 representation claim that the District is a
city, not a State, and that only States are entitled to representation
in the House and Senate. They argue that there is no greater
reason for this city to be represented in Congress than there is for
other larger cities which are also denied this right.
But this argument ignores the obvious fact that other Ameril}!"~
cities are political subdivisions of the States. They already have
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responsible representation in both the Senate and the House, while
the citizens of the District have no representation at all.
. The most recent population figures show, as you pointed out, Mr.
Chairman, that seven States-Alaska, Delaware, Nevada, North
and South Dakota, Vermont, and Wyoming-actually have populations smaller than the population of the.District.
The citizens of these States are entitled to participate in the
selection of the Senators and Representatives who write the Nation's laws. Yet the 700,000 citizens of the District have, no such
right.
Moreover, for years the District of Columbia has traditionally
been treated as a State in virtually every major grant legislation,
In program after program, in statute after statute, all of us in
Congress are familiar with the well-known clause in legislation,
uFor the purposes of this legislation, the term 'State' shall include
the District of Columbia."
The statehood argument is no more than a thinly veiled excuse
to perpetuate the denia! of congressional representation to the
people of the District.
The District is neither a city nor a State. ID f<\ct, statehood may
well be an impossible alternative, given the ~ract;'cal and constitutional questions involved in changing the historit al status of the
Nation's Capital.
But such debate should not be allowed to mask the basic fact
that, 200 years after the Nation was founded, the people of Washington are second-class citizens, deprived of the right to participate
in the making of the laws by which they are governed.
THE ARTICLE V CONSTITUTIONAL FALLACY

Another occasional objection to District of Columbia representation in Congress rests on the proviso in article V of the Constitution which declares that uno State, without its consent, shall be
deprived of its equal suffrage in the Senate."
It is far too late in our history, however, to argue that granting
representation in Congress to the District of Columbia would deprive any State of its Uequal suffrage in the Senate."
Since the ratification of the Constitution by the original 13
States, 37 additional States have been admitted to the Union. As a
result, the suffrage of the original 13 States in the Senate has been
udiluted" nearly fourfold, from 2/26 to 2/100. Yet, no one seriously
argues that any of the older States has been deprived of its equal
suffrage in the Senate by the admission of new States.
The principle is clear. So long as the District of Columbia is
represented in the Senate equally with every other State, representation for the District of Columbia will not offend the provisions of
article V. Each State will still have two votes in the Senate, and
each State will still have the same proportionate vote as every
other State.
During extensive hearings by the House Judiciary Subcommittee
on Civil and Constitutional Rights, leading constitutional scholars
strongly endorsed full voting representation for the District, including representation in the Senate as well as in the House.
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It was certainly not intended by the Senator from Indiana that
you should not be allowed to make your statement.
I wlluld point out that although we have differing opinions here
on the merits of this legislation, as far as the chairman is concerned, there is no perfidity in his efforts to move this legislation.
Shall we move on?
Our next witness this morning is the Honorable John M.
Harmon, Assistant Attorney General of the Office of Legal Counsel, representing the position of the President of the United States.
Mr. Harmon, we appreciate your coming before the committee.
You are the President's strong right arm in many instances and
have been of great service to the Members of the Senate.
Our committee owes you an apology for the inconvenience you
have been put through over this last weekend. I do not know who
is responsible for the mail not reaching you before Thursday, but
certainly we sent the notice sometime prior to that.
I appreciate that you did not get notice until the 18th, and that
has caused you a significant amount of anticipation over this weekend.
TESTIMONY OF JOHN M. HARMON, ASSISTANT ATroRNEY GENERAL, OFFICE OF LEGAL COUNSEL, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF
JUSTICE

Mr. HARMON. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I
am grateful for this opportunity to as= before you for the
purpose of presenting the views of this a . istration on the representation of the District of Columbia in Congress.
I wish to express the strong sUfport of the President and his
administration for the principle 0 full voting representation for
the District of Columbia.
As you are well aware, the House of Representatives passed
House Joint Resolution 554 on March 2, 1978. That resolution
proposes a constitutional amendment which resembles Senate Joint
Resolution 65 in its most important features.
The House's action followed the issuance on September 21, 1977,
of an announcement by Vice President Mondale of this administration's support for full voting representation for the District. The
Vice President made his statement after examining the issues with
a task force composed of Members of Congress, including Senators
Leahy and Mathias, officials of the District of Columbia Government, and representatives of the executive branch.
Simply stated, the administration supports full voting representation in Congress for the District as a matter of simple justice for
the citizens of the District of Columbia.
The administration favors the general approach to representation of the District of Columbia in Congress taken both by Senate
Joint Resolution 65 and House Joint Resolution 554. Because these
proposals raise many of the same issues, much of my testimony
today will parallel statements made by Assistant Attorney General
Patricia Wald in her testimony before the House Subcommittee on
Civil and Constitutional Rights when it was considering House
Joint Resol-l0n 554.
Before lU8CUSSing the provisions of Senate Joint Resolution 65 in
detail, however, I would like to explain why the administration
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prefers this approach to other methods of providing representation
for the District which have been proposed in the past.
ALTERNATIVE WAYS OF PROVIDING DISTRIC'f OF COLUMBIA
REPRESENTATION IN CONGRESS

One alternative which has been the subject of extensive discussion in the past is the possibility of providing for the District of
Columbia to enter the Union as an actual State.
Some of those who favor this option have argued that new States
can be admitted to the Union by means of a simple majority vote
in both Houses of Congress, thereby avoiding the cumbersome process of amending the Constitution.
We believe, however, that any attempt to make the District a
State without an amendment to the Constitution would present
both legal and practical problems. See Coyle v. Smith, 221 U.S. 559,
567,1911.
Article I, section 8, clause 17 of the Constitution provides that
Congress shall have power:
To exercise exclusive Legislation in all Cases whatsoever, over such District ... as
may, by Cession of particular States, and the Acceptance of Congress, become the
Seat of the Government of the United States....

If admitted to the Union as a State, the District of Columbia
would be on an equal footing with the other States with respect to
matters of local government.
We do not believe that the power of Congress vested by A..>'ticle 1,
section 8, clause 17 of the Constitution to exercise plenary legislative jurisdiction over the District could be thus permanently abrogated by a simple majority vote of both Houses of Congress. That
could only be accomplished., in our view, by a constitutional amendment.
One suggested method of overcoming this difficulty advanced by
proponents of statehood would be to carve a "Federal enclave" out
of the District, over which the Congress would continue to exercise
exclusive legislative jurisdiction.
The creation of such an enclave could presumably take place by
one of two methods. First, Congress might, in effect, redraw the
map of the Federal District to include only the areas in which
Federal installations are located. The remainder of what is now the
District could then be admitted as a State.
At this point, a practical problem is presented.
The impact of the Federal presence in the District is far greater
than the impact of the Federal presence in any single State. More
than half the District's land area is covered by Federal facilities
which are scattered throughout the area.
Any concentrated "Federal enclaveH would be very difficult to
circumscribe and would have to be geographically fragmented. This
would give rise to complex arrangements for sewers, police and fire
protection, and other services. Moreover, it is questionable whether
such a geographical entity could fairly be characterized as a single
District at all.
A second method Congress might use would be to leave the
present boundaries intact but designate as Federal installations the
land and buildings already located there. These would have the
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same status as Federal installations in other States, which are also
governed under article I, section 8, clause 17.
Although this clause gives Congress the same substantive powers
over Federal installations in the States as over the District, the
State's consent is a precondition to exclusive jurisdiction.
As in the case of Alaska and Hawaii, a statehood act could
condition admission as a State on the consent of the people of the
District to the retention of Federal jurisdiction over selected areas.
(See Hawaii Statehood Act, §§ 6(bX3), 16(b), 73 Stat. 4; Alaska State-hood Act, §§ 8(bX3), 1O(b), 11, 72 Stat. 339.)
This would leave the problem of future acquisitioDD unsettled.
Moreover, it was the intent of the Framers that the actual seat of
the Federal Government, as opposed to its other installations, be
outside any State and independent of the cooperation and consent
of the State authorities. (See "the Federalist," No. 43.)
If these reasons have lost validity, the appropriate response
would be to provide statehood for the District by constitutional
amendment rather than to ignore the framers' intentions.
Conferring statehood on the District without amending the Constitution would also raise questions about the effects upon the 23d
amendment. That amendment provides that in choosing the President and Vice President, the District shall be entitled to no more
electors than the least populous State; at present it chOOElel3 three.
If the District were to become a State, however, it might be
entitled at its current popUlation level to four electors under article TI, section 1, clause 2.
It has been argued that since the 23d amendment refers by its
terms to "the District constituting the seat of Government of the
United States" it will simply become a dead letter when a District
ceases to exist.
We do not believe, however, that Congress is entitled under the
Constitution to take any action which would make part of that
document a dead letter, short of amending it according to the
processes it provides.
We also note that article IV, section 3, clause 1 states that no
new States may /(be formed by • • • parts of States, without the
consent of the legislatures of the StateR concerned as well as the
Congress."
When Maryland ceded what is now the District to the Federal
Government, it consented only to creation of a Federal District,
and not to the creation of a new State.
To make the District a State at this time by congressional enactment alone raises serious questions of whether the spirit and perhaps the language-of that clause would be violated.
While it may indeed be in the best interests of the District and
the Nation for the District eventually to become a State, the many
financial and practical as well as constitutional concerns that
would accompany its total divorce from Federal controls would, we
feel, delay unduly the rights of the District's citizens to be represented in Congress.
On the other hand, if the District is now given representation in
Congress by a constitutional amendment which provides that it
shall be treated like a State without actually beComing a State,
Congress reserves the right to redefme the scope of home rule in
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the future while assuring that District citizens will have an effective voice in any such future decision.
Another suggestion that has been made as a method of bringing
the citizens of the District of Columbia into full partictpation in the
Federal political process without the necessity of a constitutional
amendment is for Congress to cede the District back to Maryland.
District residents could then participate in the political life of
that State, including the election of Senators and Congressmt.lll.
However, there are defInite problems with this approach.
A substantial question exists as to whether the Maryland legislature would have to vote to accept this cession. Article IV, section 3
of the Constitution appears intended to enunciate the general principle that the borders and land areas of States are not to be
changed without their consent.
Thus, in 1846, when the land area that is now Alexandria
County was ceded back to Virginia, the Virginia Legislature did
vote to accept the territory. Weare aware of no substantial sentiment in Maryland favoring the return of the District which would
lead that State's legislature to consent to retrocession.
Moreover, there is no indication that the people of the District
desire to become citizens of Maryland. The District has become a
distinct political entity, with its own leaders, its own political,
social, and economic life.
We strongly question the desirability of submerging that identity
in a larger political unit such as that of the State of Maryland.
Because of these difficulties, the administration favors the approach taken by S.J. Res. 65: A constitutional amendment to provide in effect that, for purposes of representation in Congress, the
District shall be treated as though it were a State.
The residents of the District would thus be empowered to elect
two Senators and the number of Representatives to which its population would be entitled.
A constitutional amendment is necessary under this approach
because article I, section 2 of the Constitution provides that the
House of Representatives I'shall be composed of Members chosen
by the people of the several States."
The 17th amendment provides that the Senate shall be "composed of two Senators from each State." If the District is not to be
a State, then an amendment is required. One of the fundamental
purposes of article I is to structure the various levels and forms of
government within the United States.
The article very clearly contemplates that there is to be a Congress and there are to be States, with specifIc powers allocated to
each. The article just as clearly contemplates that a third unit of
Government-the Federal District-is to exist in a form separate
and distinct from that of the States.
Because article I was in part intended precisely to distinguish
the Federal District from the States, we do not believe that the
word "State" as used in article I can fairly be construed to include
the District under any theory of "nominal statehood."
C{. P. Raven-Hansen, "Congressional Representation for the District of Columbia;
A Constitutional Analysis," 12 Harv. J. Legis. 167 (1975). If "nominal statehood" is
not a viable possibility, then a constitutional amendment is necessary.

In our view, the constitutional amendment is necessary.
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But the District would have no voice beyollu this. Apparently, there is II. good
reason for this irony. It is not clear that the elected governing body of the Dis·
trict is the equivalent of a State legislature. Therefore, it is not clear that Congress should trust the elected governing body of the District to ratify in the
name of the District a constitutional amendment. Over time more responsibilities may be given to the District government and confidence in its capaclty to
make decisions may grow. My proposed fifth Section would recognize that CongresS should have the power to include the District in the ratification process
in a manner that it deems desirable. There is little reason now to shut the door
on the possibility that the District can etrectlvely participate in the amendment
process in the future. And there is scarcely more reason to undertake a debate
now on the current state of local government in the District of Columbia.
One final red herring needs to be disposed of before I conclude. The argument has been made that persons who would vote for members of Congress in the
District have roots that do not run deep enough to warrant the same kind of
representation given to citizens of the States. In this mobile SOCiety it is questionable whether most people have roots that run very deep in the community
in which they vote. Assuming, however, that citizens in most States have drawn
sustenance from the plaaaB in which they vote for a longer period than have DIstrict residents, the fact remains those who are in the District, even for a period
of only a few yeare, have an interest in common with those who have been there
for a longer period of time. One who resides in the District and can satisfy residency requirements has the same problems as any other Dl,strict resident and
the same stake in voting. What dUTerence does it make whether someone is
spendIng two, three or ten years in the DistrIct? Federal legislation that extends beyond the States to reach the Dl,strict affects people who are in the District even for a short period. And more importantly, the legislation that Congress
many enact with specific reference to the District has a particular impact on
those who reside there for any length of time. The Supreme Court has made it
quite clear that it Is permissIble for States to attempt to ditrerentiate people who
have been pre,sent for a short period from those who have been present tor a long
period when it comes to voting. The Congress paved the way for this view in its
voting rights legislation. Those who have sufficIent connection with the District
quallty as voters and deserve a vote no matter how long or how short a period
they have been present.
.
A carefully conducted censu.s should assure that only those who are permanent
residents of the District are counted tor apportionment purposes.

Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you very much Professor Saltzburg. Our final
panel member is Patricia M. Waldo Ms. Wald is the Assistant Attorney General of the Office of Legislative Affairs and I might add that
the subcommittee staff has always found it a privilege to work with
Ms. Waldo
We are delighted to have you here and you ma.y proceed.
TESTIMONY OF PATRICIA M. WALD, AS~lSTAlIlT ATTOlllmY
GENERAL, OFFICE OF LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS

Ms. WALD. Thank you Chairman Edwards, Congressman Butler. If
I may, I would like to very briefly summarize some of the points from
my longer statement which is in the record.
As the subcommittee knows, a task force consisting of Members of
Congress, District of Columbia officials, and administration officials
met over a period of several months and arrived at several positions
outlined in Vice President Mondale's statement of September 21.
The administration endorsed in that statement "the principle of full
votin~ representation for the citizens of the District:" This morning
I would like to discuss briefly the administration's thinking as to how
best fulfill that goal of full voting representation.
It has been eloquently argued by Professor Miller here that the District could be given by act of Congress instant statehood thereby
22-873 0 - 78 - 9
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avoiding a more time consuming and relatively cumbersome process of
constitutional amendment. Although we are not expressing any opinion on the ultimate desirability of statehood, we cannot agree that it
can be achieved without constitutional amendment.
We do see article I, section 8, clause 17, as according Congress the
power to exercise exclusive legislation in all cases whatsoever over
such District as may become the seat of the Government of the United
States as an obstacle to the unilateral decision by Congress to convert
the District into a State.
It has, of course, been suggested that a Federal enclave might be
carved out of the District to encompass all Federal buildings and land
over which Congress would continue to exercise jurisdiction while
the rest of the District of Columbia would become a State.
This presents practical and even theoretical problems. More than
half of the District's land area is occupied by Federal facilities, but
those facilities are scattered throughout the District so as to make any
geographically concentrated Federal enclave an impossibility.
Complex arrangements for fire, power, police, and sewer services
would be required. I agree with Professor Miller that presumably
such arrangements could be arrived at eventually. But we think there
is a more basic issue.
Would the remaining non..Federal area constitute in any real sense a
geographically homogeneous entity that justifies statehood ~ We don't
suggest an answer in either the affirmative or in the negative for all
time, but only that legitimate quootions milifht be raised as to the political wisdom and sincerity of a congreSSIOnal enactment which at·
tempted in effect to Balkanize the District so as to create a new State
by building it around Federal land and installations.
One variation on the statehood proposal is to leave the present District boundaries intact and convert them into a State, then utilize the
provisions of article I, section 8, clause 17 pertaining to Federal installations within State boundaries in order to retain congressional
control over the Federal property.
There are problems with this approach. First, we believe the consent of the State legislature must, under article I, section 8, clause 17,
be obtained to permit the location of such installations. And, second,
we believe the syntax of the constitution a) provision is such that the
drafters meant fo'.' the District not to be located within the borders of
anJ'State.
It would seem at odds with that intent to treat the seat of Government just like anv other Federal facility in a State.
There are, fina1ly, two other objections to conferring statehood upon
the District by congressional resolution. The 23d a~en4ment, to which
Professor Saltzburg referred, provides that the DistrIct shall choose
a number of electors for President and Vice President no greater than
the number chosen by the least populous State.
If the District became a State it would be entitled to four electors
under article II, section 1. Perhaps, as some people have argued, the
23d amendment would simply become a dead le.tter since it applies to
the District which would then cease to exist and become a State.
Still, the question of whether Congress could lawfully make a dead
letter out of a constitutional amendment would almost surely be raised
and become the subject of litigation.
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Article IV, section 3, clause 1, also states that no new State shall be
formed by parts of old States without the consent of those States.
When Maryland in 1791 ceded land to the Federal Government it was
for the creation of a District as a Federal seat, not for a new State.
It is at least questionable-I don't suggest that we know the definitive answer--'::whether a new State could be created from that land
even after the ensuing passage of all of this time without the consent
of the Maryland State government.
Aside from constitutional concerns with other alternates, however,
there are in our opinion some cogent reasons why we should press now
for full congressional representation, leaving the problem of statehood for a later time.
We are afraid that bringing that question to focus now would
inevitably involve more delay in working out the financial home rule
question.
Another suggestion for solving the problem of full D.C. representation has been to have Congress cede the District back to Maryland
thereby allowing D.C. residents to vote as Maryland citizens. .
This presents the issue, again, of whether Maryland must itself consent to accept any such retrocession. We think it' would have to, under
article IV, section 3. We believe more basically that such a course
would do injustice to the political, social, and economic life of the District and its inhabitants which has taken its own unique developmental
course over the past 200 years.
This option would also require a constitutional amendment, in our
view, in view of the exclusive legislation clause.
One last variation on this proposal would be to retain congressional
governance of the District but to permit D.C. residents to vote in
Maryland.
We believe that this, too, would require a constitutional amendment
because, as I believe Professor Saltzburg has pointed out in his statement, there is language in article I, section 2, and in the 17th amendment limiting Members in the House and Senate to those elected by
people of the several States.
Under such a plan, too, District residents would not be able to vote
for Maryland governors or legislators even though those officials would
determine the qualifications of voters for Federal elections and even
the places where elections are held as well as the drawing of election
districts and the appointment of interim Congressmen.
Thus, it would not only be politically artificial, but it would fall
short of giving D.C. residents full representaion.
In sum, we think the most straightforward and direct route to ful1
representation is through a constitutional amendment such as H.J.
Res. 554 and 565. Those proposed amendments would treat the District
as if it were a State for purposes of electing members to the House and
Senate, and for other purposes.
We don't think article V of the Constitution would be violated so as
to require assent -by all 50 States, since no State would, in effect, be deprived of its C(lual suffrage in the Senate. The District's position would
be no different than that of any of the dozens of new States that have
entered the Union.
We don't think any precedent would be set that would affect the
very different situation of territories whose inhabitants are not U.S.
citizens, many of whom are destined for independence or statehood.
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d:Oflgfcssional1Rccord
PROCEEDINGS AND DEBATES OF THE

9 51h CONGRESS,

SECOND SESSION

SENATE-Wednesday, August 16, 19'18
tl.eg(slatiue day 01 Wednesday. May 17. /9781

The Senate met at 9 :30 a.m .. on the
THE JOURNAL
expiration of the recess. and WIlS called
Mr. MORGAN. Mr. President. I ask
to order by Han. HARRY F. BYRD. JR .. a unanimous consent that the Journal
Senator from the Stnte o( Virginia.
of yesterday be approved.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempRAYER
pore. Without objection. It Is so ordered.
The Chaplain. the Reverend Edward
L. R. Elson, D.O .• olfered the lollowlng
SPECIAL ORDER
prayer;
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro temAnd above all put on love. whiel. binds
everything loget/ler In perfect har- pore. Under the previous order, the Senator Irom North Carollna (Mr. MaReAN)
mony.-Colosslans 3; 14.
recogni1.ed lor not to exceed 15
Eternal Father. the strength of our Is
lives Irom generation to generaUon. our minutes.
Mr.
ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President.
morning prayer ascends from grate(ul
the Senator yield?
hearts and wistful spirits. Enter Thou wlllMr.
MORGAN.
I yield.
our hearts and In this one lleetlng
ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. PresIdent,
moment make us deeply aware of ThY I Mr.
ask
unanimous
consent that I may
presellce. Assure us that with Thy help proceed \or 1 minute.
the time not to be
we are ready for every responsibility charged against the time
o( the Senator
this day brings.
fronl North Carollna.
Make our hearts Thy dwelling place.
Tlte ACTING PRESIDENT pro temCast out everything which obstructs Thy pore. Without objection, It Is 60 ordered.
presence. FUI our hearts wIth love that
there may be no room for hate or ORDER TO CONVENE AT 9:30 A.M.
jealousy or resentment. 1'111 our minds
TOMORROW
with truth that there may be no room
(or (alsehoOd. MaY Thy grace so abide
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President.
In our souls that the Ume 01 prayer and l ask unanimous consent that when the
the time of work may be Indistinguish- Senate convenes tomorrow. It convene
able.
at 9:30 a.m.
When the shadOWS o( evening (all
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro temupon lIS, gIve US a consciousness 01 work pore. Without objection. It Is so ordered.
well done (or our rellow man.
We pray In His name who went about CIVIL SERVICE COMPUANCE WITH
doing good. Amen.
COURT ACTION IN CONNECTION
WITH FEDERAL EMPLOYEES
APPOINTMENT OF ACTING PRESIMr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. PresiDENT PRO TEMPORE
dent. I ask unanimous consent tltat the
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senate proceed to the consideration 01
Calendar
No. 1006.
clerk will plellSe read a communication
The ACTiNG PRESIDENT pro temto the Senate from the President pro
pore.
The
bill will be stated by tlUe.
tempore (Mr. EASTLANDI.
The assistant legislative clerk read as
The assIstant legislative clerk read· the
lollows:
following leIter:
A bUt (H.R. 8771) to amend title 6, United
u.s. SEI'lATE',

----

PRESIDENT PRO n:Mroru:,

Wa,ntng/on. D.C.. Aug"'/ 16.1978.

To the Senllte:

Under the provlslems or rule It section
3 or the Standing Rules at the Sena.te, I
hereb~ appoint the HonOTable HARRY F.
BVRD, JR .• 0. Senator trom the State at Vir ..

glnlo., to perform the duties ot the Chair.
JAldES O. EASTLAND.

prelldent pro tempore.

Mr. HARRY F. BYRD. JR., thereupon
assumed the chair as Acting President
pro tempore.

Is a partnership In which each spouse
makes" unique and vltal contribution.
Each spouse has a rlgQt In the earnings
o( the other. In the property acquired
with those earnings and In the management of such property. Tills rlgM
should be recognized as surviving the
marriage In event or Its termination by
divorce. annulment. or legal separation.
Under existing law. payments under the
civil service reUrement system are not
assignable or subject to execution. attn.chment. Or garnishment. except as may
be provided by Federal laws. Due to this
prov(Slon. court orders. decrees or property setUements are not honored by the
Civil Service Commission.
I thus support H.R. 8771. This bill will
give the CIvil Service Commission the
authority to comply with the terms of a
valid State court decree. order. or property settlement In connection with the
divorce. annulment. or legal separation
01 a Federal employee who Is entitled to
payments under the civil service retlrement system. This bUl will not only ellml::!tfatl;;e ~~i.;'r~~~~~r~~~~~t~~
crees, but It wUl relnrorce what Is aiready the law In many jurisdictions or
this country.
As a (uture note, I hope that In an upcorning session we wUl be able to expand
on this Initiative sO that survivor benefits may also be made avaUable to a
spouse after " marriage has been dissolved.
H.R. 8771 Is a definite begInnIng step
In bringing Justice and attention to B
group that Is orten Ignored. I commend
the chairman of the Subcommittee on
ClvU Service and General Services. Senator SASS... (or his dtUgence In pursuing
a solution to this problem.
The btU (H.R. 87711 was ordered to a
third rendIng, read a third time, and
passed.
Mr, ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. PresIdent,
States Code, to lluthorlze the Civil Service I move to reconsider the vote by which
Comml!5lon to comply with the terms or a the blll was passed.
Court decree. ordee, Qr property aettlement
Mr. STEVENS. I move to lay that moIn cannectton with the divorce. annulment.
or legal separation at 1\ Federal employee tion on the table.
who Is under the elvll serv1ce rettremrnt lIys ..
The motion to lay on the table wa.s
t1!m. ""nd tor flother purpOf>t!l.
agreed to.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem·
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
pore. Is there objection to the present I ask unanimous consent to have printed
consideration 01 the bill?
In the RECORD an excerpt [rom the reThere being no objection, the Senate port (No. 95-1084), explaining the purproceeded to consider the bU!.
poses o( the mea.sure.
Mr. STEVl1lNS. Mr. President, marriage
There being 110 obJection, the el<cerpt
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tot.ally Incompn.tlbte wlth. the rote the Olstdct. now plays In the overall structure and
l\lnctlonlng DC OUf federal system ot govern·

ment.
OUf Constitution provIdes a. framework. In
which the tnd\vldual sovereign states would
torm a more perfect union. At t11e snme
time thouah, the Framers ot the COnsUtutlon recognized "the Indispensable necessity
or complete Buthartty at the seat of government," {Madison. Federalist No. 4:l}. Without
It they teared that the $tl\te encompassing
the seat ot government might ullduly Influence the national governIng body, They
wanted e11ch stnte to be truly eqllal with
the others, not one state more equal.
From this we clcI1r1y see the Founding
Fathers' Jntention to carve out nn nrea o!
la.nd tbat was to be unique and !peclal In
every respect vls~a~vt.r; any other state ot the
unlon. It. was not to be. a state. It was to be
D. solely federal distrIct. It was to be responsible only for tbel!. the seat of the fed~r(l.l
government. Unllke a state, the 01strict 'WM
to have no- leg\.slr.tutt!. and no constltutlon.
Most Importantly, Its pecullar character
would deny It those qualities that make a
state, any state, sovereign.
The speclo.l nature ot the Dlstrlct Is mustrated In another way. Every year It receives
a direct grant Irom the federal government
that supplements tocaUy generated revenue:
something the stntes do not get. For Ftscal
Year 1977 this amounted to $270,357,000. In
addition, It can borrow directly tram the
federal treasury to finance capital projects;
something tht: states can not do. Loans tor
such outlays In j977 came to $101,292,000.
Tlle District. also particlpntes In tederal
gfn.nt progra.ms. In Fiscal Year t078 It wtu
receive roughly $300 mlUlon through such
grants,
ApproprinteW enough. In F~cnl Year 1978,
47c:e. or the total resource aVRtlabh: to the
District wllt come from Cederal sources. And
these nguras do not even InClUde tederal
outtnys tor naUonal parks, the Smlthsonfnn
Institution, the Kennedy Centet. the National Zoo. St. EJizabeth's Hospital or the
benents the Dlstr1ct receives from the large
number ot tourlst.s brought to the nrea to
.see Washington's mnny federal a.ttractions.
These financial privileges were granted to
the OlstrJct pursuant to the notion, first es·
ta.bl\shed by the Fnuneu o[ the Cons.Ut\1~
tlon and later accepted by the severnl atates,
tha.t· it would be matntalned by the Ftederat
Government. tor the cederal government's
operat1ons as compensaUon tor U.s waiver 0-(
noy clnhn to the incidents ot sovereIgnty. It
se~ms rensonnble to me then that nny attempt to ,remove the special poHUoal status
or dependency of the Dtst.rtct ot Columbia
mUst be acr;omplln'cd by concomitant steptl
to remove Its finnncial sta.tus at dependency,
It the District now wishes to ta)(e Its place
among the several Slates, It should be wHUng
to Join n atate such ns Marylnnd nnd torego
the CederP.l largesse which hns flowed I\S B
re,ult or U.s very special stBtus,
Under oUr constitutional scheJlle oC gov ..
ernment the several stntes nre to be treBted
wlth 1\ modicum or equllllty. This SCheme, In
my opinion. co.nnot tolerllte e. sitUatlon In
Which one Ifhybrld state" fa more equal than
the others, There Is, then, a serious questlc;m Whether, by allowing redernl teprescnto.~
tlon at an entity wnlch tioe~ not possess. the
nttrlbutes ot statehood, we nra not In fact
treating the atntes less eqt1 e.l1y and depriving
them or the exercise or their distinct measun ot 1nd\v1dual sovereignty, 'n vlo'aUon ot
conatitUti(lnal. as well I1S hlstorlcnl. mlln ...
dates.
U.S, Senators and Conk'ressmen rrom the
District WQ'i.1lcl be In the Eeemlngly pnrndoxlca!. but il~ IClI.St unique, pOSition oC representing the Interests or the rederal district to the Con~rtss which ha'J the consUtu ..
tlonnl re'lponslbUlty tor the District, but not
tho states,

It Is true that. District residents pay red~
era: taxt'a.. But Jt Is nlso ;ru p that becbLse oC
the District's speclnl status they enjoy c1.s
Unet ndvantages not I\vl1lll1ble to the re~l
denLs of the sovereign slates. Gra.ntlng tull
,'oting representntion to the District would
In effect simply add nnother layer ot cake
t" the one Its re,:Jdcnts nlready saVOr. In thls
Instance the blessing of statehood would not
be accompanied b~' the burdens genernlt~·
associated with I~.
:-n sum, the reasons tor maintaining and
InsiSting upon B- unique federnl district are
no less compe1Ung todc.y tha.n they were ht.
1789. But it we are going to legislate Into
existence this new "Hybrid state:· then nt
the very lelst we shoUld demnnd thnt Its
umbllh::al COI'd to the !ederal treasury be
sevrr,.rt
w

Mr. BARTLETT. Mr. President. I Yield
thettoor.
Several Senators addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Indiana.
Mr. BAYH. I wll\ be glad to Yield to
the Senator from Nebraska.
Mr. CURTIS. I wanted the Iloor In my
own right.
Mr. BAYH. I rise to offer mY support
enthusiastically lor House Joint Resolution 554. a constitutional amendment
to establish full voting representation
for the more than 750.000 citizens of the
DIstrict ol Columbia.
Before I present my substantiVe argument in support of this resolUtion, let
ate JOInt Hesolutlon 65, a slmil ... mens·
me make It clear that despite the fact
that hearings were held In my Subcommittee on the Constitution, on Seuure which has been introduced and sponsored by several of us in the Sen Me, I,
nevertheless, feel that the House version
Is a far better vehicle by which to bring
poutlcal equity to the citizens of the
District of Columbia.
For that reason, I decided not to try
to report out Senate Joint ResolUtion 65,
but In"tead to join my very distinguished
colleague (Mr. KENNEDY) In getting
HOUse Joint Resolution 554 expeditiously passed by the necessary two-thirds
vote.
If, indeed, the Members of this body
feel there Is a substantive and equitable
reason behind this effort. It seems to me
that we cannot be bllnd to the procedures
of the Senate Judiciary Comml ttee.
which would malte the movement of the
Senate bill through the subcommittee
and the Judiciary Committee, for alllntents nnd purposes, ImpOSSible, given the
time constraints on the Senate at this
time In our session.
Mr. President, let me look at the basic
reasoning, the substantive reasoning, nnd
SUggest that If anyone desires to debate
the procedure, I am prepared to do that
as well. The substance, It seems to me,
Is the most Important matter to consider
In any legislative elfort, and we should
not let procedural differences stand In
our WilY of accomplishing SUbstantive
equity.
Mr. President, It may appear strange
to some observers thnt the senior Senator from Indiana has chosen to champion the caUse of citizens living approximately 600 miles from his home State.
But I chose to champion this cause
out of n grave concern for nn injustice
that transcends State boundaries. That
Injustice nns to do with nllvlng paradox
In the American scheme at goverrunent.
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Right here In the Nation's Capital,
which Is the Eeat at the greatest representative democracy the world has ever
known. the democratic values and principles that we all cherish and protect are
abused. Right here In Wn.shlngton, D.C ..
nearly three-quarters of a million citizens are denied the right to representation as It Is commonlY granted In the 50
Statrs of the Union.
I listened with a degree of understandIng and patiently as my colleagues on the
other side of this argument expressed
their opposition. One can look at all the
reasons (or not supporting this amendment. but in no way can one deny the
fact-thnt In Washington, D.C .. we have
nearly three-quarters of a mUllan citizens who are denied the right Of lull representation as It Is commonly granted In
the 50 States of the Union, Second-class
citizenship exists for three-quarters of a
million /\merlcans who live In the DIstrict, and there is no Way to explain that
away.
Residents of the District. though c1tlzens of the United States subject to all
obligations of such Citizenship, have not
bad voting representation in Congress
since 1800; and only since 1964, and the
ratification of the 23d amendment to the
Constitution, have District residents been
entitled to vote for electors for the offices of President and Vice President of
the United States. It was not until April
1971 that they were given the rIght to
eiect a nonvoting delegate to the House of
Representatives. And let me add that the
citizens at the District have been extremely well represented In the person
of Delegate Waiter Fauntroy lor the past
7 years.
I Wondered, as I listened to the arguments against giVing representation to
the cltlzen$ of the District, If Indeed one
Is to follow that rationale for denying
full citizenship In the congressional
branch. that, to be consistent, those same
voices should have been raised in opposition to letting the citizens of tite District
vote for the President; because much of
the rationale, to be consistent, would
h. ve to apply across the board,
Ihad the good tor tune, as the mInority
fioor leader of the Indlnna House, tv be
the principal sponMr at the ratification
petition In the Indiana General t\Ssembly.
It seems to me that we are talking
about the rights of Citizenship, and they
are not visible. They have the right to
vote for President but not the right to
be heard as to those Issues decided In
Congress.

But more must be done and It must
be done now. No more delays. No more
talk of retrocession, or of studies to determine the teaslbilitv of retrocession.
I respect the position or those who
might SUggest this alternative, but the
time has come to act. We must go forlVard In extending lull representation to
the citizens of the District. I say this
necause 1 firmly believe that the circumstances leading to the dlsenfranchlsemcn~ of the District's cltl~ens have
drnstlcally changed. Lei us look at historY and lay It On the facts of life as
they exist today.
The Pounding Fathers were Intent on
prOViding n. site over which the Federal
Government would exercise exclusive
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control. That has been discussed at some
length by the opponents to this amendment. The FOllndlng Fathers wanted a
separate capital which would not only
protect the national image. but which
would be Immune from both Jurisdictional dlsllutes as well as llotentially
harassing Incidents. For many of the
Founding Fathers, national representation for the District would necessarily
have precluded the establishment of exclusive Federal control over the oallital
site. As James Madison so eloquently
stated In the Federallst Pallers, "Complete Federal authority at the seat of
government" WIlS necessary to avoid the
"dependence of the members of the general government on the State comprehending that seat for protection In the
exercise of their duties." Clearly. the
founders perceived the need for a strong
Federal territory, free of State encroachment, and s~cure from domestic unrest
However, {t shoUld be noted that while
the framers fully Intended to establish a
separate capital city. they never fully decided to exclude the residents of that city
from pOlitical representation. As a matter of record, It Is Important to note that
between 1790 and December 1800. residents of the District participated In
State and National elections, Including
the Presidential election of November
1800, by voting In either Maryland or
Virginia. However, when Congress finally
assumed control of the District late In
1800. the lame-duck administration of
John Adams rushed to take over the administration of the District before President-elect Thomas Jefferson's admlnlstre.tlon came ta power. AS P\ll1t~er Prizewinning historian Constance Green
points out. the Federalists neglected to
give the franchise to District residents
when legislating the takeover. After the
Federalists left office, attempts were
made Immediately to rectify the problem. Unfortunately, as the light to retrieve suffrage for the District residents
began In February 1601. the mellSure WIlS
lost In the shume o{ the Jefferson-Burr
electoral college deadlock controverSY
which plagued that particular Congress.
Since that time. there have been more
than 150 attempts to provide representation for the DistrIct. Most of these measures have also been victimized by what
Was then considered much more pressing
business before Congress.
So. Mr. President, It seems to me that
we must realize that circumstances have
changed. There Is no longer the question
concernina the harassment by citizens of
the Nation's Capital. as was the major
reason for the creation and concern for
Independence of n Capital City, as expressed earUer In my remarks. by President Madison.
Also. I emphasize again that our
Founding Fathers did not desire-It was
not In their thoughts-that the residents
of the Capital City would not have a
chance to be heard and represented in
the Congress of the United States.
We must not overlook a very basic
reason why the District (ailed to receive
representation In the early years of the
RepUblic. Its population was simply too
small. In 1801, the District had only
14.000 reSidents. far (ewer than the

60,000 required of territorIes that wanted
to enter the Union at that time. Quite
naturally. such a small population could
be easily overlooked. Yet. during the 1801
debates on District suffrage. many Members of Congress spoke of providing representation for the District when Its
population reachcd the appropriate size.
Today. the population of the District is
entirely appropriate for representation.
Given Its size alone as criterion. representation Is essential. The Dlstrid's present population Is larger than 7 of the
50 States In the Union-and larger than
that of any of the original 13 States durIng the IIrst years of the RepubUc.
Finally. I must state what to me Is the
most Important conslderatlon In this
discussion. There is nothing more abhorrent to the American people than the Idea
of taxation without representation. One
at the fundamental principles enunciated
by our Founding Fathers was the firm
belief thnt those citizens who contributed
to the public coffer should and would
have the right to elect their leaders. over
200 years ago. the Injustice of taxation
without representation served as one of
the major elements which drove our fore(athers to revolution. We will taU to be
consistent with the dictates of our forefathers It we do not provide representation to a portion of our citizens who nre
law-abiding taxpayers.
So let us put an end to this glaring
contradiction In our philosophical principles. Let us not make n mockery of our
democracy. We have the means by which
to make the dreams that our rorefathers
fought and died tor Il reality. It Is a basic
premise of our system at government that
each deserves a chance to be heard and
to express hIs or her political views
through a freely elected representative or
representatives. That Is all the citizens at
the DL.trlct are asking. The Irony at these
proceedIngs Is tIlat they have ta take
place at all. Therefore, It Is our responsibility and duty as members of the most
democratiC governmental unit In the
world to correct this wrong, through the
Immediate passage of House JoInt Resolution 554.
Mr. PELL. Mr. PI'esldent, will the Senator yield tol' n question?
Mr. BAYH. I Yield.
Mr. PELL. I have Ions been Interested
In this subject, I notice that originally,
a substantial part of what Is now Virginia. on one side of the rIver, and the
District of ColUmbia. on the other. were
In a 10-mUe square. Then, some years
ago, the part that was residential. whIch
wns on the other side of the river, was
ceded back to Virginia as ArUngton
County.
1 often have had the thought that the
Federal TrIangle Itself obviously shOUld
not be under any State's rUle-the Federal TrIangle beIng that section bounded
by the State Department, the Lincoln
Memorial, and the Capitol-but that the
rest of the area Is reaUy a resldentlai
city. It Is not much dl!ferent than the
situation between Chevy Chase. Md., and
the suburb on this side at the border. If
It Were part 01 Maryland. for example, It
would then be the largest city. I guess. In
Maryland. It would be WllShlngton, Md.
lOS
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Wny was the Idea never taken serlously of having It become part of Maryland?
With the huge affectionate regard for the
proponent of the bill, I am sure he can
satisfy my curiosity.
Mr. BAYH. It seems to me. that the
most Immediate response or direct response Is to say that there Is no way I
think of that we can constitutionally do
this without the concurrence at the
State of Maryland, and from talking
with Members of Congress as well as
the State government In Maryland they
like things as they are now. They view
the District 01 Columbia as a city wIthin Its boundaries and see no reason why
they should suddenly have to assume responsibility and consider this as a part of
the State of Maryland.
Mr. PELL. Have they ever beeo,dlrectly asked If they are Interested In doing
this?
Mr. BAYH. They certainly have been
indirectly asked. and the response has
been as I suggested to my friend from
Rhode Island.
.
Mr. PELL. Will there be an amendment
orr '100 to that efIect mandating its retu ,1 to Maryland as the largest City In
Maryland in the course of this debate?
Mr. BA YH. There is nothing to prevent anyone from doing that. 1 ullderstand that Is one of the proposals before
Us and that such a proposal wlll be
offered. I do not know whether It IS
l'osslble really to cut the heart out of a
body and have much left. It seem. to
me most of us who have come to this
city and many of our constituents who
find themselves coming for the first time
have come to think 01 the District of
Columbia as more than just a Fedel1l1
triangle but Indeed as a geographl:~1
area that Incorporates the entire city oC
WllShlngton. D.C.
Mr. PELL. But what Is the dlfIerence.
for Instance. between Wesley Heights.
to take a very high Income area. and
Chevy Chase next door: or on the other
side o( Marylllnd between southeast
Washington and the line over Into tile
Maryland trontler? WOUld that not be
the same?
Mr. BAYH. I suppose that Is the difference between East Chicago, Ind., and
Chicago, Ill. There Is a baundary line
separating It. and that Is the distinction
that exists right here.
Mr. PELL. It would stili leave the
Federal triangle. And basically shOUld
not the Federal buildings be a separat~
Federal establishment? And It would
give the other people the right of representation. This could be one way to give
them representation.
Mr. BAYH. I point out to my friend
from Rhode Island when our Founding
Pdthers established this as a capital
city. If one Is to look at what happened
thell. they did not just establish a place
that shOUld be the Federal city and sa~'
this Is where the FedeTllI buildings are.
But they env!sloned this as a viable city,
a capital city with people who work. have
businesses. and have transportation
lines, and Ilomes. The essentlnl establishment of the Nation's Capital wo.s not
nn establishment of the Natlon's Federal
buildings but the Nation's city.
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SENATE-Monday, August 21, 1978
(Legislative dey 0/ Wednesday, May 17, 1978)

The Senate met at 9:30 a.m., on the
expIratIon of the recess, and was called
to order by Hon. KANEASTER HODGES.
JR .. a Senator from the State of Arkansas.
PRAYER

The Reverend Dr. Robert B. Harriman, director, the PresbyterIan coun ..
cll for ChaplaIns and MlIltary Personnel,
WashIngton, D.C., ollered the followIng
prayer:
Heavenly Father, we thank Thee for
continuingly raisIng UP from among
the people those who have dedicated
themselves withIn the halls of government. We pray now for those who serve
wIthin thls Senate. Grant wisdom to
discern Thy will so that they may be
wIse In all theIr judgments. Open eyes
and minds Ito see and comprehend that
whIch ls right. Grant health and energy for arduous tasks and long hours
of dellberatIon. GIve patience and
thoroughness In ellorts to understand
the complex and dIfficult, DelIver them
from words or action whIch would foster prejudIce or encourage dIvision.
May desire for the Nation's welfare
surpass any self-seekIng or narrowvIsIoned concern for a privlleged few.
Let no deception destroy trust, but
rather may honesty firmly estabUsh
confidence. When we are rIght, keep us
from gloating prIde. When we are
wrong, may our admissIon be followed
by correction.
We pray for all entrusted wIth
the guIdance and welfare of the Nation. May those engaged In creating.
admInisterIng, and judgIng our laws
be so led by Thy wIsdom that they shall
faIthfully lead the people In ways of
rIghteOUsness and peace, Through
Jesus ChrIst our Lord. Amen.
APPOINTMENT OF ACTING PRESIDENT PRO TEMPORE
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk wlll please read a communIcation
to the Senate from the PresIdent pro
tempore CMr. EASTLAND).
The assistant legislative clerk read
the followIng letter:

u.s.

SENATE,
PnESIDENT PDO TEMPOR.E,

To the

W",htngton. 0.0 .. August 2J, J978.

Senate:

Under the provisions

or

rule I, section

3. at the StBndlng Rules at the Senate,

r hereby appolnt the Honorable KANEAS-

TEB HODOES, JR'I

n Scnator trom the State

or Arkansas, to perform the duties of the

Chlllr.

JAMES O. F..ASTLANO.
Pre.sfdent pro tempore.

Mr. HODGES thereupon assumed the
chaIr as Acting PresIdent Pl'O tempore.
RECOGNITION OF LEADERSHIP
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. Under the prevIous order, the ma-

erate an economic boom or ,such proportions that In a rew years the government w111
recoup all the InlUal revenue 10s8 and then
same. The renson: The huge tax cut wtll
spark the Incentive to work and Invest. thua
THE JOURNAL
Increasing the tax base. The etreet Is to shrink
Mr. ROBERT C, BYRD. Mr. PresI- the deficit without cutting government
dent, I ask unanImous consent that the spending by 0., mucb as a nickel.
Elementary. Laffer may have sold some
Journal of the proceedIngs be approved
politicians, but not bls rellow economists.
to date.
The
economics proCession-Including some
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro temRepublican economists who support
pore. WIthout objection It Is so ordered. leading
Kemp-Roth-thl!!k Latrer would have done
well to leave the napkin behind for the
walter to dispose or. They see huge deftclts
THE ARGUMENTS AGAINST A DEEP and a rlp . . roarlng Inflation it Kemp-Roth is
TAX CUT NOW
enacted without Offsetting cuts Into expendl ..
To Harvard.'s Martin Feldstein, the
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. Presi- tures.
theoretical principal that at some point redent, the serious problems that could ducing
rates actually Increases tax revenues
befall the AmerIcan economy If a very "Is something
we teach In the tirst week. at
deep tax cut were enacted in fiscal year the cours:: In public flnance." The critical
1979 were examIned In an article by Sey- empirical questton Is to determtne when the
mour Zuck~r whIch appeared In the tax acbcdule eets Into that range, he notes.
August 7, 1978 Issue of Business Week.
"The UtTer curve 15 more or less a tautolThe author provIdes data suggesting ogy," says conservatlve economist George J.
that a tax cut over the next 3 years on Stlgler of the University oC Chicago. where
Latter tnught berore going to the University
the order of $124 bIllIon would not pay ot'
Southern CaUCorn!o In 1976. I'lt has to be
for ItseI! through IncreasIng the tax right
at some level, It enterprlse Ls not disbase. To the contrary: The deficIt would couraged
at 95%. then move It to
soar to $100 bUllon by 1983, accordIng to 105% and Laffer would be right by
one study cIted by Mr. Zucker. At the definition." But. tn Stigler's view, Laffer haa
same time, the rate of Inllation would be ralled to show that the current tax strucalmost 2 percentage poInts higher ture-where the highest rate on eBrned InwIth such a cut by 1982. The weIght of come 1s 50%-has such an adverse etthnt 7-educlng rates would
the economIc evIdence Is agaInst a very fect on Incentlves
Increase revenue. "Laffer 15 no
deep tax cut a.t thIs moment In our eco- actually
longer a very serloW! scholar," says Stigler.
nomic recovery.
"}Ie Is plo.ylng the role at' a. propagandist,
Mr. PresIdent, I ask unanImous con- and as such he Is perrorming some service.
sent that the article. "The Fallacy of But I would not base a &125 b11110n tax cut on
SlashIng Taxes Without cutting Spend- his work."
Ing," be prInted In the RECORD.
Feldstein Bnd. Stigler o.rc not alone In their
There beIng no objection, the artIcIC criticism ot Laffer. Alan Oreenspan. chairman
the Council of Economic Advisers under
was ordered to be printed In the RECORD, at
President Ford, favors Kemp-Roth-wltb
as follows:
Rome change~because he holds that the
THE FALLAC\ OF SLASHING TAXES WITHOUT
only way to cut the growth oC government
CUTTING SPENDING
spending Is to cut taxes. So he says: "I'm Cor
cutting taxes. but not for Laffer-'s reasons. I
(By seymour Zucker)
ArthUr B. Lalter first drew the cUrve on a don't know anyone who seriously believes },Is
napkin In ~ Washington restaurant back In argument."
Just how rar otT bose Is Lntrer on the tax1974. It popped Into his head as he was try ...
Ing to persuade an aIde of former President revenue etrecta or Kemp .. Roth? Otto Eckstein.
Ford that O.S. tax rates were 50 high that president. or DatA Resources Inc., has run the
they were sUntng economic growth. Lower Kemp-Roth proposal throu~h ORI'S huge com ..
tax. rates. he maintained, would send em- puter forecasting model. Assuming that It
ployment and Investment SaBring to the takes effect. In 1079 and that there are no
point where tax revenues would Bctually compensatory spending cuts, the ORI model
rise. despite the lower rates. Laffer has been shows that the deficit will grow progressively
preaching thnt gospel ever since. And the worse. By 1903, the red Ink In the budgetUfI'er curve-which purports to show the Including addlUonnllnterelt payments-will
perverse etTects oC a high tax rate on gov ... Increase to a mind-numbing 8100 bl11ion. 80
ernment revenues-Is being advanced as the rathor than recouping the entire tax cut. as
economic rationale for the Kemp ..Roth bUl, LBfrer argues, DRI finds that the Treaaury
gets only about ~25 bllllon of It,
the biggest tax-cut proposal In history.
OVERWH£LMJNO EVmENCE
Riding In the wake of Proposition 13,
whlch cut California property taxes by 60'1,
To be sure, economists agree that a tax cut
Kemp-Roth Is picking up strong sup .. would (ncrease total demand and national
port, especially among congresatonal Repub .. Income nnd thus partly offset the initial revIlcana. No one expects It to PBSS this year, enue loss. But to otrset the effect of tower
but It stnnds a good chance oC becoming the talC rates ful1y. total Income would have to
key domest.lc Issue In the Republlcan con ... rise by some tour times tho original amount
gresslonal campaJgn In November and could oC the cut, And the evidence Is overwbelmalso piny a role In the Presidential election Ing that no cut In taXe:i could generate a
In 1980. The bill, Introduced by Representa .. rise In spending Bnd Income of that rltze. A
tlve Jack Kemp CR.-N.Y.) and Senator Wil- $10 bllllon tax cut, for example. produces
liam V. Roth Jr. (R.-Det.), would reduce roughly an extra $15 bHlIon oC gross naeveryone's taxes over the next three yeRrs tional product. The current marglnnl tax rate
by one-third, thus costing about .124 bUllan against total GNP works out to 25%. 80 the
In true: revenues, Its sponsors are pushing the ;15 billion creates $3.75 bUlIon 1n new taxesLnffer nrgument that the tax cut wlll gen .. thus recovering bo.rely a third of the Inltln!

jorlty leader, the Senator from West
VIrgInIa, L, recognized.

Statemenrs or insertions which arc not spoken by the Member on the floor will be identified by the use of n "bullet" symbol, i.e., •
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Washlngton, D.C. Is not a state, It Is
a clty. A line city, but still a city.
There Is no diversity of Interest, there
Is no rural population, there are no small
towna, there Is no agricultural area.
In brief, Washington, D.C., Is a densely
populated city of 690,000 persons In a 67square-mUe area.
I shall vote against giving two Senators to Washington, D.C., which action
would Simultaneously distort the Constitution, set a dangerous precedent or
city representation, and dlmtnlsh the influence In the Senate of each of the 50
states.
Mr. President, how much time do I
have l'I!malnlng?
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
HODGES) • The Senator has 2 minutes remaining.
Mr. HARRY F. BYRD, JR. I yield that
IIddltlonal 2 minutes to the Senator from
Montana (Mr. MEI.CHEa) when his time
comes 00 speak.
Mr. MELCHER. I thank the Senator.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under the
previous order the Senator from Idaho
Is recognized to offer his amendment.
UP AUENDMENT NO.

ten

(Purpose: To grant stAtehood to
the Dlatrlct of Columbia)

Mr. McCLURE. Mr. President, I send
an amendment to the desk and ask for
Its Immediate consideration.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendment will be stated.
The assistant legislative clerk read as
follows:
The Senator from IdGho (Mr. MCCLtJJ.1:.)

proposes an unprinted amendment DUm ..
bored 1695.
On page !l, strike out lints 2 t.hrou'gh 10
and tnaert the tollowtngt
"StctJon 1. The District constituting the
seat of government of tbe United statea is
hereby admitted. tnto the Union o.a a State
or the Untted. Statu on a.n equat toottng with
the other States In all respects.
"Stc. 2. The Congress shall hnve power to
enforce tbla articJe by npproprlate legLslatton.

Mr. McCIoURE. Mr. President. during
the debate on the previous amendment.
which would have retroceded the nonFederal Government In the District to
the State of Maryland so that the people of the District might have the opportunity to have full civil rights. It was
argued by the dlstlnguI6hed Senator
from Massachusetts that we should In.tead grant them statehood. or at least
that that would be more loglcallr consistent.
Without conceding U,e fact as to where
logical conslstency might lie as between
those two alternatives, certainly the arguments raised by the Senator from indiana with regard to the dlmcUltles of
interpretation and application of voting
rights I!s though they are a state without granting statehood Is Inherent to the
pending resolution granting voting rights
without statehood and would be completelr solved by granting statehood.
(Mr. SASSER assumed the chair.)
Mr. McCLURE. This. at least. Mr.
President. would be logically consistent
with the stated thrust and purpose of
the sponsors and lloor managers of this
House Joint Resolution 554.

In my opinion. this ls the only way to
provide a permanent solution to the Issue
of extending the full rights of political
participation to all citizens of the District and at the same time avoid the
Insurmountable consUtutlonal objections that mar other proposals, includIng House Joint Resolution 554.
While statehood Is possible by means
at a simple majority vote In both Houses
of Congress. under article IV. section 3.
any attempt to admit the District to the
Union as a State without amending the
Constitution would pose major legal
problems. For one thing, statehood by
legislative enactment would abrogate
the "exclusive legislation" power of the
Congress over the District under article
I. secUon 8. clause 17. Moreover. article
IV, section 3. clause 1 makes the consent
of the legislatures concerned a prerequisite for forming new states. When Maryland ceded lands to the Federal Government for establishing the DIstrict of Columbia. It consented only to the creation
of a Federal district. not the creation ot
" new state. Thus. to make the District
by congressional enactment alone would
violate that provision of the Constitution.
Under amendment XXII! the District
has three vc,tes In the electoral college,
that Is, no more than the number of electors accorded to the least populous State.
however, It could be entitled to as many
as four electors. according to the most
recent census. Amendment XXII! would
become a virtual dead letter since the
District would cease to exist. Such a
change In the Constltutloll should be
made by amendment. rather than by!egIslatlon.
Granting statehood to the District
would not only guarantee to D.C. residents voting representation In both
Houses of Congress. under article I of
the Constitution. They would also be able
to partiCipate In the proceS3 of ratification of proposed amendments to the Constitution, article V; they would be entitled to as many electors tor President
and Vice President as they have Senators and Representatives. article 2. section 1; they would be assured of territorial Integrity and protection against
absorption Into other States. article IV,
section 3; and they would have complete
legislative control over Internal matters.
free of congressional veto. All congressional authority over the District now
provided In article I. section 8, clause 17
would be elfectlvely turned over to the
people of the District acting through
their elected representatives In a State
legislatUre.
This amendment would not only assure to D.C. residents equal Citizenship
rights with other Americans; It would
grant to the District complete seU-government according to the wishes of Ita
own people. without Federal Interference.
It would free the Federal Government
of the responsibilities of providing special
treatment fat the District "t a tremendous eXpense to other U.S. citizens. Tho
people of the District would not only
enjoy the rights and powers of statehood, they would ·also assume the full
burden and responsibilities of citizens of
a State of the Union. No longer would
101
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District citizens be considered secondclass Americans or be victims of "taxation without representation."
Full representation Is consistent with
the principles of democracy upon which
our Nation was founded. statehood
would attest 00 our commitment to equalIty and freedom tor all )' mencau
citizens and our concern for k .\rantooIng human rights thoughout the world.
Mr. President, I reserve the remainder
of my time.
Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, I have llatened to my good friend and distinguished colleague trom Idaho struggUDII
with how this buslness of representation
for the peOple of the DIstrict. some 750,000 of them, can be accomplished. I know
he Is sincere about this desire. But I say
with all respect that It seents to me lie Is
maldng It an overcomplex Issue, a marc
dll!lcult one to resolve than It really need
be.
First of all, those at US who are supporting and have supported for some
time the right of representntlon for the
District cltl2ens, have aa1d from the beginning that the District at Columbta III
a unique part of the United States at
America. It Is a unique bit of geography.
It Is a capital city. For reasons that have
already been thoroughly dlscussed, bastcally size and security, our Founding
Fathers established It to be separate and
different from states early on.
Just as L'IIs unique characteristic exIsts, It seems to me that there Is no need
to gO the statehood route In providing
representation for the citizens of the DIstrtct.
As I said earlier, I guess as a Senator
from Indiana I hate to see us taking the
Nation'. Capital tram 500,000 Hoosiers.
It Is part outs. I do not see why the DIstrict should be a State because It Is, indeed. the Nntlon's Capital.
As I said earlier, there Is no necd to go
the statehood route In order to resolve
the.lnequltles which exist here.
I will not belabor the Senator or the
Senata with Bome of the distinctions between means of approachlng statehood
and the thrust of the Senator's remarks.
The question of statehood Is very much
up In the air In the District ot Columbia.
There Is a core at support for statehood here. But nothlng approachlng the
clear majority wishes of the people for
representation short of statehood, the
majority support lor the very resolution
which we now have before us.
I say to my good friend from Idaho,
It seellllJ to me, If one gets InOO the whole
fundamental study of government, we
can see why the approach recommended
by the Senator from Massachusetts, the
Senator tram Indiana and the rest of us
In this resolution Is more appropriate
to the need than statehood.
We have three levels of government,
and we are all a ware at this. local
government. State government, and
National Government. The DIstrict of
Columbia, very clearly. Is a local government. It Is a city. It has a city structure.
Imperfect as It Is, It Is chosen by the
people of this city. The City government
controls the confines, the geographic
limits of this city, which also happens
to be the N ..tlon's Capital.
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So there is adequate government.
there is representation. some say it is
inadequate. and you could make a good
case of that. But at least. there Is a participation in the representative process
at the local leve!. 1 see no reason to have
~ State government. which would CO\'er
the same Identical geographic description as the local government. That would
be an absolute duplication of governmental responslb!lltles.
There Is no other State In the United
States that has a clty which COvers the
total geography of the State; yet we
would be establL.hing one If we went
"long this particular route.
No. it seems to me that what we are
after here Is not to create a State level
of bureaucracy to deal with problems
that are already dealt with by the local
government. but to see that the citizens
of the District are fully represented at
the national Government level. They
have the right to vote for the President
now. as of the 23d amendment. What we
are saying Is give the citizens of the District the right to vote for and be represented in this body and our other body.
the House of Representatives. to have
the chance to affect the outcollle of
national declsiollS. national declsiollS
that affect the lives of the people who
live here.
Mr. McCLURE addressed the Chair.
Mr. BARTLETT. Will the Senator
y[eld?
Mr. McCLURE. I am happy to y[eld to
the Senator from Oklahoma.
Mr. BARTLETT. Mr. President. I ask
unanimous consent that Edward King 01
my staff may be accorded the privilege
of the floor during any vote on this bill
and the trallSportation bill. I further ask
that this request not [nterfere with the
dialog that the Senator from Idaho is
having.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, [t is so ordered.
Mr. McCLURE. Mr. President. I shall
be very brief. I suspect we can either
termhlat. the debate at this moment or
debate lor the next week. We cannot
adequately cover tile subject in a few
brief moments and to attempt to cover
it in much less than a week. in all of Its
ramfftcatlons, must be an exercise [n
frustration.
Let me respond to my friend Irom Indiana in this way: It seems te me that
the arguments that have been used by
the Senator in oppos[tlon to my amendment are really the arguments that the
opponents of the resolution have been
using. All of the arguments that have
been raised against statehood are equally
applicable against House Joint Resolution 554. I do not understand the distinction that says they are to be granted full
voting rights without voting responsibilIties. The elIort to establish In people
rights unassoclated with responslb!lltles
has b-. . n proven to be destructive of Indlv[dual fiber, and It certainly Is destructive of government structure as well.
It seems to me that this Is really the
crux of part of the dilemma, that there
Is the effort to Invest the District of
Columbia with all the rights of statehood
with none of the responslbUlties of state-

hood. It seems to me tilat has led us Into
the Impasse of trying te find B way to
give them something without giving
them everything. We end up saying we
are going to give them full c[vll rights.
but we do not give them full civil rights;
we give them some civil rights.
My friend from Indiana has Indicated
that this would be taking something
away from the people of Indiana. because they own this Capltn! City. There
are two answers to that. F[rst of all, we
could. by legislation. construct a Federal
enclave within the city. which would
then be a State. and allow them to have
statehood and full rights and responslbillties of c[tlzenshlp under statehood;
at the same time. guaranteeing to the
people of Indiana their sale share of the
hold on the city as a seat of Government.
At the same time, my friend from Indiana Is saying that We must Pass the
resolution granting representation In order to give them their rights as cltizellS.
but whatever tenuous hoid the people of
Indiana have on the seat of Government
Is sulllclent reason to deny them full
rlgh ts as cl tlzellS.
I wonder If. really, the people of Indiana want to deny the people of the
District of Columb[a their right to full
citizenship, full partlc[patlon. full civil
rights under the COllStltution In exchange for, or as the price of, 0. tenuous
hold on some nebulous concept of the
Nation's Cap[tal. I do not think the
rights of citlzellShlp are to be sold or
bartered for such a small consideration
!lS Is ImpUed by that statement.
Mr. President. If the Senator from In_
diana Is prepared to yield back the remainder of his time. I shall yield back
the remainder of my time.
Mr. BAYH. I should like to respond.
Mr. McCLURE. Then I shall reserVe
the remainder of my time.
Mr. BA YH. I shoUld like to say that.
although the Senator from Indiana may
not be as articulate as the Senator from
Idaho. I shOUld hate to see his argument
used as my own argument against the
resolution, as a. cosponsor of the resolution.
r think whn. we are trying to do here
Is to say that whenever there [s a process
of Government that affects the lives of
people, the people alIected ought to have
a right to have some [nfluence on that
process. We have wrangled over severnl
things; some of them have been voted up
and some have been voted down here
this year.
About all the things we have discussed
are going to affect the lives of the citizens of the Distr[ct. but they will not
have any representative here to help
resolve that problem. That Is What we
arc after. Inasmuch as there nrc not
State responsibilities as far as the citizens of the District of Columbia are concerned, r do not know that we ought to
give them States rights. What we are
after Is to see that they nrc represented
In this form of Government which affects their lives. as far as taking their
sons In war and taking their taxes In
times of peace.
Mr. WALLOP. WlII the Senator yield
for a question?
Mr. BAYH. I am glad to yield. I do
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not know how much time I have; this fs
a one-sided apportionment. I am not
complaining, but recognlzlw: the facts of
lI1e.
Mr. WALLOP. I just have one ques-

tion, on hearing what he fs saying and
the Senator from Idaho Is saying. How
do we square what the senior Senator
from Virginia asked rhetorically: What
do we now do, granting this on this basis.
about the citizens of American Samoa,
of Puerto Rico. or the Virgin Islands,
who are subject to dratt, who have all
the other problems. whose SOIlS go to
war and other things? How do We now
say they are not ent,ltled to voting representation on the same basis thl\t the
District Is?
r really ask that In all sincerity.
Mr. BAYH. I must say that I have
asked myself that same question as the
chairman of the committee that handles
constitutional questiollS. I frankly believe. l! the Senator from Wyoming fs
asking the Senator from Indiana, I
think they are entitled to have a chance
to vote for President.. Whether they
should be represented In Congress or nnt
depends upon the size at the entity Involved and the disposition at the people
Illvolved.
The fact 01 the matter Is. We have a
distinction here. We do not have any
other territory urging to be heard as a
State. We have had territories thnt have
asked to be Included [n this dlreet popular vote amendment so they will have a
chance to vote for President. Frankly,
I think they' ought to be. From a practical standpoint. I do not think there Is
any way of Including them In there.
If the Senator would address himself
to the real distinction. In all but Puerto
Rico. there Is B real distinction 01 size.
That was one 01 the dlstlnctiollS that
caused the Founding Fathers to treat the
District differently than they did other
States.
Another distinction Is that they are not
a contiguous part at the United states.
You could say the same thins about
Alaska and HawaU, but there again. you
get Into distinct size situation. with the
exception of Puerto Rico.
I! the time comes when the People of
Puerto Rico can. by unanimous vote, decide that Issue and then petition us and
ask us to accept them. then I think we
have a real question that we must deal
With. Frankly, I would say we either have
to fish or cut bait. I am not for having
territories against their will.
Mr. BARTLETT. WlU the Senator
yield?
Mr. BAYH. Yes.
Mr. BARTLETT. As I understand It,
the distinguished Senator Irom Indiana
said that the citizens of the District need
representnt!on and need to have a person
or two in this body representing them. As
I understand it. at the present time. they
are represented by all Members at this
bedy and they are represented by gpecillc
Senators who serve on the District Comm[ttee,
My question Is. It this resolution fs
passed and ratified by the States and becomes part of our Constitution and our
basic law, then does It also provide that
this extra representation that the DIs-
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The committee takes particUlar pleasure to welcome this IIiorninga
resident of the District of Columbia, the District's No.1 resident, as a.
matter of fact; its first elected Mayor in over 84 years, Mayor Walter
E. Washington.
Mayor Washington certainly is aware of the power of the vote, and
what a difference it can make to a community or to an individual.
Mayor Washington, we welcome you here this morning, and you
may proceed.
TEc)TIMONY OF HON. WALTER E. WASHINGTON, MAYOR,
WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mayor WASHINGTON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Before I proceed, I woUld, for the benefit of the committee, point
out just one or two things that developed in the questioning, and then
I'll proceed.
First is the eligible voters-I think Mr. Butler may have asked that
question. It is estimated at about 500,000. The registered voters,
based on purging the rolls from time to time, range between 250,000
and 300,000. The population is established by the last census, and
updated in 1973, is 739,000, which is the basic popUlation figure that
would be used by any State or jurisdiction for determining congressional representation. The other figure that may interest you is that
we estimated at the time of the home rule, pre-home rule time, that
approximately 50,000 persons were residing in the District with
registrations' in their home States. Now, this is a fluctuating figure
and was our best estimate.
Now, I thought in the background of this discussion it might be
helpfUl to give you what our appraisal of the figures is.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am particularly
pleased to appear before. the Constitutional Rights Subcommittee of
the House Judiciary Committee to support Joint Resolution 280 to
amend the Constitution to give the District of Columbia full voting
representation in Congress.
It isa simple enough proposition that is presented in this resolution:
The people of the District constituting the seat of government of the United
States shall elect two Senators and the number of Representatives in Oongress to
which the District would be entitled if it were a State. Each Senator or Representative so elected shall be an inhabitant of the District and shall possess the same
qualifications as to age and citizenship nndlhave the same rights, privileges, and
obligations as a Senator or Representative from a State.

This is not the first time, as you have pointed out, Mr. Chairman,
so el~uently, that any of us have appeared before the Congress on
behalf of full enfranchisement of the citizens of Washington, D.C.
However, as you pointed out, it is the first time that I have presented
this cause as an elected official, and the period is 104 years, not 84;
that is the period of time. And. it brings another impact, it sej;lms to
me, to this hearing in the sense that the District of Columbia is now a
self-governing community, like all the other cities of this great land,
and this gives added emphasis and meaning to this joint resolution.
It woUld open the doors of the Congress to elected voting Representatives of this city's 740,000 residents. And as the chairman point~d out,
as we look back to the experience the Founding Fathers must have
had to draw from France, or England, we find London and Paris as
Federal cities with the right of representation and the right to vote .
. 111

general tendency is to .provide for the States and ,then to have a set-aside' for the District of Columbia and' for 'the temtories, 'so' tha,t
unless y-ou are'alert what happens is that you tend to be exclui;led,
!'ather than tending t'o be io.cluded.·
. '" '.
Mayor 'WASHINGTON. A1;>solutely right. You are absolutely right,
-and I know from which you speak. This is a constant vigilance t9
keep'the city in the mainstream of ,the entire grant process.
" .
Mr. BADILLO. ThaIik you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. EDWARDS. Mr. Kmdness?
.
Mr. KINDNESS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mayor Washington, I have been particularly interested in your
'Statement thiS morning as a former mayor of a small City. Our problemsare very different.
..
I would like to ask, would you favor full statehood for the District
·of Colunibia?
.
Mayor WASHINGTON. Well, I think there are problcmsll;ilierent in
that, that I can .&ee at this time. I ,vould be far more .favorable, a,s J
ha ve indicated, to this process. I think you've !rot the Federal presence
here, let's deal with that. And, in order to 'get statehood, you are
going to either have to cut out ali enclave, or in some way develop a
configurati?n that is going,to leave the Fede~al :(lresencethere.. ~~
you are gomg to have all kinds of problems WIth It because there are
many people who think the Federal presence is simply Constitutiq:r,.
Avenue, and Pennsylvania Avenue. But, you've got Walter Reea
Hospital over here; and Anacostia, Bolling; you've got' the forts
and there is no way that you can see pulling those elements out that
are really all around the city; the new home of the Vice Presidep,t,the
Naval Observatory. The city is basically ringed with old forts froin
the Civil War, and it's so physically, and economically and socially
bound together that I would have problems with statehood in .terms
of exacting from it some enclaves, or little enclaves all around the
city. Ultimately, it seems to me, that would erode the very f,abric
of the city itself, and the viability of the city. So, that's w4ere I
.. come from.
.
.
. Mr: KINDNESS. You referred to the horse and buggy con~epts
being updated. Isn't it sort of a horse and buggy concept, possibly,
that we have to deal somehow, constitutionally, witp. the riuitter of
Federal presence in an area. Throughout the United Stateswe:have
·other Federal facilities that are quite dominant in some comminiities.
Mayor WASHINGTON. Y e s . '
. '
Mr. :~~NDNESS. Th~ Con~r~s~ has dealt with those p~ob~em~
perhaps not fully satIsfactorily m some cll,ses-but I thiri,k,' mlip,e
.with youi' thinking, we could probably solve those p'roblems with t4e
State 9~ 96lumbia, or whatever it ID;ighP be called, if it. were a Jiiat~er
oiproVldmg full statehood to the DIStrIct.
.
. '.
;r waS interested in Mr. Badillo's question about whethet the city
of Washington rec~ived a.fair share of funds under Federal programs,
and assure you that I harbor the' feeling about Ohio, that we do'not
quite net our fair share. But, do you not agree that 'there is some, advantage T also, to the ~eographic proxinlity, or physical 'presenGe. and
acquaintance with officials who' deal in the Federal Gciverrunent with
t1I8 various _programs, whereby you probably have the, ultimate in
:grantsmap.shlp operatmg in. the District. of Coltimbia.?'
,
59-152-73----3
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Mr. CELLER, from the Committee on the Judiciary, submitted the
following

REPORT
[To accompany S.J. Res. 39]

The Committee on the Judiciary, to whom was referred the joint
resolution (S.J. Res. 39) proposing amendments to the Constitution
of the United States to authorize Governors to fill temporary vacancies
in the House of Representatives, to abolish tax and property qualifi~
cations for electors ill Federal elections, and to enfranchise the people
of the District of Columbia, having considered the same, reports
favorably thereon with amendments and recommends that the joint
resolution do pass.
The amendments are as follows:
Amendment No.1: Page I, line 3l strike out all the language after
the resolving clause and substitute tne following:
"That the following article is hereby proposed as an amendment to the Constitution of the United States, which shall be valid to all intents and purposes as
part of the Constitution only if ratified by the legislatures of thre~fourths of the
several States within seven years from the date of its submission by the Congress:
"ARTICLE -

1. The District constituting the seat of Government of the United
States shall appoint in such manner as the Congress may direct:
"A number of electors of President and Vice President equal to the whole
number of Senators and Representatives in Congress to which the District would
be entitled if it were a State, but in no event more than the least populous State;
they shall be in addition to those appointed by the States, but they shall be
considered, for the purposes c.f the election of President and Vice President, to
be electors appointeii by e. State i and they sha1l meet in the District and perform
such duties as provided by the twelfth article of amendment.
"SEC. 2. The Congress shall have power to enforce this artiole by appropriate
legislation."
"SECTION

Amendment No.2: Amend the title to read:
"A joint resolution proposing an amendment to the Constitution of the United

States granting representation in the Electoral College to the District of Columbia."
60014'-00
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GRANT REPRESENTATION IN ELECTORAL COLLEGE TO D.C.
EXPLANATION OF AMENDMENTS

The amendments are in the nature of a substitute bill and are explained in the "Section Analysis of Resolution" set out later in this
report.
PURPOSE

The purpose of this proposed constitutional amendment is to provide the citizens of the District of Columbia with appropriate rights
of voting in national elections for President and Vice President of the
United States. It would permit District citizens to elect Presidential
electors 1 who would be in addition to the electors from the States and
who would participate in electing the President and Vice President. 2
The District of Columbiahwith more than 800 OOO people, has a
greater number of persons t an the population 01J each of 13 of our
Stat~s. District citiz~ns have all the obligations of citizenship, includmg the payment of Federal taxes, of local taxes, and service in our
Armed Forces. They have fought and died in every U.S. war since
the District was founded. Yet, they cannot now vote in national
elections because the Constitution has restricted that privilege to citizens who reside in States. The resultant constitutional anomaly of
imposing all the obligations of cit,izenship without the most fundamental of its privileges, will be removed by this proposed constitutional amendment.
NEED FOR CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT

Siinply stated, voting rights are denied District citizens because
the Oonstitution provides machinery only through the States for the
selection of the President and Vice President (art. II, sec. 1). In
fact, all national elections including those for Senators and ReJi>resentatives are stated in terms of the States. s Since the District IS not a
State or a part of a State, there is no machinery through which its
citizens may participate in such matters. It should be noted that,
apart from the Thirteen Original States, the only areas whiGh have
achieved national voting rights have done so by becoming States as
a result of the exercise by the Congress of its powers to create new
States pursuant to article IV, section 3, clause 1 of the Constitution.
It was suggested that instead of a constitutional amendment to
secure voting rights, the bistrict be made either into a separate State
or its land retroceded to the State of Maryland.' Apart from the
serious constitutional question which would be involved in the first
part of this argument, any attempted divestiture by the Congress
of its exclusive authority over the District of Columbia by invocation
I The vowrs \n tho States do not vote directly for tho candldatcs for President and Vice President. In.
stead they vote for members of tbe electoral collcge, who In tum vote for President and VIce PreSident.
) The propo~ed amendment would give tho Dlstr\ct tho same numher or electors which It would have If
It were n Stllte but In no ovent more than the Icast populous State-probnhly three depending on the 1900
eensus nnd some other factors. 'l'hero aro at present 537 places In the electoral college (equal to tho total of
Senators Bnd Representatl vos In Oongress rrom euch State). '1'hls total, If Oongress does not change tho
present law, will bo 535 arter the 1060 census-the membership In the Honso or Representatives has heen
temporarily Incrensed by two to provIde one Re(lresentatlve ench for Alaska and HawaII. In any evont,
the electors rrom the District wfll hn In addition to tho total numher or plares reserved to the Stutes.
I Members of the Honse or RrpresrntatiVl's uut! of tlw f:cnute aro elected by the peoplo of the respeetlvo'
States (nrt. r, sec. 2; 17th nmenrtmrnt). The rlcrtors who Cll.~t ballotR fnr Pre.~ldent and Vice Prrsldent in
Deeemher arc clrcted b,' tbe people of thrlr respertlYe States ut the prcrecUog NO\'ember election, tbls hclng
tbe method of appointrncnt or electors In each or the Stntcs (ort. II, sec. 1) •
• In 1788 and 1780, Maryland and VirginIa ceded territory to the J"ederal Government, and Oongress,
by acts which wero approvcd on July 10, 1790 (1 Stat. 130) anel ~larch 3, 1701 (l Stnt. 214) establlshcd tho
District of Oolumbla which was finally proclaimed to be tho );'otlol1al Oopltnl after tho elections of 1800.
Jurisdiction over tho District vested In the Unltecl Stutes on the Orst Monday or December 1890. (81le
U.S, v. Hammolld, Fod. Oas. No. 15203 (18l11).) On July 9, 1840, all land cadet! by VirgInia for the Dlstrlot
of Oolumbln was retrocoded to Vlrglnln (0 Stat. 35).
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of its powers to create new States would do violence to the basic
constitutional principle which was adopted by the framers of the
Constitution in 1787 when the'y made provision for c~rving out the
"seat of Government" from the States and set it aside as a permanent
Federal district. 6 They considered it imperative that the seat of
Government be removed from possible control by any State 6 and
the Constitution in article I, section 8, clause 17 speciiically directs
that the seat of Government remain under the exclusive legislative
power of the Congress. 7 This same reasoning applies to the argument
that the land on which the District is now located be retroceded to
the State of Maryland.
MINIMUM IMPACT; PRESERVATION OF ORIGINAL CONCEPT OF
CONSTITUTION

The proposed amendment would change the Constitution only to
the minimum extent necessary to give the District aRpropriate
participation in national elections. It would not make the District of
Columbia a State. It would not give the District of Columbia any
other attributes of a State or change the constitutional powers of the
Congress to legislate with respect to the District of Columbia and to
prescribe its forms of government. It would not authorize the District to have representation in the Senate or the House of Representatives. It would not alter the total number of presidential electors
from the States, the total number of Representatives in the House of
Representatives, or the apportionment of electors or Representatives
among the States. It would, however, perpetuate recognition of the
unique status of the District as the seat of Federal Government under
the exclusive legislative control of Congress.
AMENDMENT NOT RELATED TO HOME RULE

This proposed constitutional amendment with respect to voting by
citizens of the District in national elections is a matter entirely separate
from questions as to possible cban~es in the form of local government
which the Congress might establish for the District. The present
constitutional provisions relat.ing to the District already vest plenary
power in the Congress to legislate in this respect and the present constitutional powers would not be modified by the amendment here
proDosed. Questions as to possible chane:es in the form of local
gov'ernment for the District, including locaf home-rule proposals and
other possible changes in the structure of the District government, are
I Art. r, sec. 8, clause 17 provides that the Congrcss shall have power "To exercise exclUSive Legislation
In all cases whatsoever, over such District (not exceeding ten miles square) as may, by Oesslon of particular
States, and tbe Aereptanca of Oongress, become the Scat of Government of the United States· ••".
I While the Oontlnental Congress was meeting In Philadelphia on June 20, 1783, soldiers from Lancaster,
Pa., veterans of the Revolutionary War, arrived at Philadelphia "to obtain a settlement of ~ccounts."
The harassment by the soldiers eontlnup.d through June 24, 1783, on which date Oongress, ablUldonlng hope
that State authorities would disperse the soldiers} removed Itself from Philadelphia. It met SUCCll.'lslvcly
In Princeton, Trenton, N.J., AnnapoliS Md., ana New York Olty.
While no repetition of the Philadelphia experience came about, the Continental Oongress nonetheless
did not Ifghtly dismiSS this Philadelphia Incident and on October 7t 1783, the Continental Congress adopted
II resolution providing for bulldlngs and land to be under the eXClUsive jurisdiction of the United States.
Records faU to disclose any action taken to Implement this resolution. Probably, when the urgency diminIshed, the resolution was allowed to expire.
When the pr~sent Constitution was belnj:r debated In thc Oonstltutlonal Convention of 1787 It was urged
that some rrovision be made In the Oonstltutlon for a sent of government under the exclus1ve control of
the Federa Government and that suoh seat be at a place away from any State capital because such a situation would tend "to produce disputes concerning Jurisdiction" Bnd because the IntermixtUre of the two
legislatUres would tend to give "a provinc.lal tincture" to the national deliberations. This suggestion WBS
adopted and resulted In Art. It!lee. 8, clause 17 of the Oonstltutlon, providing for Il permanent seat of government, now known as the iJIstrlct of OOlumbla (Report at tbe Interdepartmental Oommlttell tor tho
Study of Jurisdiction ovel' Federal Areas within the States (June 1957), GPO, pt. II, pp. 15-17).
r See footnote 5
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STATEMENT OF IVANHOE DONALDSON, AC'rING DIRECTOR, D.C.
DEPARTMENT OF EMPLOYMENT SERVICES, ACCOMPANIED BY
RITA DRESELL, CHIEF OF TECHNICAL SERVICES STAFF, UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION OFFICE, DEPARTMENT OF EMPLOYMENT SERVICES

Mr. DONALDSON. Mr. Chairman, I would first like to say that the
last time I came to testify on a matter relating to employment
services, USDOL took a dim view of it. That being the case, I shall
once again express the Department's view on what is going on.
As you know, the Employment Service principally is about the
business of providing people with work. We of course are supporters of the initial concept of Humphrey-Hawkins.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, thank you for the
opportunity to come here today to testify before yOl'!. on the extent
of reductions-in-force, which directly impacts on many of our residents and affects the economic conditions of the District of Columbia and to provide comments on the legislative proposals introduced by Congressman Fauntroy and Congresswoman Schroeder.
In light of the impact these RIF's are having on the major portion of our work force, the District of Colum~ia, and my Department as well, I welcome the opportunity to address this issue.
Federal employees deserve more than the callous treatment they
are receiving from the Reagan administration. I support Congressman Fauntroy's bill, H.R. 4817, to require a compilation of a list of
those RIF'd so that they can be considered for positions in the Federal Government when they become available. I also support Congresswoman Schroeder's bill, H.R. 5853, tQ.- institute voluntary reduced work time or furloughs as an alternative to RIF's.
The latter, as I am sure you know, is a procedure already in
place in some agencies and one which may require the Federal
Government to pay unemployment benefits.
Our statistics show that from January 1981 to March 1982 the
number of new unemployment insurance payments fIled by Federal employees has tripled as compared to new claims in 1980. We
had only 3,703 Federal unemployment insurance claims in calendar year 1980, and I am referring to all local offices here in the
District of Columbia. From January 1981 through January 1982,
we had 9,052 new claims from Federal employees. In calendar year
1982, we have already taken 2,284 new claims from former Federal
employees.
The total benefit payment has doubled from $9,572,307 in 1980 to
$19,812,800 for 1981. Thus far in calendar year 1982, we have paid
out $4,290,000 in benefits to RIF'd Federal employees. We have
processed these Federal unemployment insurances claims in addition to a substantial increase of claims by employees in the private
sector who have been laid off due to economic downturns. We have
done this with fewer staff due to the drastic budget cuts we, too,
have experienced.
The Department of Employment Services, with our limited resources and drastically reduced staff, is doing its part to assist
these former Federal workers. Unemployment is still going up; the
lines of unemployment insurance claimers are getting longer. The
number of people to administer unemployment insurance continues
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education, jobless benefits. Mr. Morrow urged his audiences not to
stand by and let this happen. He urged them to work their "friends
in Washington" to restore some of the funding for social programs
to bring defense spending and tax cuts to a more reasonable level.
Further, Mr. Morrow stated, and I quote, "combined with the tax
cuts that benefit mostly hiring of people, these programs add up to
a major redistribution of net money in our society."
As long as we are faced with an administration that cares only
for the rich and the powerful at the expense of the poor and the
working poor and the middle class, an administration that puts all
the blame for the problems of big Government and bureaucracy on
the employees of the Government, Congress must protect their
workers who carry out their programs and their agendas.
Mr. Chairman, I am here to support this committee and others
who undertake to assist RIF'd employees in operating and obtaining jobs. Washington, D.C., was once thought to be recession-proof.
This year we have seen what the Federal RIF's have done to our
local economy. Our division of labor market information published
data a few weeks ago that shows that February 1982 there were
almost 10,000 fewer people employed by the Federal Government
in the District of Columbia as compared to Ji'pb:Luary 1981. In February 1982, there was 219,500 employed by the Federal Government in the District or Columbia as compared to 228,200 L'l February 1981.
~.
Mayor Barry has stated that in the Washington metropoHtan
area, for every Federal employee RIF'd, one person in the private
sector will be laid off. The Mayor is particl!larly concerned that the
District of Columbia already has a higher unemployment rate than
that of the metropolitan area.
The unemployment rate in the District of Columbia in February
1982 is 10 percent, up from 9 percent in January 1982. The District
of Columbia ha.C) experienced a disproportionate number of RIF's in
comparison to the rest of the Nation. Mike Causey, in his column
last week, stated that 3 of every 10 budget-related Federal job cuts
are in the Washington area. The Office of Personnel Management
released figures last week to show for the first 5 months of fiscal .
year 1982-0ctober through February-5,450 have tak.en place. In
fiscal year 1981, 2,739 people were RIF'd, bringing it to a total of
8,189. Most of the 2,739 RIF's in fiscal year 1981 were in the Public
Health Service; most of those jobs were in the Washington, D.C.,
area. The city has also suffered major losses in income and sales
taxes as a result of the RIF's, and companion losses in the private
sector.
The D.C. Office of Finance and Revenue estimates that in fiscal
year 1982 the city will lose $3.5 million in income taxes, and onehalf a million dollars in sales and revenues.
The Federal Government Service Task Force, of which I believe
Congressman Fauntroy is a member, has data which shows that
minorities and women have been disproportionately laid off from
jobs in the Federal Government.
I would do anything possible to further assist the RIF'd employees. I would be happy to answer any questions.
Mr. FAUNTROY. I thank you again for the testimony that is chock
full of ~aluable information and the kind of information we are
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Attorney General KENNEDY. Yes. I think that based on the statements that were made by the Founding Fathers and the fact that it
was put into effect immediately and n0150dy raised any question about
its constitutionality shows quite clearly that it is constitutional.
Mr. HORTON. It shows that the people at that time thought it was
constitutional, but it does not show otherwise.
Attorney General KENNEDY. Finally, when it was passed on-when
everybody thought that it was constitutIOnal for 70 years including the
Founding Fathers-it is now being raised here as to whether it was
constitutIonal-it was ~assed on in 1953 by the Supreme Court which
said unanimously that It was constitutional. I don't understand how
anybody now can raise a question as to its constitutionality.
Mr. WHITENER. Are there any other questions, gentlemen~ If not,
thank you very much, Mr. Attorney General.
Attorney General KENNEDY. Thank you.
Mr. WHITENER. We are always very happy to have you here and
we hope that you will have many more happy birthdays.
Attorney General KENNEDY. Thank you.
Mr. HAGAN of Georgia. I think that we could have some further
comment in respect"to this uniqueness as being the only reason for its
existence in the first place. I do not imagineJhat if they intended
that people be domiciled here to the extent that they are today, actually. I think that it was conceived and formed as the capital of a
great, major nation. And I think that if there was any reason at
all for its being unique and separate from others that would be the
reason. The local government could have exercised control over the
whole Nation if they could have amended their rules and regulations,
such as for example If you stepped off the Capitol Grounds.
Attorney General KENNEDY. Of course, that is not what is being advocated in this legislation.
Mr. WHITENER. Thank you very much.
(The following letter and memorandum were subsequently received
by the committee:)
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE,
December 18, 1963.
Hon. BASIL L. WHITENER,
House Oommittee on the Di.strict of Oolumbia,
Wa8hington, D.O.

DEAR MR. WHITENER: During the course of my testimony before your subcommittee on legislation to provide home rule for the District of Columbia, I undertook to supply for the record a memorandum discussing the constitutional questions presented by proposals to retrocede the District to Maryland. I attach such
a memorandum, prepared in the Department of .Justice, and ask t11at it be made a
part of the record of your subcommittee's hearings.
Sincerely,
ROBERT F. KENNEDY,
Attorne1l Genl-'ral.

CONSTITUTIONALITY OF RETROCEDING THlil DISTRICT OF COI.UMBIA TO MARYLAND
I. INTRODUCTION
H.R. 5564, now pending before the 88th Congress, would retrocede and relinquish to the State of Maryland .the entire District of Columbia, except for Il
small area extending from the Lincoln Memorial to the Supreme Court, together
with East and West Potomac Parks. The area to be retained by t11e United
States would consist of approximately 2.6 square miles (1.656 acres) Ilnd WOUld.
contain about 75 residential dwelling units. A map showing the area to be retained is filed herewith.
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The present District of Columbia comprisE:s an area of 68.7 square miles, and
has a population of 763,956 (according to the 1960 census). Washington, D.C"
is the ninth largest city in the United States. Its population exceeds that of
11 States, and is more than 3 times that of Alaska. 1
Rptrocession would increase the population of Maryland (according to the
1900 census) from 3,100,689 to 3,864-,6d5, an increase of 24.6 percent. Washington would become the second largest city in Maryland, and the combined population of Washington and Baltimore would constitute 44 nercent of the population of Maryland.' Washington's population is greRter than that of any existing congressional district in Maryland. and 'almost as large as the combined
populations of the three smallest districts.'
The proposed transfer to Mqryland of political jul'lsdiction over the ninth
largest city in the United States, and the government of that city during the
working out of the necessary rearran/!,ements, would be a complex task. Provision would have to be made to estaNish a municipal charter and a clty government for Washington, and to establish one or more new counties in Maryland. Functions now exercised by the District of Columbia government would
have to be allocated between State, county, and city ofilcials, since the Distrit!t
of Columbia presently exercises the functions of aU three governmental units.
Redistricting and rellpportionment for State and congressional elections in
Maryland would presumably be necessary. New governmental arrangements
would doubtless be necessary in connection with utility, transportation, and other
services to be performed in the retained Federal enclave by corporations chartered and regulated by Maryland. Significant differences between Maryland
law and that applicable in the District of Columbia might present special problems of adjustment for particular businesses or classes of perSODlI. •.
.
The working out of these practical problems would be greatly 'Complicated by
the fact that the legal valldity of the proposed retrocession is subject to serious
doubt, and hence any arrangements which were made might well be subject
to litigation for a number of years and might ultimately have to be unmade
if the retrocession were held invalid. The resulting uncertainties could affect
not only the government of the city of Washington and any necessary electoral
rearrangements in Maryland, but also the outcome of a presidential election,
since the status of the three electoral votes provided for by the 23d amendment
would be in doubt.'
This memorandum does not express any conclusion as to whether retrocession.
to Maryland is or is not constitutional. The final answer to that question is
for the courts.· The purpose of the present memorandum is simply to point
See Alaskn
the following:
___________________ 22R. lR7
Hawall ___________________
Idaho ____________________
Nevada ___________________ 285,278
_________________
Wyomlng__________._______ 330. 066
VermonL _________________ 389,881
South Dakota _____________
Delaware _____ .____________ 446. 292
District
Columbia (1960
census)of________________
New H.mpshlre ___________ 11011, P21
North D1kota _____________ 632,446
______________________________________________________ _
• See Bnltlmore
the following:
VVashlngton ____________________________________________________ _
1

~rontana

6112,772
667,191
674,767
680, ri14
763.956

93'1,024
763,956
Total _____________________________________________________ 1.702,980
Total. State of Maryland plus Washlngton _________________________ 3, 864, 64ri
1stcensus:
Dlstrlct _______________________________________________________
• 1960
2d
________________________________________________________ 621,93ri
3d Dls'rlct ._________________ .______________________________________ 2"'8.112R
4th DIstrlct_______________________________________________________ 283, 320
5th Dhtrlct _______________________________________________________ 711,045
6'h DIstrlct _______________________________________________________
7th DlstricL ________ •. _____________________________________________ 3'13.327
j It Is quite concelmble that a presidential election rould turn on three e'ectoral vote~.
Three electoral votE'S would have been decisive In each of the following elections:
1876: Hayes, 185: TlIden, 184_
1800: JetTerson, 73; Burr, 73.
1796: Adams, 71, .1el1'erson, 68.
• The question could be ralsE'd In IIny of a number or ways. For example: (1) The
validity and e1rect of the ncqulsltlon by Milryland of over 760,000 cltlzenR could arise
I!.S an Issue In pendlnl!' or future IIthmtlon over apportionment of the \faryland LE'g!slature. See Maryl,and Oommittee lor Fair Representation v. Tawcs, {l.S. SupreIJ1e Court,
October term, 1903, No. 29; (2\ a Mnrl'land voter could chnllen'fe the re!l'lotration as a
Maryland voter of a resident of VVashlngton on the PTOund that the cet!!<lon was Invalid.
Ct. Leser v. Garnett, 250 U.S. 130; (3) a re&ldent of VVashlngton might bring an action for
248.~70

DI~trlct

608,fl~6
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out the nature anoJ. substantiality of the constitutional questions presented, and
the resulting likelihood that, if n.R. 5564 were enacted and retrocession purportedly made pursuant to it, the governmental status of Washington and the
legal validity of all governmental actions relating to it would remain ill doubt
for several years, pending definitive judicial determination of these questions.
II. THE CONSTITUTIONAL CONOEPT OF THE SEAT OF THE GOVERNMENT

Article I, section 8, clause 17 of the Oonatltution provides that "The Congress
shall have power * • • to exercise exclusive legislation in all cases whatsoever,
over.' such District (not exceeding 10 miles square) as may. by cession of particular States, and the acct'Ptance of Congress, become the seat of the Government
of the United States. If The question for consideration is whether the existenre
of a .Federal district constituting the seat of Government was intended to be a
permanent feature of our constitutional system or whether Congress is free to
eliminate such a district. That question has often been raised but never authoritatlvely settled. A substantial argument can be made for the proposition
that the Federal district was intended to be a permanent feature of our Constitution, and tbat that district was intended to be large enough to serve as the
location of a capital city having substantial population. This portion of the
memorandulll will indicate the basis for such an argument,
11. The power of O(mgres8 to retrovede the Di8tl'lct of Oolumbia ia not settled
by any authoritative precedell t
The issue whether Congress can eliminate the Federal district created in
accordance with article I, section 8, c1nuSt' 17 Jwy retrocession to the St.ates from
Which it was obtained, has often been raised but never authoritatively settled.
Thus in 1803, 12 Yean; atter the District was established, Congress rejected by
rote of 66-26, a bill to retrocede the District to Yirginia Ilnd Maryland respectively; a considerable part. of the de\}llte was devoted to argument pro and con
on the eonstitutionality of such a step (12 AnnalA erf Congress, pp. 486-491, 493507). Retrocession of the Virginia portion of the District was enacted by
Congress in 1846 (9 Stat. 35) despite ('onfltitutional objections which had led
the Senate Committee on the Dlstri('t of Columbia to recommend against passage
(15 Congressional Glob!.', Pl>. 98.'")-986 (1&16». Subsequently, in 1001. the
House of Repres!.'ntaUves npproved, by vote of 111-28, a bill repealing the 1846
net of retrocession on the st.nted ground that- it was ullconstltutional. The bill
died in the Senate Judiclnry Committee, presumably because it was felt that
decision as to the constitutionality of the retrocession to Virginia was properly
a matter for the courts (77 Congressional Globe, pp. 26, 32 (1867».
In 1875, the constitutlonallty of the retrocession to Virginia was raised in
Phillips V. Payne (92 U.S. 130 (1875», but the Supreme Court avoided decision
of the constitutional issue and disposed of the case on the grounds that the
plaintiff had no standing to raise the issue, that he was estopped from doing
80 by the passage of time, and that, in' any event, H~e matter ,YUS concluded by
the de facto control which had been exercised by Virginia for over a quarter of a
century. In 1910, additional argumer.ts against the constituti'Onality of the 1846
act of retrocession were raised in an opinion inserted in the Congressional Record
(45 Congressional Record 672 (1910) ; S. Doc. 286, GIst Cong., 2d sess. (1910)).6
'1"1..1:' Supreme Court's holding in Phillips v. Payn.e, supra, has, fur all practical
purposes, settled any question as to the status of the Virginia portion of the
District. If the Supreme Court refused to consider a rhallenge to that retrocession in 1875, on the ground thnt it was too late to O'\1erturn a <1e facto situation which had existed for over 25 years, it is obvious that no court would now
permit such a challenge. But neither the action of Congress in 1846 nor the
Supreme Court's decisi-on in 1875 with respect to the Virginia portion of the Disdeclaratory judgment or mandamus to require the District of Columbia or the United
States to perform IIny governmental service or function which It Is presently required to
perform; (4) such a resident might cllall('nge the Il.ppllcatlon to him of Il.ny tax or
regulatory requirement of Maryland. ct. P1Iillips v. Payne, 92 U.S. 130; or (5) 11 reoldent of Washington might Invoke the jurisdiction of the District Court for the District
ot Columbln, or nny successor to It, alleglng that he continued to be Il resident of the
District notwithstanding the purported retrocession.
• The opinion Wltij by Mr. Hannis Taylor who was the author of It number ot' books on
constitutional Inw: "The Orl~ln and Growth of the Amerlcnn Constitution" (1911)
"The Origin and Growth of the English Constitution" (1890-1904).1-.. "Jurladlctlon and
Procedure of the Supreme Court of the Unltf.'d Stateo" (1905), "Due .t'rocellS of Law and
the Equal Protection of the Laws" (1917), "The Science of Jurlsprudance" (1908).
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trict is an authorimtive precedent of the validity of retrocession of the remainder of the District to Maryland.
Olearly, the sole ground of the Supreme Oourt's decision in, PltiUip8 V. PagMthe long time which had elapsed since the retrocession-would be inapplicable
if a judicial challenge were promptly made to the retroceS'siollJ to Maryland. But
of even greater significance is the factual difference between the two cases. The
portion of the District ceded by Virignia had never been an integral part of the
Federal City.7 One of the principal reasons for the retrocession was that the
people of Alexandria, while being deprived of certain political rights, did noc
share equally in the benefits to be derived from those public works, civic improvements, and bulldlngs which were wholly concentrated in the Maryland
portIon. The act of 1846 beltins with the followirg recital.
"Whereas, no more territory ought to be held under the exclusive legislation
given to Congress over the District which is the seat of the General Government
than may be necessary and proper for the purposes of such a seat; and wherells,
experience hath shown that the portion of the District of Columbia ceded to the
United States by the State of Virginia has not been, nor is ever likely to be,
necessary for that purpose; Co • Co" (9 Stat. 8.'5).
The clear inference from the 1846 act is that Congress deemed retention of
the part of the District on the Maryland side of the Potomac to be "necessary
for that purpose"-i.e., for a seat of government. It would seem no less 80
today when both the Nation and the Federal Government have grown manifold.
The constitutional considerations applicable to a reduction in the size of the
District by about one-third, through retrocession of a wrtion of the District
Which was not and was not expected to be an integral part of the Federal City,
are very different from the considerations applicable to a retrocession of 96
percent of the area and substantially the entire population of the present Federal City."
DecisIons dealing with Federal enclaves are also not authoritative precedents
on the present question. Article I, section 8, clause 17 deals with two subject
matters-the district which may be cession of particular States and acceptance
of Congress, become the seat of the government, and "all places purchased by
the consent of the legislature of the State in which the same shall be, for the
erection of .... of< needful buildings." The Supreme Court has stated that exclusive jurisdiction acquired by Congress over places in the second category may
be ended by retrocession, or by sale to private persons. S. R. A.1nc. v. Minne80ta,
327 U.S. 558, 062-4 (1946)." That statement does not dispose of the present
issue, however, in view of the significant historical, practical, and legal differences between such Federal enclaves and the District forming the seat of the
government.'· Thus for example, it has been held that in the case of ordinary
Federal enclaves, the State may condition its consent on a reservation of concurrent jurisdiction. James v. Dravo Oontracting 00., 302 U.S. 134,146-9 (1937).
On the other hand, in District Of Oolumbia v. TlIomp81m 00., 346 U.S. 100, 109
(1953), the court emphasized that the provisions of clause 17 relating to the
seat of government were so drnfted as to "eliminate any possibility that the
legislative power of Congress over the District was to be concurrent with that
of the cedIng States." Accord: Oooley V. Board of Wardens, 12 How. 200, 318
(1851).
Thus, in contrast to the situation with respect to home rule legislation such
as H.R. 5794, the constitutionality of which was squarely settled by the SUTlreme
Court in District Of OOlumbia v. TlIomp81m 00.,346 U.S. 100 (1953), the pro1 Congress, In establlshlnfj the District of Columbia and ncceptlng the land ceded by
Marylnnd and VIrgInIa lIa provided that no public buildIngs were to be built on the
VIrgInIa portion of the DIstrIct (1 Stat. 214 (1791». Major L'Enfnn t's master plan
tor the cIty, whIch Includes an e'aborate network of streets, nvenues, squares, and circleR,
lett the Vlrglnln portion ot the DIstrIct totally uncharted.
8 The retrocession to VirginIa covered about 3Ul square miles, or less than one-thl~d
of the 100·squnre-mllc aren ot the then DistrIct; H.n. 5564 would retrocede about 66.1
OQuare miles, or about 96 percent ot the present 68.7 square mile nrca of the pr!'tlent
DistrIct.
• Chid Justice Stone and JustIce Frankfurter, concurrIng, characterIzed thIs statement
as dIctum, unnecessary to the decl~lon, 327 U.S. 571 572.
I. In PhilliP8 v. Payne, 8llpra, cOllns~1 for the pialntllr pointed out that one sl~IO('ant
difference between the two parts of clallse 17 Is that, under the Recond part, Congress'
jurIsdIction 18 attllched to property purchnsed or otherwl~e ac~ulr~d tor ownership by thp
United States, and hence cun be expected to termInate If the Unlt~d states cea~eo to own
the property, wherelll! the UnIted States did not and docs not own most ot the land In the
DIstrIct of Columblll but rnther exercIses Jel\'lslative power over land In private owneshlp.
In tIle oue case the UnIted States Is acting prImarily In a I)roprletllry capacity; In the
other In a purely governmental one.
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posed retrocession to Maryland would present issues, under article It section 8,
clause 17, concerning which there is no authoritative precedent in either judicial
decision or history.
B. The oon.atitutional stahut of the Di.'ttrict oon.atituting the seat of the gaveI'nment

The clause empowering Congress to exercise eXClusive legislation over the
District which was to becom,.. the seat of the government is one of a series of
enumerations of legislative power. It is permissive in form, rather than mandatorY. However, the question whether Congress can delegate to a State, or
abdicate, the powers conferred on it by section 8 of article J is not susceptible of
easy answer.
In the leading case of ~ooley v. BoariL of Wardens, 12 How. 200, 317-8 (1851),
the Court considered that question with respect to the commerce power. It said
"If the Constitution excluded the States from making any law regulating commerce, certainly Congress cannot regrant, or in any manner reconvey to the
States that power." (P. 318.) It held that some aspects of inte!:'8tate commerce were "of such a nature as to require exclusive legislation by Congress"
while others were "local and not national" and hence Congr!.'ss could authorize
the States to regulate them. (P. 319.) The Court contrasted Congress' power
over interstate commerce with its power of exclusive legislation over the District of Columbia, in these words (p. 318) :
"The grant of commercial power to Congress does not contain any terms
which expressly exclude the States from (;'xercising an authority over its subject
matter. If they are excluded it must be because the nature of the power, thus
granted to Congress, requires that a similar authority should not exist in the
States. If it were conceded on the one side, that; the nature of this power, like
that to legislate for the District of Columbia, is absolutely and total\y repugnant
to the existence of similar power in the States, probably no one would deny that
the grant of the power to Oongress, as effectually and pei.'fectly excludes the
States from all future legislation on the subject, as if express words had been
used to exclude them." U
The conclusion expressed in this diclilm is based on the nature of Congress
power of legislation over the District of Columbia. Consineration of the nature
of the act by which the District was created suggests a like conclusion. While
Congress power to legislate for the District. is a continuing power, its power to
create the District by acceptance of cession contemplates a single act. The
Constitution makes no provision for revocation of the act of acceptance or for
retrocession. In this respect the pro"isioD!'I of article I, section 8, clause 17,
are comparable- to the provisions of article IV, section 3, which empower Congress to admit new States but make no provision fl1r the secession or expulsion
of a State. As the Supreme Court held in Tra:a,~ Y. White, 7 Wall. 700, 726 (1868),
the relationship between a State and the Cnited States is "indissoluble." While
Congress was not required to admit a State, once it did st> its act was "final."
"There was no place for reconsideration, or revocation, except through revolution, or thrdugh consent of the States."
A similar. argument was made in Phillip8 v. Payne, supra. Counsel for the
plaintiff argued that Congress acted as agent for the American people in acceptIng the District of Columbia from the States, and that with the act of acceptance
the purpose for which the agency was granted was carried out and the authority
at the agent was exhaused.12 The Supreme Court avoided passing on the merits
of this argument.
U It should be emphasized that the Court, In Cooley, was denllnlt' solely with the question
(If what power the States could clCerclRe over the sen t ot the Federal Government, and

not with the question of what powers Congress could delc'!ote to 0 le~lslatlve body of the
District ot Columbia. The latter question was detennlned In DIstrict 01 Oolumbia v.
Thompson Co., 346 U.S. 100 (1953).
"CounRel sm ted: "This nct of acceptance Is not nn ordinary net of lelrlslatlon. It
ml~ht, with just as much propriety, hnve been submitted to nny other body of men,
or to the 111dlclal or execu tlve brnnch ; just ns, In the cnse ot the nrt ot cession by Mnry·
land. autho"lty to make such cession waR conferred upon the M('mb<>rs of the House of
R~preBe'ltatlveB sent from that State to the next COD/tress: and ju~t as Conlt'ress finally
did authorize the President to make the selection within cert"ln limits. ond to decla,.e In
nd"" nce that such territory, so selected, shl1uld be deemed the district accepted. Conlrress.
In this acceptnnce, ncted rather as all'enta ot the People, or as a commission for a particular
purpoBl'. nnd not necessarily liS II leldslatlve body, hnvlng II generlll powet' to aCC'ent districts tor ~ents ot government. as often ns thpy should deem nn occasion to arise tor such
nIl net. What they did In this capacity. they cannot IIndo or rer.eal. as the Congress
of the Unltpd Stntes. In Its ordinary Ip~I.latlve capacity" (plalntltf s brief on nppeal, pp.
22-23, PhiZEIps v. Payno, 92 U.S. 130 (1875) )'.
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It Is clear that the framers of the Constitution attached fundamental In1portance to the estabUshment of a permanent seat for the National Government
whIch was not and could never be under the control of any State. Thus,
Madison, In Federalist Paper No. 43, stated :
"The indispensable necessity of complete authority at the seat of government,
carries its own evidence with it. It is a power exercised by every legislature
of the Union, I might say of the world, by virtue of its general supremacy.
Without it, not only the public authority might be insulted and its proceedings be interrupted with impunity, but a dependence of the members of the
general government of the State comprehending the seat of the government,
for protection in the e:tercise of their duty, might bring on the national councils, an imputation of awe or influence, equally dishonorable to the govt'rnment and dissatisfactory to the other members of the Confederacy. This
consideration has the more weight, as the gradual accumulation of public
improvements at the stationary residence of the government. would be both
too great a public pledge to be left in the hands of a single State, and would
create so many obstacles to a removal of the government, as still further to
abridge its necessary Independence."
As Story added in his "Commentaries on the Constitution," section 1218:
"It never would be safe to leave in possession of any State the exclusive
powers to decide whether the functionaries of the National Government
should have the moral or physical power to perform their duties."
To the same effect see 3 Elliot's Debates 432-3 (Madison), 439-41
(Pendleton) .
In short. the view of the framers appears to have been that it wa"! incUspensably necessary to the independence and the very existence of the new
Federal Government to have a seat of government which was not subject to
the jurisdiction or control of any State. This view was the direct result of
the 'humiliation of the Continental Congress in Philadelphia where. despite
threats by some 300 mutineering soldiers, the Pennsylvania government took
the position that it would not provide protection and aid until some "actual
outrages" occurred. Indeed, despite the urgent need for a fixed location for'
the new government, in contra!lt to the nomadic life which the weak central
government had had during 1774-89." Congress rejected numerous offers to
locate the Capital in any of the major cities on the eastern seacoast. in flP'or
of establishing the Federal City in a then deserted and swampy location where
it could become an exclusively Federal city, free of control by any State.
This "iew of the framers, that establishment of a Federal district as the
permanent seat of the government, which would be entirely free from control
by any State, was an "indispensable necessity" to the effecth'e functioning of
the Federal Government lends strong support to the position that the
District of Columbia, oncl' created, could not thereafter be abolished.
The question was most recently considered In the report of the House Comnllttee on the Judiciary, in 11)60, on the resolution proposing what has become
the 23d amendment. The report states:
"It was suggested that, Instead of a constitutional amendment to secure
voting rights, the District be made either into a separate State or its land
retroceded to the State of lIfl1ryiand, Apart from the serious constitutional
question which would be involved in the first part of this argument, any
attempted diyestlture by the Congress of its exclusive authority over the
District of Columbia by invocation of its powers to create new states would
do violence to the basic constitutional principle which was adopted by the
framers of the Constitution in 1787 when they mnde provision for carvinI::' out
the 'seat of government' from the States and set it aside as a permanent Federal
distrIct. They considered It imperative that the seat of Government be
removed from possible control by any state and the Constiution in article I,
section 8, clause 17, specifically directs thllt the seat of government remain
under the exclusive legislative power of the Congress. This snme reasoning
applies to the argument that the land on which the District is now located be
retroceded to the Statl' of ::\Inryland" (H. Rl'pt. 1098, ROth Cong., 2d sess. pp.
2-3).
U During these 8 years the Continental Con/,'l'CBB moved 10 timeR and mct In 8 dllfercnt
cities and tOWIlS: Phlladelphla, Baltimore, LanCl\8ter, York, Princl'ton Annapolis Trenton
New York.
'
,
,
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O. The siZe of the District contemplated for the seat of the government
n.R. 5564 would retain, under exclusive Federal jurlsdlctlon, a small Fed-

eral enclave comprised primarily of parks and Federal bulldings. Such a
small enclave clearly does not meet the concept of the "permanent \leat of
government" which the framers held. Rather, they contemplated a Federal
City, of substantial population and area, which would be the capital and a
showplace of the new Nation.
.
The initial proposal made at the Continental Congress was that a :Federal
district be established no less than 3 miles square and no more than 6 miles
square over which Congress would exercise exclusive jurisdiction (XXV Journals
of the Continental Congress 603 (Sept. 22, 1783). Further consideration led to the
designation in the Constitution of 10 miles square as the maximum area for the
seat of government, and to the acceptance by the Congress of the cession
of an area 10 miles square."
As Major L'Enfant pointed out in a letter to President Washington, the
creation of a Federal city repre,sented a unique opportunity to erect a completely
planned capital which would grow with the Nation and symbolize its aspirations:
"No nation ever before had the opportunity offered them of deliberately deciding upon the spot where thf'lir Capital City should be fixed, or of considering
every necessary consideration in the choice of situation; and although the means
now within the power of the country are not such as to pursue the design to
any great extent, it will be obvious that the plan should be drawn on such a
scale as to leave room for that aggrandizement and embelliShment which the
increase of the wealth of the Nation will permit it to pursue to any period, however remote." (September 11, 1789, copy in the..,:r.lEnfant-Dlggs-Morgan papers,
Library of Congress, reprinted in Caemmerer, tife of Pierre Charles L'Enfant
(Washington, D.C., 19(0).)
The plan for the clty, executed by L'Enfant and submitted by President
Washington to Congress on December 13, 1791, was at that time the most comprehensive plan ever designed for a city :
"[T]he whole city was planned with a view to the reciprocal relations that
should be maintained among public buildings. Vistas and axes; sites for monume.nts and museums, parks and pleasure gardens j fountains and canals-in a
word, all that goes to make a city a magnificent and consistent work of art were
regarded as essential." Caemmerer, Washington, The National Capital 25
(1932) (S. Doc. No. 332, 71st Cong., 3d BesS. (1931).
The "seat of government" contemplated by the framers included extensive
residential areas. One of the reasons for establishing the Federal City was
evidently the inconvenience suffered by the Continental Congress as a consequence of the lack of adequate accommodations in some of the t,owns where they
met.U L'Enfant's plan, as originally drawn, was designed for a city of 800,000,
the size of Paris at the time." L'Enfant had worked out a plan for establishing
small pockets of residential areas at various points in the city which would, as
he put it, provide roots from which a population would spread out and extend
toward the center of the city."
In 1800, the District's population was approximately 15,000 and It was assumed
by Madison, Jefferson, Monroe, and others that the District would continue to
have a sizable and increasing population. A like assumption clearly underlies
Madison's statement, 12 years earlier, In the Federalist, No. 43, which stresses
the interests of the "inhabitants" of the Federal City:
"* '" • as the State will no doubt provIde in the compact for the rights, and
the consent of the citizens inhabiting it. as the inhabitants will find sufficient
inducements of Interest to become wl1llng parties to the cession j as they wiU
"Tbe 2.6 square miles which R.R. 5564 would retain as tbe District constituting the
seat ot government tor a nation of nearl~· 200 million people contrasts markedly with the
Initial prop ORal of an area of from 9 to 36 square miles, revised to 100 SQuare miles, for
a nntlon whlcb then bad less thnn 4 ml1llon versons.
U See e.g., letter from Samuel Huntington to tbe Governor of Connecticut, Oct. 22, 1783:
"The appointment of the only place tor their residence nt or neal"' Trenton did not give
satisfaction, and for want of present accommodations It seemed necessary to remove to
some otber place for their session the ensuing winter. • • ." (Massachusetts Historl!'al
Society, Collections, seventh ser. III, 447, reprinted In VII Letter of Members of the
Continental Cong-ress 345-346 (ed. Burnett, 1934.)
10 Cnemmerer, Washington, The National Capital 29 (1932) (S. Doc. No. 332, 71st Con g.,
2d sess. (1931».
1T Letter of L'Enfant, May 30, 1800, to th!' CommlsslonE'rs of Washington, reprinted lu
44-45 Records, Columbia Historical Society (1942-43) p.193.
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have had their voice in the election of the QQvernment which is to exercise authority over them; as a municipal legislature for local purposes, derived from
their own suffrages, wlll of course be allowed them; and as the authority of the
legislature of the State and of the inhabitants of the ceded part of it, to concur
in the cession, will be derived from the whole people of the State, In their adoption of the 'COnstitution, every imaginable objection seems to be obviated."
Similarly President Monroe in his message to Congress of November 16, 181~,
directed Congress' attention to the problems of governing the residents of the
District:
"The situation of thIs DIstrict, It is thought, requires the attention of Ce·.uE!I'esa.
By the Constitution, the power of legislation is exclusively vested in the Congress of the United States. In the exercise of this power, in which the people
have no participation, Congress legislates in all cases directly on the local concerns of the District. As this is a departure, for a special purpose, from the
general principles of QUI' system, it may merit consideration, whether an
arrangement better adapted to the principles of our Government, and to the
particular interests of the people, may not be devised, which will neither infringe
the ConstItution, nor affect the object which the provision in question was
intended to secure.
"The growing population already considerable" and the increasing business
of the District, which it is believed already interferes with the deliberations ot
Congress on great national concerns, furnish additional motives for recommending this subject for your consideration" (33 Annals of Congress 18 (1818».
Monroe had taken a prominent part in the Virginia ratification convention and,
therefore, his statement furnishes additional evidence that the framers contem·
plated a 'COnsiderable population in the Federal City which ~uld grow as the
Federal Government grew. Reduction of the District to small strip of territory
occupied almost wholly by Federal buildings is thus clearly inconsistent with
the concept of tlle Federal City held by the framers.
The inadequacy, of the small area proposed to be retained by H.R. 5564, to meet
the objectives of the framers and the inherent Jaeeds of our Federal system, is apparent. Thus, if H.R. 5564 were adopted, the Members of Congress, the heads
of executive departments, and the emllloyees of the legislative and executive
branches, would ha"e no alternative but tD reside in the States of Maryland or
Virginia. They would be dependent Olb olle or the other State for the means of
transportation to and from their Federal offices. lil'ven transportation between
Federal offices would probably be controlled by Ma1'yland, since separate taxicab
and bus service for the new District'ilf -Columbia would probably not be physically or economically feasible. .All the foreign embassies would be located in
Maryland, dependent on it for police protection, and subject to its zoning and
other requirements. Indeed, even the present route of the inauguration parade
and parades for foreign dignitaries would lie in Maryland; such parades, if
held on the most direct route between the Capitol and the White House, would
presumably require a license from Maryland authorities, and be dependent on
Maryland for necessary police protection. The total inconsistency is evident
between such a situation and the intention of the framers as reflected in the
materials referred to above.
III. THE 2:lD AMENDMENT

The argument that a J!'ederal district constituting the seat of government is
a permanent part of our constitutional system is substantially strengthened by
the adoption of the 23d amendment. The 23d amendment to the Constitution,
proposed by Congress June 16, 1960, and ratified April 3, 1961, provides :
"Sl!<u'l'10N 1. The District constituting the seat of government of the United
States shall appoint in such manner as the Congress may direct:
"..A. number of electors of President and Vice President equal to the whole
number of Senators and Representatives in Congress to which the District would
be entitled if it were a State, but in no event more than the least pOpulous State i
they shall be in addition to those appointed by the State, but they shall be considered, for the purposes of the election of President and Vice President, to be
electors appointed by a State; and they shall m(;'et in the District and perform
such duties as provided by the 12th articl(;' of amendment.
,. It was then approximately 30,000.
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"SEC. 2. The Congress shall have power to enforce this article by appropriate
legislation." :to
By its terms, this amendment presupPQSeS the conti.Jluing existence of a "District constituting the seat eyf government of the United States," having a population sufficient to entitle it to at least three electors.
The fundamental inconsistency between H.R. 5564 and the 23d amendment
can be shown in several ways.
1. The 28d amendment provides that the District constituting the seat of
government shall appoint a certain number eyf presidential electors. At present
the District of COlumbia is entitled to three electors, the same number as the
least populous state. If H.R. 5564 were enacted, the District would still be entitied to appoint three electors, since that number is the minimum to which any
State is entitled, regardless of population.:O
Three results appear to be possible, each of which produces an absurdity.
First, the electors could be chosen, as Public Law 81-389 provides, by vote of the
qualified residents of the geographic area designated in H.R. 5564 as retained by
th~ United States. This would give to a handful of residents the stune voting
power, in a presidential election, as each of six: States, a result which neither
the Congress which proposed the 28d amendment nor the States which ratified it
can possibly have intended. (See point 2, infra.) Second, Congress could
provide some alternative means of appointing the electors. For example, they
might be designated by the incumbent President, or the Speaker of the House of
Representatives or by majority vote of one or both Houses of Congress. In
etrect, this would place three electoral votes at the disposition of whichever
no1itical party happened to be in power in Congress prior to a presidential election. It would be hard to imagine a result more opposed to our basic political
traditions. And such a result would be ineonsistent with the stated purpose
of the amendment, whlch was, in the words of the House report, "To provide
the citizens of the District of Columbia with appropriate rights of voting in
nationlB.l elections for President and Vice President of the United States."
House Report 86th Congress, 2d session, page 1. (See point 4, infra.) Third,
Congres.s could faU to provide any means of appointing the three electors, thus
causing the 23d amendment to become a dead letter before it was ever used.
This would do violence to the terms of the amendment. That amendment does not
leave it up to Congress to determine whether or not the District of Columbia shall
cast three electoral votes in a particular presidential election. It contains a clear
direction that the District "shall appoint" the appropriate number of electors,
and gives Congress discretion only as to the mechanics by which the appointment
is made.
"It cannot be presumed, that any clause in the Constitution is intended to be
without effect." Marbury v. Madi8on, 1 Cranch 1937, 174 (1803). Hence, it can
well be argued that the Constitution does not permit Congress to take action
which would reduce the 23d amendment to an absurdity.
2. Adoption of the 23d amendment waR premised on the factual assumption
that the District of Columbia had, and would continue to have, a population
comparable in size to that of many States. Thus, the report of the House
Judiciary Committee on the resolution proposing the amendment states, under
the heading "Purpose,""The District of Columbia, with more than 800,000 people, has a greater number
of persons than the population of each of 13 of our States. District citizens have
all the obligations of citizenship, including the payment of Federal taxes, of local
taxes, and service In our Armed Forces. They have fought and died in every
lI> Congress 11811 prl>Ylded by statute for the election, ill the District of Columbla, of presidential and vice presidential ell'ctol's. Public Law 87-389. 75 Stat. 817 (Oct. 4, 1961),
District of Columbia. Code sections 1-1101 et seq. This law prDvides tha.t any citizen
of the United States, 21 years old (other than convicted felons and mental Incompetents),
who has resIded In the District continUOUSly for 1 year and who does not claim yotlng
resldl'nce or the- right to vote In any State or territory, Is qualified to vote for presidential
and vice presidential electDrs (sec. 1-1102). It prescribes in detail the procedure for
registration, nomination of candidates, voting, counting Yotes, recount, etc. (SeeD. 1-1107
through 1-1114).
"" The 23d aml'ndmpnt gives the DIstrict of Columbia a number of electors "equal to the
whOle number of Senators and Representatlves In Congress to which the District of Columhla would be entitled If It were II. State," not to exceed that of the lenst populous State.
Al1;lcle 1, section 2 of the CODstitutiDn provldPB that "each State shall have at least one
Representative," Article I. section 3 provides for "two Senators from e/l.cb State." Each
State Is therefore entitled to thrf.'e presidential electors, regardless ot Its population.
Hence the DIstrict of ColumbIa, If It were OJ. State, would be entitled to three presIdential
electors, rega.rdles8 of Ita populaUon.
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U.S. war since the District was rounded. Yet, they cannot now vote In national
elections because the Constitution has restricted that privilege to citizens who
reside in States. The resultant constitutional anomaly of imposing all the
obligations of citizenship without the most fundamental of its privileges, wlll
be removed by tbis proposed constitutional amendment" (H. Rept. 1698, 86th
Cong.,2d sess., p. 2).'"
Similarly, in the Senate, Senator Keating, in proposing the resolution, emphasized tbat "the population of the District of Columbia exceeds the population of 12 States." 100 Congressional Record 1759."
The population of the District of Columbia and its bearing on the number of
electoral votes to which the District should be entitled was discussed at length
in the House. As passed by the Senate, the resolution (S.J. Res. 39) had provided that the District should have the same number of electoral votes which it
would have if it were a State. As reported by the House Judiicary Committee,
It also provided tbat tbe number of votes should not exceed that of the least
pop.ulous State (R. Rept. 1698, supra). This limitation was supported, in
part, because of questions raised as to how many residents of the District
might currently be voting by absentee ballots in the States from which they mme.
106 Congressional Record 12561 (Congressmen Whitener, Mason). It was opposed as unfair in that it gave tbe District a lower vote than that to which its
population would entitle it. 106 Congresional Record 12563 (Congressman Lindsay). Detailed discussion was had of the number of electoral votes which the
District would have on the basis of its then current population. 106 Congressional Record 12562 (Congressman Cramer). In sbort, the size of the population of tbe District of Columbia was a primary consideration to C6'hln'ess both
in deciding whether the amendment should be proposed, and in working out
the detailed provisions of the amendment.
It is inconceivable that Congress would have proposed, or the States would
have ratified, a constitutional amendment which would confer three electoral
votes on a District of Columbia whieh has a population of 75 faml'lies or which
had no population at alL It is equally inconceivable that Congress would have
set in motion the cumbersome and arduous process of constitutional amendment,
on a factual assumption whi~h it anticipated might be utterly destroyed 3 years
later.
3. Congress does not lightly invoke the proeess of constitutional amendment.
Accordingly, when the resolution propo!>ing the 23d amendment was under ('onsideration, Congress ronsidered CIlrefu'lly tbe availability of any alternative
means of achieving its objective of giving the residents of Washington, D.C. an
equitable voice in the ejection of the Presideont nnd Vice President. The legislative history shows clearly tbat Congress considered the feasibility and legality
of legislation either admitting tbe District of COlumbia as a new State, or retroceeding it to Maryland. Both alternatives were explicitly considered and rejected in tbe report of the House Committee on the Judiciary, Quoted supra
p. On the 11001" of the House, Congressman r.reader urged that further consideration be given to retroeession as an alternntive to constitutional amendment. 106 Congressional Record 10259, 10260. Congressman Matthews relylled:
"As the gentleman may know, I am a member of tbe much-criticized District
of Columbia Committee. When we ha \'e hearing'S about home rule we always
bring up the idea: Why do we not retrocp.de part of the District to Maryland,
contracting the Federal City? The gentleman I am sure will be interested to
know that we could find no enthusiasm wbatsoever for tbat point of vi~w. I
do want the gentleman to know, however, that the point of view has been thoroug-hly explored by the District Committee." 106 Congo Rec. 12560.
Thus it appears reasonable to construe tbe action of that Congress in proposing, and tbe States in ratifying, the 2&1 amendment as a considered choice
among tbree alternative means of affording eleetoral votes to the residents of
the DistriC't of Columbia: (1) separate statehood, (2) retrocession to Maryland,
and (3) the grant of electoral votes to the Dlstri('t of Columbia. Conln'ess and
the States embodied this choice in tbe form of a eonstitutional amendment.
Hence it is arguable tbat the cbolee ean now be reconsidered only 'by means
of anotber constitutional amendment.
n To the Mmp l'/rpct, see H. Rent. 1770, 86th Cong.. 2d eesa., p. 2; 106 Conl!'rpBsional
Record 121)5:', 12!'iIiRr The ponulntlon figure quoted above was an estimate, given prior
to thp nval1qbl11t:v of the 11160 cpnslIs data •
.. Thpre Is no Senate committee rt)port: In the Senate thp provision relating to I'lectoral
votes for the District of Columbia was added to S •.T. Res. 30 by amendment from the fioor,
106 Congressional Record 1757, 1764.
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4. The 284 amendment rave to tho rtlllidenta of th~ Diatrlct of Columbia, at:.!
Buch, the conltltutlonal right to choose three olectom,c R0trc(!51lJrJlon would mho
aW81 that rlrht, Ilnd eubaUtute a rllht to participate In Ma.ryl!Uld'a c11o!.cG of
the electol'l to which It II t.1J,tltled. If the residents of Waehlnuton ware d0n1ed
the rliht to vote at the 1004 election, on the Bround that they 11a4 Dot hem
realdenta of Maryland for 1 year (Maryland CODGtltUtJOIl, art. I, mec. 1) th&7
would be effectively deprived of an1 voice In thnt election. If th01 were allowed
to vote in Maryland, but Maryland'm eleetoral voteD weoo not In()1'()Sl1il8d to COf'o
respond to Ita Incre4l1o In population, then both the realdontm of Washington ud
the other relident. of Marylllnd would havla had their elfiletoral vow diluted.
In any event, the rl,ht of the 164,00 reildentll ot tho Dilltrlct, after r0trocelaion,
to caat their votes for elcetorll all part of 0. State of 8.aoo,OOO, would not be tIlG
same all their rl,ht, apoolfic6\lly tirl'Ilnted by tho 28d amendment, to cnot their vote
ljepa1'lltely tor 8 electoru.
In view ot thetle incoDoistenclee, I!. ptlr0uaslvo (u'l!ument can be made t:lU\t the
adoption ot the 2M amendment hnlllflven permanent conlltltutionallltntUfJ tG the
existence of a federaUy owned "District conotitutinB' the neat of llovernment of
the United Statel," havinl/l 11 5ublltantlal area and populo.tlon. Th1s II! not to
Imply that the exilltlnil boundarloo ot the District of Oolumbla are lmmu~able
or that Oongreill could not move tbe DGllt of IlOVGl.'nment to 11 different location,
and there olltllbllllh Q new district which would be, or would be expooted to
become, comparable In size and population to the p1'&lWnt one. It aUReato only
that the bulc concept of Q Federal dl!ltrlct, at the Iltlllt of !Overnment, comprlJ.
Ins an area Ilubetantlally la11\'Or than that occupied by the Federal buUdlnp,
havlni a population comparable in I'Ih:o to that of a State, Ilnd entitled to caat
three or more votefl for presidential eloctor~ can 00 caid to have boon adopte1i
by the 28d amendment aD a part of our Oonstitutlon, 00 that a. conf3tltutlonal
amendment repeaUn/i the 28d amendment would be required to aooUGb that
dlotrict.

IV. TJIJ.1 J'IFTH A.MENDMlnN'l'

Two nrrurnentll can 11100 be urpd aualDllt H.n. 56M haced on the i'Ullrl1nty of "
due P1'OOO/lIi mnde by the fifth amendment.
The tint arll1es by reallon of the atlect of H.B. 6Ge4 on the alectoral 'I'ot&1 provided by the 28d amendment. In Baker v. 00"" 860, U.S. 186, 201-200 (1002)
the Supreme Oourt Indicated that a Stata'!! apportionment of voteD which eflootB
lin 11'011 dillproportion ot reprellento.tlon to votln; population" would. violate the
equal protection of the Il1w" guarllntood by the 14th amendment. l\1ao also
(iommton v. Llohtfoot, 864 U.B. 880 (1000) ; Gra" v. Sanders, 8'1'2 U.B. 868 (1063).
WhUe the fifth amendment dooo not expra§1l1y prohibit tho denial of the equal
protection of the lawlI, discrimination by tbe United States "mll), be so unjustl·
fiable lUi to vl01l1te due proc'C8ld" Bomna v. 81u.lrpo, 841 U.S. 401, 400 (19{S4).
Honce It 18 at lal18t arguable thllt the prlnclploo ot Balcor v. Oarr and lJub!§6tluent
decillions of State Ilnd 10Wlll~ Federal courtll Ilpplylns It are Ilppllcable to the apportionment of votes by Oon.rrollf'l.
In effect, H.n. 51564 would 1'Ol:1ult In Il roo\ntrlct1n~ 60 all} to c1'&!lte a Dlatrlct
of Oolumbla havlnl at mOlt a few hundred relltdenw, with 8 electoral votell, IlIE
comvared with Hawfdl (pop. 682,712) or DelawQrO (pop. 400,200), aleo havlllS
3 electorlll votes. Tho (Uaparlty In voting Iltronsth would be moro than 1,000
to 1. Acceptlnr the fl1ct that nome (Uapo.rlty In voUns ntrenatb 1111 inhereDt in
the electoral oolle/18 nyatem ootnbllllhed by article II and the 12th amendxnont,
see GrG1) V. Sandora, 872 U.B. 368, 810-818. 11 dloparlty of thla mnanltude would
be lmpolllible to 3\llltlfy on allY rational b!\llls. TIle lrr('(f111nr conft/:turatlon of
the retained arell could be ufred 1111 n turther factor flhowllltg unreflllonable and
l1li The alUon4meilt pl'ovldea "'l'bo Dlotrlct 0 • • ohall Appoint."
Xn tho flenntl.) vtmlOll,
It prOVided "Thll pilopltl of tho Dlllt'tiot of Columbia ullal1 el~ot." Tho 111IAII5I0 111 10.nrcul&1/t
hllvp. Mon mndo Dimply to oont~rm tn thaln"l/unQ''' of thl' Ampnrtmont ~~ oln...l,
III pOlllblt1 to thllt of art. It ~. 1. Tho Houlo OO2lIIIllttGG roport utatlll: "It 81101214
bo notlld thllt thl. lanlJul!i'p fOI'lOWR oloaoly.l \nuotnr AD 10 IlPDHonblo, tlll!llnnlluqlfl\ of 112'1'1010
II ot th~ ConMtltutlon." H. Ropt. 1698, !:lOth Cllnr,r.. IJ AI'IlQ. p. 8. Tho ontlro lajl'l.latlvfI
hlAtnry IhQWI olol1rly tbat ConalllU Will conlll'rnod with 1l1,lnll tho flluldl'ntl of the Dllltt'\~
of ColumbiA 11 Votll for tho Prauldont. Tho HOllftl! commlttl'o ItO toe! : "Tho purP:!l~J'l pf th I
ProMlod conlltltUttnnt\l AmandmQnt 10 to (l1'Ovldo tho "maGna IIf tho Dlgtflat ot COlumb /I
wltb G.J!DrClprlllto rIghts of votlnct In ndlonnl oll'Otlol'lo tor PrppldtlDt nod Vloo Pl'tl111dtnlt
nf the United StAt"." (H. Ropt. 101.18, p.1). [lOlIlphnula 1\«2«204.]
11I11Ml~1'II tn
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arbitrary action in violation of the due process clause. Compare GomilUon v.
Lightfoot, 8tt1Jra.'"
It might be urged that these objections would be eliminated if Congress made

no provision for appointing the three electors trom the District of Columbia
or provided for their appointment on a basis which did not purport to represent
the residents of the DistrIct of Columbia. An answer to either sug,g-estion may
be found, however, in the fact that the 23d amendment appears to be a direction
that the District of ColumbIa "shall appoint" 3 electors, and the further fact
that the express intention of Congrpss. in proposing the amendment, wag "to
provide the citizens of the District of Columbia with appropriate rights of voting
in national elections for President and Vice President of the United States" (H.
Rept.1698, supra, p.l). [Emphasis added.]
The second question under the fifth amendment arises by reason of the fact
that H.R. 5564 makes no provisIon for obtaining the consent of a majority of the
residents of the District of Columbia to the proposed retrocession. In this respect
it is in contrast to the 1846 act of retrocession to Virginia. section 4 of which
expressly provided, "That this act shall not be In force until after the assent
of the people of the county and town of Alexandria shall be given to it," and
set forth detailed procedures for a vote on the issue of retrocession.
There would appear to be Ii serious question whether the residents of tbe
District can, consistently with due process of law, be required. against their
will, to become citizens of Maryland, and subject to its existing constitution &nd
laws. in whose making they had no part. Citizenship in a State is normally a
voluntary matter. It would seem entirely forelA'll to our constitutional Systflm
to transfer a substantial population from one political BOvereignty to another
without their consent. It may not be a sufficient answer to say that residents
of the District. and businesses chartered there, are free to remove elsewhere if
they prefer not to be citizens of Maryland: this freedom may be illusory !n the
case of Individuals with property. associations, and roots in the District, and
businesses with Investments, established customers, and good will In the District.
V. CONOLUSION

The foregoing discussion establishes. it is believed. that the constitutionality
of H.R. 5564 is subject to serious I]uestion. A persuasive argument can be made
that article I, section 8. clause 17, of the Constitution established. as a permanent part of our constitutional system, a Federal district constituting the seat
of the government, having a substantial area and population. The merits of this
argument have never been directly passed on by the Supreme Court; dicta lend
it some support. Adoption of the 23d amendment has greatly strengthened the
argument. The effect of the 23d amendment in this respect has not been passed
on by any court. Finally, H.R. 5564 may be open to objections based on the
fifth amendmbnt.
'
This memorandum does not express an opinion on these questions. or seek to
predict the outcome of a judicial test of them. Us purpose Is simply to point
out that the constitutional questions presented ar~substantial, that the uncertainties which they create could probably not be resolved without several YE'ars
of litigation, and that these uncertaintalnties could a1'l;ect not only the validity
of the proposed retrocession and of governmental actions affecting the retroceded area. but also the electoral system of Maryland and the outcome of a
presidential election.

Mr. WHITENER. We will next hear from the Honorable Elmer
Staats, Deputy Director of the Bureau of the Bndget, who is with us.
Mr. Staats, we are glad to hear from you at this time. I am sorry
that we havo kept you so long this morning. We do appreciate you
and your colleagues for being here with us this mornin~. If you do
not mind, will you identify them for the record. We WIll appreciate
that.
"In GomtlUon. the Court referred to the new boundaries ot TuRkegee as forming an
"uncouth 28-Rldcd figure." The DI~trlct of Columbia, as It would exist It H.R. 5564 were
enacted, could be described as 50-sIded figure.
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